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A Z-based Formal Framework and Comprehensive Toolkit for the Extraction and
Analysis of Object-Oriented Design State Space and Syntax-Based Metrics

The syntax-based (structural) software metrics are quantitative measures of
programs. They have been used to predict various software quality factors. There are
many studies on software structural metrics over the years. However, these metrics lack
a formal foundation that explains the nature of measurement. The objective of this
research is to propose a Z–based theoretical framework for the extraction of objectoriented (OO) design state space and structural metrics to help guide and improve the
design and development of software systems using mathematically rigorous methods. To
show the framework works, we selected several representative categories of syntax-based
metrics that measure different design characteristics, such as the measurements of
classes, data attributes, methods, parameters, inter-class coupling, and inter-module
coupling in OO systems, for demonstration.

The framework provides a graph-based design representation of object-oriented
programs, the Z formalization of the design state space, and the methodology for defining
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Software metrics are quantitative measures of programs. There are metrics in
different programming paradigms. This dissertation focuses on the object-oriented (OO)
metrics that measure a program’s syntactical structures or derivatives of these structures
such as ratio of two syntactical structures. We refer these metrics as syntax-based or
structural metrics (hereafter referred to as “metrics”). Structural metrics, as quantitative
measures of software design and implementation, have been proposed and used to predict
quality factors of systems (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994) (Hudli and Hoskins, 1994) (Bandi et
al., 2003). Metrics provide a method to gauge software quality at different phases and
confirm adherence to sound design principles (Abreu et al., 1995) (Li, 1998).

There are many studies on OO metrics over the years, for example Chidamber and
Kemerer (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994) proposed a metrics suite for OO design. Hitz
and Montazeri (Hitz and Montazeri, 1995) introduced a framework for comprehensive
coupling and cohesion metrics in OO systems. These are just a few examples among a
plethora of published work on structural metrics (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994) (Hudli and
Hoskins, 1994) (Abreu and Caruba, 1994) (Abreu et al., 1995) (Li, 1998) (Tahvildari and
1

Singh, 2000) (Aggarwal et al., 2006) (Alshayeb and Li, 2003) (Bandi et al., 2003)
(Binder, 1994) (Briand et al., 1997) (Briand et al., 1998) (Briand et al., 1999) (Briand et
al., 2000) (Elemam et al., 2001) (Fioravanti and Nesi, 2001) (Henry and Kafura, 1981)
(Kitchenham and Linkman, 1990) (Kitchenham et al., 1995) (McCabe, 1976) (McCabe
and Butler 1976) (Subramanyam and Krishnan, 2003).

Object-Oriented programming paradigm overcomes some of the challenges of the
traditional procedural programming, mainly by emphasizing the need to adhere to several
design features: inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism, and modularization (Schach,
2006). This dissertation proposes the formalization of the OO metrics. An example of a
class structural metric is the Number of Children (NOC) metric (Chidamber and
Kemerer, 1994) that counts the number of immediate subclasses of a class.

Most metrics have been introduced through natural language (text description), thus
lacking a formal definition. This leads to two problems: (1) possible ambiguity in the
informal definitions of metrics; and (2) the lack of clarity of measurement targets in
design. For example, the NOC metric (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994) has been found to
be ambiguous (Li, 1998). The NOC’s stated theoretical basis and the viewpoints indicate
that the metric measures the scope of the influence of a class on its subclasses because of
inheritance. This seemingly clear text description creates two possible interpretations:
one that includes only the immediate subclasses and the one that includes all descendent
classes. Another example of metrics ambiguities is the C&K proposed DIT (Depth of
Inheritance Tree), which is the path length from the root to the class in the inheritance
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hierarchy. But, Li (Li, 1998) pointed out that CK's DIT metric is ambiguous when
multiple inheritance is present. Formal definitions eliminate ambiguity in metrics.

Metrics are increasingly being used by developers as part of the daily Quality
Assurance (QA) process to ensure the quality of the final software products. This
coupled with the continuous development of software metrics in different categories have
increased the probability of using metrics that overlap in their measurement objectives.
Given two metrics, how do we determine if they are the same, similar, or different in
their measurement objectives/targets? Although we can make a determination through
examining their textual definitions, this comparison is largely ad-hoc rather than precise.
A formal framework can help in determining precisely each metric’s measurement
target/objective.

In this research, we propose a formal framework for metrics to address these
problems. There are several benefits coming from our research. First, using the formal
framework, we can define metrics precisely to avoid ambiguity. Second, the formal
framework links metrics definitions to design structures in a design state space, so that
metrics can be compared for their measurement objectives/targets. The third benefit is
that formal metric definitions make it possible to define metrics properties.

In summary, this dissertation has the following objectives:
1. The modelling method –the Design State Space Graph (DSSG) – is used to
model the design entities embedded in a software system’s design state space;
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2. The Z formalization of the design state space;
3. A methodology for defining metrics in the design state space;
4. Definition of two metric properties;
5. Validation of the metric properties using empirical data;
6. A tool to support the use of the formalized metrics in industry is developed.

To make the proposed framework practical and useful, we developed a toolkit for
metrics extraction and analysis in the framework. This toolkit (DSS: Design State Space)
is based on the JavaCC (JavaCC, 2011) technology. DSS toolkit can help software
engineers extract and analyze the DSSG relations sets and structural metrics. DSS is
designed to be flexible, so plug-in packages for new metric definitions can be added to
the tool without requiring re-compilation or changing the tool’s architectural design.

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the
literature related to our research. In Chapter 3, we propose the theoretical metric
framework (DSSG) and introduce the design state space using the proposed framework.
In Chapter 4, we show how the framework can be used to formalize software metrics of
different types. In Chapter 5, two metric properties in the framework are introduced. In
Chapter 6, we present the empirical studies to validate the metrics properties. Chapter 7
introduces the DSS toolkit used in this research. In conclusion, we present our findings,
the discussions, the limitations, and future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews literatures related to the research: software metrics in OO
programming, formal metrics framework, metrics orthogonality properties, and metrics
extraction tools.

2.1

Metric Definition

Software metrics are measures of source code that can quantitatively gauge certain
aspects of software design and implementation. They provide quantitative means to
measure software design quality. Software metrics have been proposed for different
paradigms. Our research focuses on object-oriented (OO) structural metrics and their
derivatives (ratio of two structural metrics, for example).

There have been many studies on OO metrics. Chidamber and Kemerer
(Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994) proposed a metrics suite for object-oriented design that
is composed of six metrics (C&K metrics). Lorenz and Kidd (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994)
published a suite of OO metrics (L&K metrics). Unlike the C&K metrics, most of the
L&K metrics include more directly countable measures, e.g., the Number of Methods
(NM), and the Number of Variables (NV) metrics. Hudli and Hoskins (Hudli and
Hoskins, 1994) used two kinds of metrics to evaluate the design and implementation of
5

OO systems: one is class-based that evaluates design of classes, and the second type
measures the class design structure of the program. Abreu and Caruba (Abreu and
Caruba, 1994) proposed a framework for classifying OO metrics, using classification
along two vectors: category and granularity. Abreu and his colleagues (Abreu et al.,
1995) developed a set of six OO metrics with emphasis on the features of inheritance,
encapsulation and coupling. Li (Li, 1998) proposed another metric suite for objectoriented programming evaluating C&K metrics. Tahvildari and Singh (Tahvildari and
Singh, 2000) investigated several OO software product metrics that exist in the literature
and categorized them to provide a better insight into potential areas of concern: depth of
inheritance, cohesion, size of objects, and system structure. Aggarwal and others
(Aggarwal et al., 2006) developed two metrics that measure the degree of robustness
included in object oriented code, and analytically evaluated these metrics. However, most
structural metrics -syntactical structural metrics- lack the support of a formal framework.
A formal framework provides two benefits. First, it makes the metric definition precise,
unambiguous, and less prone to different interpretations. Second, certain metric
properties can be calculated and analyzed in a formal framework.

In this research, we address the absence of a theoretical foundation that links
structural metrics to design features. Our research will establish such a link for formally
defined metrics.

6

2.2

The Selected Metrics

Since it is not practical to formalize all metrics in one dissertation, we selected
metrics from several categories that measure different design characteristics, such as the
measures of class, data attribute, method, parameter, and inter-class coupling. We
selected at least one metric from each category to show how our proposed approach can
be used to formally define metrics. The selected metrics were from these different
sources (Abreu, 1995) (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994) (Henderson-Seller, 1996)
(Harrison et al., 1998) (Li, 1998) (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994) (Marinescu, 1988). The
following is a list of the selected metrics by category:



Class Metrics:
o Metric 1: Number of Descendent Classes (NDC) (Li, 1998).
o Metric 2: Number of Ancestor Classes (NAC) (Li, 1998).



Method Metrics:
o Metric 3: Weighted Methods per Class (WMC) (Chidamber and
Kemerer, 1994).
o Metric 4: Method Invocation Coupling (MIC) (Marinescu, 1988).
o Metric 5: Class Method Inheritance Factor (CMIF), a modified version
of the metric Method Inheritance Factor (MIF) (Harrison et al., 1998).



Parameters Metrics:
o Metric 6: Number of Parameters (NP) (Henderson-Seller, 1996).
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Attribute Metrics:
o Metric 7: Data Access Metrics (DAM) (Lorenz and Kidd, 1994).
o Metric 8: Class Attribute Hiding Factor (CAHF), a modified version of
the metric Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF) (Abreu, 1995).



Inter-class coupling Metrics:
o Metric 9: Coupling Between Object Classes (CBO) (Chidamber and
Kemerer, 1994).
o Metric 10: Coupling Through Abstract Data Type (CTA) (Li, 1998).
o Metric 11: Coupling Through Message Passing (CTM) (Li, 1998).

2.3

The Formal Framework for Metrics

The calling for a formal framework for metrics has existed for a long time. The
pioneering work includes that of Fenton and Mole (Fenton and Mole, 1988), Kitchenham
(Kitchenham et al., 1995) and Briand (Briand et al., 1999). Fenton and Mole presented a
Z specification for the system flow graph in the application of software metrics.
Kitchenham and colleagues proposed a framework for validating software measurement
based on a measurement structure model that identifies the elementary components of
measures and the measurement process. Briand and colleagues used standard sets to link
metrics to design attributes to provide a formal decision making process to help define
new measures and select existing measures for a specific goal of measurement.
However, these efforts did not resolve the issues of ambiguous definition and the missing
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link between metrics and design structures. We plan to extend these pioneering works by
proposing a cohesive formal framework that is mathematically rigorous and provides a
formal platform for precisely defining and comparing metrics and also linking metrics to
the design state space of OO systems.

2.4

Metrics Orthogonality Properties

From statistical results, one could validate if a metric is useful in some capacity,
but there is still a missing piece in understanding the metric: where does that usefulness
come from and how does the usefulness of one metric compare with that of others?
Answering these questions becomes more important with the increasing number of
metrics being used in industry. There is an increased probability of using metrics that
overlap in their measured attributes and metrics without proper validation of their
usefulness.

Briand and colleagues (Briand et al., 1997) proposed a solution for comparing
measures and their potential use by utilizing a rigorous decision making process.
However, their solution uses standard sets to define metrics and only determines the
applicability of the metrics and what attributes they measure, but without a
comprehensive framework to answer other potential questions; for example, whether any
two metrics are orthogonal in their measurement objectives. If they are not orthogonal, to
which degree do their measurement objectives overlap? To help answer these questions,
we discuss two metrics properties that are based on our framework.
9

2.5

Metrics Extraction Tools

There are many software metrics tools that are designed for various programming
languages. Software engineers use automated software metrics tools that extract the
metric values directly from source code to facilitate software quality assessment and
realize the benefits of using software metrics. There have been studies on different
software metrics tools. Brooks and Buell (Brooks and Buell, 1994) developed a tool to
gather a subset of metrics proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer (Chidamber and
Kemerer, 1994). The tool was written in C++ and collected metrics from C++ source
files. Cahill, Hogan, and Thomas (Cahill et al., 2002) presented the Java Metric Reporter
tool that supports the extraction and analysis of OO systems. Stojanovic (Stojanovic and
Emam, 2001) presented a tool, ES2, which collects OO design metrics from C++ and
Java code files. Shepperd (Shepperd, 1989) developed a software tool that automates the
collection and calculation of a family of OO design metrics.

An empirical study was conducted by Rüdiger and colleagues (Rüdiger et al.,
2008) on several commercial and free metrics tools, calculating metrics values using the
same set of standard metrics for four software systems of different sizes. The result
showed that for the same software system and metrics, the values are different and
depend on the tool. This result revealed serious flaws in metrics research and
application: the metric values extracted by a tool may not be trusted. There are two
possible causes for the problem. The first is that design flaws exist in the tools. To solve
this problem, the tool manufacturers will have to enforce more rigorous software quality
10

assurance (SQA) policies. The second possible cause is more fundamental: there are
ambiguities in metric definitions that cause different interpretations by different tool
manufacturers. An example of a metric that has ambiguities in the definition is the
Number of Children (NOC) proposed by C & K. The definition for the metric NOC is as
follows: calculate the number of immediate subclasses subordinate to a class in the class
hierarchy, with the goal to measure how many subclasses are going to inherit the methods
of the parent class. Li (Li, 1998) analyzed the C & K's NOC metric and found some
ambiguities. The NOC metric’s definition can be interpreted in two ways: one that
includes all descendent classes and one that only includes the direct children of a class.
The ambiguity found in the original definition of the NOC metric can make different tool
manufacturers to interpret its definition differently, each thinking that it is using the right
definition. A formally defined metric, however, will never have ambiguity like this.

As discussed in section 2.3, our research proposed a solution to the second cause
of the problem: use a formal framework to define metrics.
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CHAPTER 3

DSSG FORMAL DESIGN STATE SPACE FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, we propose a formal framework that links syntax-based metrics to
OO designs via the design state space. The framework is based on the formal definition
of this state space using the Z (Spivey, 1992) formal language. The DSSG modelling of
designs provides a platform for formally defining metrics and linking the metrics
explicitly to design features in a system.

3.1

DSSG Modelling for Design State Space

There are many OO modelling languages and tools, with the most commonly used
being the Unified Modelling Language (UML) (OMG UML, 2010). UML is a graphbased modelling language that is very capable of modelling OO systems. However, it is
difficult to define a formal framework based on UML. Therefore, we propose to use the
Design State Space Graph (DSSG), formerly known as the Big Bang Graph (Li, 2008), in
our proposed framework. The distinguishing feature of DSSG is its uniformity. It uses
only one graph to represent all aspects of OO designs that are pertinent to syntax-based
metrics. DSSG makes it easy to define metrics formally. DSSG can also assist OO
analysis. For example, it is difficult to find answers to the following state space
12

questions in the UML model, but it is relatively easy to answer these questions in the
DSSG model:

o Q1: What is the set of objects declared as data attributes in a class?
o Q2: What is the set of objects that are visible in a class through
parameter passing?

DSSG is a numbered, directed and connected graph modelled as DSSG= (E, V),
where V: set of numbered vertices, and E: set of directed and numbered edges. Vertices
in DSSG represent design entities such as class, object, object reference and methods.
Edges represent the primitive associations of the entities. DSSG aims to model the
design model with the primitive (atomic) design features as edges of the graph in a
simple graph notation. Primitive design features are “atomic” if they cannot be further
divided. For instance, object read is a primitive design feature whereas object access is
not because it consists of object read and object write (Li, 2008).

This dissertation focuses on OO features of DSSG. Although outside of the scope
of this dissertation, DSSG has the capability to model aspect-oriented and procedure
designs.

3.2

Design State Space

The Design State Space Graph (DSSG) embeds a state space for the architectural
aspect of a software design. This design state space makes it possible to link a metric
13

definition explicitly to the design feature (or features) in DSSG. These design features
underline the metric’s measurement objective. Linking a metric definition and the design
features in the formalized metrics eliminates potential misinterpretations of the metric.
This state space can be modelled using the Z formal specification language (Li, 2008)

DSSG state space is composed of sets of nodes, which are modelled as the Z basic
types and listed as follows:

o CLASSES : Finite sets of classes in the design
o OBJECTS: Finite sets of objects in the design
o OBJECT REFERENCES: Finite sets of object references in the design
o METHODS: Finite sets of methods in the design

Table 3.1 summarizes the DSSG nodes (vertices) and their corresponding
numbers. The numbers are used to uniquely identify each node. Table 3.2 lists the
DSSG edge semantics; each edge represents a primitive association between two vertices.
The ‘Rel.’ column in Table 3.2 indicates the type of edge semantic, which uses the
standard Z notation. The ‘From’ and ‘To’ columns indicate the source and destination
vertices respectively. There are two main types of connections: function and relation. In
a function, each element in the source is associated to only one element in the destination;
a relation does not have this restriction.
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Table 3.1: DSSG Vertices
Vertex

Vertex No.

Class

1

Method

2

Object

3

Object Reference

4

For example, C++ and Java variables types, such as char, int and float can be
represented as objects (vertices) in DSSG. Design entities are linked through edges
(associations), such as definition, reading from, writing to and message passing.

The relationship between the graph and the state space is as follows:
VERTICES = = CLASSES

 OBJECTS  OBJECT REFERENCES  METHODS
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Table 3.2: The Object-Oriented Design Relations

The vertices are linked through edges. Table 3.2 shows the edges. This table
links the state space with design via Z standard notations in the Rel. column. For the
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edges, the semantics are based on the Java language specification (Gosling et al., 1996).
The set of edges E in DSSG is the union of all relations found in the analysis. The
evolution of an OO design is a refinement of V (Vertices) and E (Edges). When needed,
new design features can be represented in V and E.

DSSG, as a platform for design analysis, can be used to answer the questions Q1 and
Q2 (section 3.1) using the state space in DSSG as follows (Table 4.1 introduces the basic
Z notations, such as dom and ran, used in the answers below):

o The answer to question Q1 in DSSG to determine the set of objects declared as
data attributes in a class is as follows:
o A1 = = dom ({c}  ClassInstanceAttribute)
Where ClassInstanceAttribute = = PrivateInstanceAttribute



PublicInstanceAttribute.

A1 is the set of objects declared as data attributes in class c.

o The answer to question Q2 to find the set of objects that will be visible in a class
through parameter passing is as follows in DSSG:
o ran ({c}  ClassAllMethod) set of locally defined method in c where
ClassAllMethod = = ClassPrivateInstanceMethod
ClassPublicInstanceMethod
ClassPublicClassMethod.
17



 ClassPrivateClassMethod 

o BindingByReference and VisibilityThoughParameter are also basic types
as set of objects reference-to-method pairs that become visible in
methods through parameter binding.

o Restricting the range of the set to the set of methods in c gives us all
objects reference-to-method pairs in c. Its domain is the answer to Q2.
A2 = = dom (BindingByReference and VisibilityThoughParameter) 
({c}  ClassAllMethod)

A2 is the set of objects that are visible through parameter passing in class
c. BindingByReference and VisibilityThoughParameter are design
relations from Table 3.2. Restricting the range of the set to the set of
methods in c gives us all objects reference-to-method pairs in c; its domain
is the answer to Q2.

3.3

Selected DSSG Relation Sets for Z Formalism

For the formalization of the selected metrics, we use 25 DSSG relation sets from
Table 3.2. They are explained with Java sample code in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Selected DSSG Relation Sets

#

DSSG Edge
Semantic

Description

Java code example

Result

1

Inheritance

public class Interpreter
extends DepthFirstAdapter{
//implementation
}

{(Interpreter,
DepthFirstAdapter)}

2

Containment

This captures
inheritance relations
between pairs of
classes in the design.
This captures the
relations for classes
and internal classes.

public class DSSAdmin{
//implementation

{(DSSAdmin, DSSToolBox)}

3

Private instance
method
definition

4

Protected
instance method
definition

5

Public instance
method
definition

6

Private instance
class definition

7

Protected class
method
definition

8

9

This captures the
relations between each
class and the private
instance methods
defined within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the protected
instance methods
defined within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the public
instance methods
defined within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the private
class methods defined
within the class.

class DSSToolBox{
}
}
public class DSSObject{
//implementation
private int getID(){}
}

{(DSSObject,
DSSObject.getID)}

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
protected String
getName(){}
}

{(DSSObject, DSSObject
.getID)}

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public void
SetName(String sStr){}
}

{(DSSObject,DSSObject.
SetName)}

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
private static void
PrintName(){}
}

{(DSSObject, DSSObject.
PrintName)}

This captures the
relations between each
class and the protected
class methods defined
within the class.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
protected static void
getName(){}
}

{(DSSObject, DSSObject
.getName)}

Public class
method
definition

This captures the
relations between each
class and the public
class methods defined
within the class.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public static void
SetPath(String
sPath){}
}

{(DSSObject,DSSObject.
SetPath)}

Parameter types

This captures the
relations between each
method and the types
of the formal
parameters in the
signature.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public void
SetName(String sStr){}
}

{((DSSObject,DSSObject.
SetPath),String) }
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Table 3.3 (Continued)

#
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

DSSG relation
Private class
attribute
declaration

Protected class
attribute
declaration

Public class
attribute
declaration

Private instance
attribute
declaration

Protected
instance attribute
declaration

Public instance
attribute
declaration

Module class
association

Module Abstract
Association

Description

Java code example

Result

This captures the
relations between each
class and the private
class attributes
declared within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the protected
class attributes
declared within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the public
class attributes
declared within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the private
instance attributes
declared within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the protected
instance attributes
declared within the
class.
This captures the
relations between each
class and the public
instance attributes
declared within the
class.
This set captures the
relationship between
each related module
and class.

public class DSSObject{

{(DSSObject, DSSObject.
lineStyle)}

This set captures the
relationship between
each related module
and abstract class.

package
dssToolkit.JavaCComplier.D
SSCompiler.DSSMetrics;

private static String
lineStyle;
}

public class DSSObject{
protected static String
name;

{(DSSObject, DSSObject.
name)}

}

public class DSSObject{
public static String ID;

{(DSSObject, DSSObject.
ID)}

}

public class DSSObject{
private String LocalName;

{(DSSObject, DSSObject.
LocalName)}

}

public class DSSObject{
protected String
PackageName;

{(DSSObject, DSSObject.
PackageName)}

}

public class DSSObject{
public String className;

{( DSSObject, DSSObject.
className)}

}

package
dssToolkit.JavaCComplier.
DSSCompiler;

{(dssToolkit.JavaCComplier.
DSSCompiler, DSSObject)}

public class DSSObject{
}

public abstract
DSSMetricBase{
}
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{(dssToolkit.JavaCComplier.
DSSCompiler.DSSMetrics,
DSSMetricBase)}

Table 3.3 (Continued)

#

DSSG relation

Description

Java code example

Result

18

Module Interface
Association

This set captures the
relationship between
each related module
and interface.

package
dssToolkit.JavaCComplier.
DSSCompiler.DSSInterface;

{(dssToolkit.JavaCComplier.
DSSCompiler.DSSInterface,
IDSSAnalysisInterface)}

This captures the
coupling between the
class and other classes
through method
invocations, including
calls to methods
within the same class.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public void
SetName(String sStr){
DSSMethod dssMethod;
dssMethod= new
DSSMethod();
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20

21

22

Method to
method message

Object reference
type

Instance attribute
inheritance

Class attribute
inheritance

This DSSG set
captures each
variable’s name
declared in a class and
its type, either
primitive or reference
type.
This set captures the
relationship between
each class and the
instance attributes
inherited through subtyping.
This set captures the
relationship between
each class and the
class attributes
inherited through subtyping.

public interface
IDSSAnalysisInterface{
}

dssMethod.SetName(sStr);
}//of SetName
}
public class DSSObject{
public String className;

{((DSSObject,DSSObject.
SetName),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.
SetName))}

{(DSSObject. className,
String)}

}

public class DSSObject{
public String className;
}//end of DSSObject

{(DSSParameter,DSSObject.
className)}

public class DSSParameter
extends DSSObject {
}//end of DSSParameter

public class DSSObject{
public static String
logFileName;
}//end of DSSObject

{(DSSParameter,DSSObject.
logFileName)}

public class DSSParameter
extends DSSObject {
}//end of DSSParameter
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Instance method
inheritance

This set captures the
relationship between
each class and the
instance methods
inherited through subtyping.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public void
SetName(String
sStr){}
}
public class DSSParameter
extends DSSObject {
}//end of DSSParameter
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{(DSSParameter,DSSObject.
SetName)}

Table 3.3 (Continued)

#

DSSG relation

Description

Java code example

Result

24

Class method
inheritance

This set captures the
relationship between
each class and the
class methods
inherited through subtyping.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public static void
SetLogFileName(String

{(DSSParameter,DSSObject.
SetLogFileName)}

sStr){}
}
public class DSSParameter
extends DSSObject {
}//end of DSSParameter

25

Return type from
method

This set captures the
relationship between
each method (of nonvoid function type)
and the type of the
return call, either
primitive or userdefined.

public class DSSObject{
//implementation
public String GetName(){}
}

{(( DSSObject,DSSObject.
GetName), String)}

For the purpose of our research in this dissertation, these DSSG relation sets do not
consider inner classes.

3.4

Source Code Example

To illustrate the Z formalized design state space using the DSSG modelling, we
present a simple example, consisting of two Java packages, packages A and B. Package
A (Listing 3.1) consists of classes: A1.java, A2.Java, A3.java and A4.java. Package B
(Listing 3.2) consists of classes: B1.java, B2.Java, and B3.java. The validation is based
on the calculation of the characteristic set and the set cardinality based on the formal Z
based definition and using the extracted DSSG relations sets from Table 3.3.
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Listing 3.1: Java Source Code for Package A’s Classes: A1, A2, A3 and A4
package A;

import java.util.*;
import B.*;

public class A1 {

private Vector APublicMethods ;
private Vector AProtectedMethods ;
private Vector APrivateMethods ;
private A3 objA3;

public A1 () {}
public void MA11 (){ B1 obj_b1 = new B1 (); obj_b1 . MB11 (); }
public void MA12 (){ }
public void MA13 (){ B2 obj_b2 = new B2 (); obj_b2 . MB21 (); }
public Vector GetAPublicMethods (){ return APublicMethods ; }
public void SetAPublicMethods ( Vector vVal ){ APublicMethods = vVal;
objA3 = new A3(); objA3.MA33("test");}
protected Vector GetAProtectedMethods (){ return AProtectedMethods ; }
protected void SetAProtectedMethods ( Vector vVal ){
AProtectedMethods = vVal ;}
private Vector GetAPrivateMethods (){ return APrivateMethods ;}
private void SetAPrivateMethods (Vector vVal){APrivateMethods = vVal;}
}

package A;
import B.*;

public class A2 extends A1{

public A2 (){ }
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public void MA21 (){ }
public void MA22 (){ }
public void MA23 (){ B2 obj_b2 = new B2 (); obj_b2 . MB21 (); }
public void MA24( String para1 , Integer para2 , Float para3){}
public void MA25(String para1){}
}

package A;
import B.*;

public class A3 extends A2{

private A2 objA2;

public A3 (){ }
public void MA31(){ }
public void MA32(){ B3 obj_b3 = new B3(); obj_b3.MB31 (); }
public void MA33(String para1){}
public void MA34(){ }
public void MA35(String para1, Float para2, Integer para3, Double
para4){}
}

package A;
import java.io.*;

public abstract class A4{

public A4(){ }
abstract void MA41();
abstract void MA42(String para1);
}
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Listing 3.2: Java Source Code for Package B’s Classes: B1, B2, and B3
package B;
import java.util.*;
import A.*;

public class B1 {
private Vector BPublicMethods;
private Vector BProtectedMethods;
private Vector BPrivateMethods;

public B1 () {}
public void MB11 (){ A1 obj_a1 = new A1 (); obj_a1 . MA12 (); }
public void MB12 (){ }
public void MB13 (){ A3 obj_a3 = new A3 (); obj_a3 . MA31 (); }
public Vector GetBPublicMethods (){ return BPublicMethods ; }
public void SetBPublicMethods ( Vector vVal ){ BPublicMethods = vVal ; }
protected Vector GetBProtectedMethods (){ return BProtectedMethods ; }
protected void SetBProtectedMethods ( Vector vVal ){
BProtectedMethods = vVal ;}
private Vector GetBPrivateMethods (){ return BPrivateMethods ;}
private void SetBPrivateMethods ( Vector vVal ){
BPrivateMethods = vVal;}
}

package B;
import A.*;
public class B2 extends B1{

public B2 (){ }
public void MB21 (){ }
public void MB22 (){ A3 obj_a3 = new A3(); obj_a3.MA33("test"); }
public void MB23 (){ }
public void MB24( String para1 , Integer para2 , Double para3){}
}
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package B;
import A.*;
public class B3 extends B2{

public B3 (){ }
public void MB31 (){ }
public void MB32 (){ }
public void MB33 (){ A2 obj_a2 = new A2(); obj_a2.MA21(); }
public void MB34( String para1 , Integer para2 , Float para3){}
}

The next table shows the generated DSSG relation sets used to support the Z
formalization of the class-level metrics, to be discussed in details in Chapter 4.

Table 3.4: Generated DSSG Sets for the Sample Project

DSSG Relation

Results

From

To

DSSG Edge
Semantics

Class

Class

Inheritance

{(A2,A1), (A3,A2),(B2,B1), (B3,B2)}

Class

Class

Containment

{}

Class

Method

Private instance
method definition

{(A1, A1.GetAPrivateMethods), (A1,
A1.SetAPrivateMethods),
(B1,B1.GetBPrivateMethods),
(B1,B1.SetBPrivateMethods)}

Class

Method

Private instance
method definition

{(A1, A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods),
(B1,B1.GetBProtectedMethods),
(B1,B1.SetBProtectedMethods)}
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Table 3.4 (Continued)

DSSG Relation

Results

From

To

DSSG Edge
Semantics

Class

Method

Public instance
method definition

Class

Method

Class

Method

Class

Method

Class

Method

Private class
method definition
Protected class
method definition
Public class method
definition
Instance method
inheritance
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{(A1, A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1,
A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.MA11), (A1,
A1.MA12), (A1, A1.MA13), (A2, A2.MA21),
(A2, A2.MA22), (A2, A2.MA23), (A2,
A2.MA24), (A2, A2.MA25), (A3,A3.MA31),
(A3, A3.MA32), (A3, A3.MA33), (A3,
A3.MA34), (A3, A3.MA35),
(B1,B1.GetBPublicMethods), (B1,
B1.SetBPublicMethods), (B1, B1.MB11), (B1,
B1.MB12), (B1, B1.MB13), (B2,B2.MB21),
(B2, B2.MB22), (B2, B2.MB23), (B2,
B2.MB24), (B3,B3.MB31), (B3, B3.MB32),
(B3, B3.MB33), (B3, B3.MB34)}
{}
{}
{}
{(A2, A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A2,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A2,
A1.GetAPublicMethods),(A2,
A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A2, A1. MA11), (A2,
A1.MA12), (A2, A1.MA13), (A3,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A3,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A3,
A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A3,
A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A3, A1. MA11), (A3,
A1.MA12), (A3, A1.MA13), (A3, A2.MA21),
(A3, A2.MA22), (A3, A2.MA23), (A3,
A2.MA24), (A3, A2.MA25),
(B2,B1.GetBProtectedMethods), (B2,
B1.SetBProtectedMethods), (B2,
B1.GetBPublicMethods), (B2,
B1.SetBPublicMethods), (B2, B1. MB11), (B2,
B1.MB12), (B2, B1.MB13), (B3,
B1.GetBProtectedMethods), (B3,
B1.SetBProtectedMethods), (B3,
B1.GetBPublicMethods), (B3,
B1.SetBPublicMethods), (B3, B1.MB11), (B3,
B1.MB12), (B3, B1. MB13), (B3, B2.MB21),
(B3, B2.MB22), (B3, B2.MB23), (B3,
B2.MB24)}

Table 3.4 (Continued)

DSSG Relation

Results

From

To

DSSG Edge
Semantics

Class

Method

Class

Object Reference

Class Method
inheritance
Private instance
attribute
declaration

Class

Object Reference

Public instance
attribute
declaration

Class

Object Reference

{}

Class

Object Reference

Class

Object Reference

Class

Object Reference

Protected instance
attribute
declaration
Private class
attribute
declaration
Public class
attribute
declaration
Protected class
attribute
declaration

Object Reference

Class

Object reference
type

Class

Object Reference

Class

Object Reference

Class X Method

Class

Instance Attribute
inheritance
Class attribute
inheritance
Returning type
from method

{(A1.APublicMethods, Vector),
(A1.AProtectedMethods, Vector),
(A1.APrivateMethods, Vector), (A1.objA3, A3)
, (A3.objA2, A2) , (B1.BPublicMethods,
Vector), (B1.BProtectedMethods, Vector),
(B1.BPrivateMethods, Vector)}
{}
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{}
{(A1, A1.APublicMethods), (A1,
A1.AProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.APrivateMethods), (A1, A1.objA3) ,
(A3,A3.objA2) , (B1, B1.BPublicMethods), (B1,
B1.BProtectedMethods), (B1,
B1.BPrivateMethods)}
{}

{}

{}

{}

{}
{((A1,A1.GetAPublicMethods), Vector) , ((A1,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), Vector), ((A1,
A1.GetAPrivateMethods), Vector), ((B1,
B1.GetBPublicMethods), Vector) ,
((B1,B1.GetBProtectedMethods), Vector), ((B1,
B1.GetBPrivateMethods), Vector)}

Table 3.4 (Continued)

DSSG Relation

Results

From

To

DSSG Edge
Semantics

Class X Method

Class

Parameter types

{((A1,A1.SetAPublicMethods), Vector) , ((A1,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods), Vector), ((A1,
A1.SetAPrivateMethods), Vector), ((A2, A2.MA24),
String), ((A2, A2.MA24), Float), ((A2, A2.MA24),
Integer), ((A2, A2.MA25), String), ((A3, A3.MA33),
String), ((A3, A3.MA35), String), ((A3, A3.MA35),
Float), ((A3, A3.MA35), Integer), ((A3, A3.MA35),
Double), ((A4, A4.MA42), String),
((B1,B1.SetBPublicMethods), Vector) , ((B1,
B1.SetBProtectedMethods), Vector), ((B1,
B1.SetBPrivateMethods), Vector), ((B2, B1.MB24),
String), ((B2, B2.MB24), Float), ((B2, B2.MB24),
Integer), ((B3, B3.MB34), String), ((B3, B3.MB34),
Float), ((B3, B3.MB34), Integer)}

Class X Method

Object
Reference

Formal
parameters

Class X Method

Class X
Method

Method to method
message

Module

Class

Module

Class

Module-abstract
class association
Module-class
association

{((A1,A1.SetAPublicMethods), vVal) ,
((A1,A1.SetAProtectedMethods), vVal), ((A1,
A1.SetAPrivateMethods), vVal), ((A2,A2. MA24),
para1), ((A2, A2.MA24), para2), ((A2, A2.MA24),
para3), ((A2,A2. MA25), para1), ((A3, A3.MA33),
para1), ((A3, A3.MA35), para1), ((A3, A3.MA35),
para2), ((A3,A3. MA35), para3), ((A3, A3.MA35),
para4), ((A4, A4.MA42), para1), ((B1,
B1.SetBPublicMethods), vVal) ,
((B1,B1.SetBProtectedMethods), vVal),
((B1,B1.SetBPrivateMethods), vVal), ((B2,
B2.MB24), para1), ((B2,B2. MB24), para2), ((B2,B2.
MB24), para3), ((B3,B3. MB34), para1), ((B3,
B3.MB34), pa2ra), ((B3, B3.MB34), para3)}
{((A1,A1.MA11),(B1,B1.MB11)),
((A1,A1.MA13),(B2,B2.MB21)),
((A1,A1.SetAPublicMethods),(A3,A3.MA33)),
((A2,A2.MA23),(B2,B2.MB21)),
((A3,A3.MA32),(B3,B3.MB31)),
((B1,B1.MB11),(A1,A1.MA12)),
((B1,B1.MB13),(A3,A3.MA31)),
((B2,B2.MB22),(A3,A3.MA33)),
((B3,B3.MB33),(A2,A2.MA21))}
{(A,A4)}

Module

Class

Module-interface
association
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{(A,A1), (A,A2), (A,A3), (A,A4), (B,B1), (B,B2),
(B,B3)}
{}

Once the DSSG relation sets are created, structural metrics can be extracted from
or composed of these sets. We can then calculate the value for each metric that has been
formally defined, as discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

FORMALIZATION OF METRICS USING Z and DSSG

In this chapter, we present a formal framework to define software metrics using
the Z specification language.

4.1

Formal Definition of Metrics Using Z

The DSSG modeling of design state space provides a platform for formally
defining metrics and linking the formal definition explicitly to design features in DSSG.
Table 5.1 introduces the basic Z notations that we used in this dissertation in order to
introduce the formal framework to define metrics.
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Table 4.1: Basic Z Specification Language Notations

Z function

Meaning

Z Notation

Example

Domain

If R is a relation of type
X Y , then the domain of R is
the set of elements in X related
to something in Y (first element
in each pair in the set)

dom

drives = { (helen ,
beetle) , (indra , alfa) ,
(jim , beetle) , (kate ,
cortina)}

Range

domain
restriction

range
restriction

function

relation

power set

domain
subtraction

range
subtraction

The range of R is the set of
elements of Y to which some
element of X is related
If R is a relation of type
X Y , and A is any subset of X
, then A R denotes the domain
restriction of R to A
If R is a relation of type
X Y , and B is any subset of Y
, then R B denotes the range
restriction of R to B
If each object of one set is
related to at most one object of
another, then the relation
between the two sets is said to be
a function.
If X and Y are sets, then
X Y denotes the set of all
relations between X and Y. Any
element of X Y is a set of
ordered pairs in which the first
element is drawn from X , and
the second from Y
If a is a set, then the set of all
subsets of a is called the power
set of a, and written .
If R is a relation of type
X Y , and A is any subset of X
, then A R denotes the domain
subtraction of R from A
If R is a relation of type
X Y , and B is any subset of X
, then A R denotes the range
subtraction of R from A
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dom drives = { helen,
indra , jim , kate}
ran drives = { alfa,
beetle, cortina}

ran

A R

{jim, kate} drives =
{(jim , beetle) , (kate ,
cortina)}

R B

drives {beetle,
cortina} = {(jim ,
beetle) , (kate ,
cortina)}
X = {A,B}, Y={C,D}
X Y={(A,C),(B,D)}

X = {A,B}, Y={C,D}
X Y={(A,C),(B,C),
(A,D), (B,D)}

A

R

R

B

if a is the set {x, y} then
a ={ ,{x}, {y},
{x,y}}
{jim} drives = (helen
, beetle) , (indra , alfa) ,
(kate , cortina)
drives {beetle,
cortina}={ (indra ,
alfa)}

The Z language is a formal specification language that was first introduced by
Abrial (Arial, 1974). Then, an extended Z notation was proposed by Abrial and
colleagues (Arial et al., 1980). Z was developed by the Programming Research Group at
Oxford. Z is based on the standard mathematical notation used in axiomatic set theory,
lambda calculus, and first-order predicate logic. This provides a formal foundation for
defining metrics that are not subject to different interpretations. Z also provides the
possibility to prove properties in its specification (Li and Alomainy, 2009).

For metrics that only measure certain design features (not ratio), there is a
characteristic set associated with each metric. A characteristic set contains elements that
possess the same characteristics, which are design entities of the same type and the result
of calculating the formalized metric. For example, a set of red sedans make a
characteristic set, but adding a blue sedan or red truck into the set will make the set noncharacteristic. The metric’s value is the cardinality of the set. The separation of a metric
and its value agrees with the measurement theory, which requires an empirical and formal
relational system for each measure (Roberts, 1979).

We differentiate two types of metrics: atomic and composite. An atomic metric
measures a single design attribute in DSSG, which has a unique number as its
identification, whereas a composite metric measures at least two attributes in DSSG with
at least two numbers associated with the metric.
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4.2

Formal Definition of Metrics

We are now ready to present the formalization of the selected metrics, each
organized per the design characteristic(s) it measures, followed by the calculation of the
characteristic set and the set cardinality using the Java example (section 3.4).

4.3

Formalization of Class Metrics

Following are the formalizations of two metrics that measure design characteristics
based on the OO class construct.

4.3.1 Metric 1: Number of Descendent Classes (NDC)

The NDC metric calculates the number of subclasses subordinated to a class in
the class hierarchy (Li, 1998). The Z formal schema definition is as follows:

The NDC schema defines the characteristic set, ndc, for the NDC metric. It is a
total function. The calculation of the metric for a particular class "c" is the application of
the function to "c", which yields the domain set of the Inheritance+ (transitive closure)
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relation that is range-restricted by "c". We need the transitive closure because the NDC
metric intends to count all child classes of "c", not just the direct child classes.

For example, if a design has three classes, b, c, and d, where c inherits from b and
b inherits from d, i.e., Inheritance =={(c, b), (b, d)}, its transitive closure is Inheritance+
= {(c, b), (b, d), (c, d)}. We are interested in knowing the NDC metric value for class "d".
First, we calculate d's characteristic set for the NDC metric: ndc d = {b, c}. Then, we
calculate the set cardinality: |ndc d | = 2. This definition is very precise: it will never be
subjected to different interpretation. The precision comes from the mathematical rigor in
the Z specification language.

Calculation of NDC Using the Java Example

The following is the calculation of the characteristic set and the set cardinality for the
NDC metric based on the Java example and the Z formalization:



The NDC metric calculation for class A1:
o Inheritance = {(A2, A1), (A3, A2),(B2, B1), (B3, B2)}.
o Inheritance+ = {(A2, A1), (A3, A2),(A3, A1), (B2, B1), (B3, B2), (B3,
B1)}.
o (Inheritance+

{A1}) = {(A2, A1), (A3, A1)}.

o dom (Inheritance+

{A1}) = {A2, A3}.

o A1's characteristic set is: ndc A1 = {A2, A3}.
o The set cardinality:| ndc A1|= 2.
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The NDC metric calculation for class A2 and based on Inheritance+ calculated
before:
o Inheritance = {(A2, A1), (A3, A2), (B2, B1), (B3, B2)}.
o Inheritance+ = {(A2, A1), (A3, A2),(A3, A1), (B2, B1), (B3, B2), (B3,
B1)}.
o (Inheritance+

{A2}) = {(A3, A2)}.

o dom (Inheritance+

{A2}) = {A3}.

o A1's characteristic set is : ndc A2 = {A3}.
o The set cardinality: | ndc A2|= 1.



The NDC metric calculation for class A3:
o (Inheritance+

{A3}) = Ø.

o The characteristic set for the NDC metric for class A3 returned no result the empty set.
o The cardinality of an empty set is zero: | ndc A3 | = 0.



The NDC metric calculation for class A4:
o (Inheritance+

{A4}) = Ø.

o The characteristic set for the NDC metric on class A4 returned no result the empty set.
o The cardinality of an empty set is zero: | ndc A4 | = 0.
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The NDC metric's was also calculated on module B’s classes: B1, B2 and B3
using the characteristic set and the set cardinality based on the formalized NDC
definition.

4.3.2 Metric 2: Number of Ancestor Classes (NAC)

This metric intends to capture the total number of ancestor classes from which a
class inherits in the class inheritance hierarchy, regardless of the number of roots or
whether multiple inheritance is present (Li, 1998). This is the Z formalization of the
NAC metric:

The NAC schema defines the characteristic set, nac, for the NAC metric. It is a
total function. The calculation of the metric for a particular class "c" is the application of
the function to "c", which yields the range set of the Inheritance+ (transitive closure)
relation that is domain-restricted by "c". Similarly to the Z formalization of the NDC
metric, we use the transitive closure of the Inheritance relation set because the NAC
metric intends to count all parent classes of the class under measurement, not just the
direct parent classes. The cardinality of the characteristic set is the NAC metric value.

Calculation of NAC Using the Java Example
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The following is the calculation of the NAC metric's characteristic set and set
cardinality using the formalized Z schema definition:



The NAC metric calculation for class A1:
o Inheritance = {(A2, A1), (A3, A2), (B2, B1), (B3, B2)}.
o Inheritance+ = {(A2, A1), (A3, A2), (A3, A1), (B2, B1), (B3, B2), (B3,
B1)}.
Inheritance+) = Ø.

o ( {A1}
o ran ( {A1}

Inheritance+) = Ø.

o A1's characteristic set is : nac A1 = Ø .
o The set cardinality: | nac A1 |= 0.



The NAC metric calculation for class A2:
o ({A2}

Inheritance+) = {(A2, A1)}.

o ran ({A2}

Inheritance+) = {A1}.

o A2's characteristic set is : nac A2 ={A1}.
o The set cardinality: | nac A2 |= 1.



The NAC metric calculation for class A3:
o ({A3}
o ran({A3}

Inheritance+) = {(A3, A2), (A3, A1)}.
Inheritance+) = {A2, A1}.

o A3's characteristic set is : nac A3 ={A2, A1}.
o The set cardinality: | nac A3 |= 2.
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The NAC metric calculation for class A4:
o ({A4}
o ran({A4}

Inheritance+) = Ø.
Inheritance+) = Ø.

o A4's characteristic set is: nac A4 = Ø.
o The set cardinality: | nac A4 | = 0.

The NAC metric's calculations of the characteristic set and the set cardinality
were also performed on module B’s classes: B1, B2, and B3 using the steps in the Z
formalized definition.

4.4

Formalization of Method Metrics

Next are the formalizations of three metrics that measure design characteristics
based on the method construct in OO systems.

4.4.1 Metric 3: Weighted Methods Per Class (WMC)

The WMC metric measures the complexity of methods defined in a class to
represent the complexity of a class as a whole (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994). We
define the characteristic sets of the WMC metric using Z as follows:
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LocalMethod is the relation set that includes the class-method pairs in a design. The
relation sets that are involved in the union to get the LocalMethod set are from Table 3.2
– the DSSG edge semantics. The characteristic set for the WMC metric is wmc, which is
the range of the calculated relation LocalMethod that is domain restricted by the
measured class "c".

Calculation of WMC Using the Java Example

The characteristic set and the set cardinality for the WMC metric for the Java
example (section 3.4) are as follows:



The WMC metric calculation for class A1:
o Characteristic set: wmc A = {A1.GetAPublicMethods,
A1.SetAPublicMethods, A1.GetAPrivateMethods,
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A1.SetAPrivateMethods, A1.GetAProtectedMethods,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods, A1.MA11, A1.MA12, A1.MA13}.
o Set cardinality: |wmc A1|= 9.



The WMC metric calculation for class A2:
o Characteristic set: wmc A2 = {A2.MA21, A2.MA22, A2.MA23,
A2.MA24, A2.MA25}.
o Set cardinality: |wmc A2|= 5.



The WMC metric calculation for class A3:
o Characteristic set: wmc A3 = {A3.MA31, A3.MA32, A3.MA33,
A3.MA34, A3.MA35}.
o Set cardinality: |wmc A3|= 5.



The WMC metric calculation for class A4:
o Characteristic set: wmc A4 = {A4.MA41, A4.MA42}.
o Set cardinality: |wmc A4|= 2.

We calculated the WMC metric's characteristic set and set cardinality on module B’s
classes: B1, B2, and B3 to find WMC value for each class using the formalized
definition.
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4.4.2 Metric 4: Method Invocation Coupling (MIC)

MIC is the number of other classes to which a class sends messages. MIC is
calculated as follows: MIC = N(MIC)/(N -1) where N is the total number of classes
defined in the project, and N(MIC) is the number of classes to which messages are sent
(Marinescu, 1988). Reduced coupling between classes improves the modularity and is an
indication of software engineering practices that facilitates easy evolution (Li and Henry,
1993). Hereunder is the Z formal schema definition of the MIC metric:

This is how we formally calculated the MIC metric value using the above Z
formalization:
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We counted the classes in the design. This can be calculated using the DSSG
relation set ModuleClass, which is the set of all module-class relations defined in
the design. Then, we counted the number of elements in the set.



To calculate N(MIC), we calculated the number of classes this class is interacting
with through method to method invocation. This can be completed using the
DSSG relation set (MethodToMethodMessage).



We domain restricted the set ClassAPIMethod (methods in the design) by the
class under measurement.



We extracted the external classes from the set MethodToMethodMessage.

Calculation of MIC Using the Java Example
The following is the calculation of the MIC metric using Java example:



The MIC metric calculation for class A1:
o ModuleClass= {(A,A1), (A,A2), (A,A3), (A,A4), (B,B1), (B,B2), (B,B3)}.
Using the DSSG relation set ModuleClass, there are seven classes in the
design.
o ClassAPIMethod = {(A1, A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1,
A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A1, A1.MA11), (A1, A1.MA12), (A1,
A1.MA13), (A2, A2.MA21), (A2, A2.MA22), (A2, A2.MA23), (A2,
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A2.MA24), (A2, A2.MA25), (A3, A3.MA31), (A3, A3.MA32), (A3,
A3.MA33), (A3, A3.MA34), (A3, A3.MA35),
(B1,B1.GetBPublicMethods), (B1, B1.SetBPublicMethods),
(B1,B1.GetBProtectedMethods), (B1, B1.SetBProtectedMethods), (B1,
B1.MB11), (B1, B1.MB12), (B1, B1.MB13), (B2,B2.MB21), (B2,
B2.MB22), (B2, B2.MB23), (B2, B2.MB24), (B3,B3.MB31),
(B3,B3.MB32), (B3,B3.MB33), (B3,B3.MB34)}.
o publicMethodsPerClass = ({A1}

ClassAPIMethod) = {(A1,

A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1, A1.SetAProtectedMethods) , (A1,
A1.MA11), (A1, A1.MA12), (A1, A1.MA13)}
o MethodToMethodMessage = {((A1, A1.MA11), (B1,B1.MB11)), ((A1,
A1.MA13), (B2,B2.MB21)), ((A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods),(A3,
A3.MA33)), ((A2, A2.MA23),(B2, B2.MB21)), ((A3, A3.MA32), (B3,
B3.MB31)), ((B1, B1.MB11), (A1, A1.MA12)), ((B1, B1.MB13),(A3,
A3.MA31)), ((B2, B2.MB22),(A3, A3.MA33)), ((B3, B3.MB33), (A2,
A2.MA21))}.
o publicMethodsPerClass

MethodToMethodMessage = {((A1,

A1.MA11), (B1, B1.MB11)), ((A1, A1.MA13), (B2, B2.MB21)), ((A1,
A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A3, A3.MA33))}.
o externalClasses = dom (ran (publicMethodsPerClass
MethodToMethodMessage)) = dom ({(B1,M B1.B11), (B2,
B2.MB21),(A3, A3.MA33))}) = {B1, B2, A3}.
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o mic A1 =



3
3
1
=
=
(7  1) 6 2

The MIC metric calculation for class A2:
o publicMethodsPerClass = ({A2}

ClassAPIMethod) = {(A2,

A2.MA21), (A2, A2.MA22), (A2, A2.MA23), (A2, A2.MA24), (A2,
A2.MA25)}
o publicMethodsPerClass

MethodToMethodMessage = {((A2,

A2.MA23),(B2, B2.MB21))}.
o externalClasses = dom(ran (publicMethodsPerClass
MethodToMethodMessage)) = {B2}.
o mic A2 =



1
1
=
(7  1) 6

The MIC metric calculation for class A3:
o publicMethodsPerClass = ({A3}

ClassAPIMethod) = {(A3, A3.MA31),

(A3, A3.MA32), (A3, A3.MA33), (A3, A3.MA34), (A3, A3.MA35)}
o publicMethodsPerClass

MethodToMethodMessage = {((A3,

A3.MA32),(B3, B3.MB31))}.
o externalClasses = dom(ran(publicMethodsPerClass
MethodToMethodMessage)) = {B3}.
o mic A3 =

1
1
=
(7  1) 6
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The MIC metric calculation for class A4:
o publicMethodsPerClass = ({A4}
o publicMethodsPerClass
o externalClasses =
o mic A4 =

ClassAPIMethod) =

.

MethodToMethodMessage =

.

.

0
=0
(7  1)

Using the MIC Z’s formal definition, we also calculated the MIC's characteristic
set and the set cardinality on module B’s classes: B1, B2, and B3.

4.4.3 Metric 5: Class Method Inheritance Factor (CMIF)

The metric MIF calculates for a specific class under consideration the ratio of the
sum of the inherited methods in the class to the total number of available methods
(locally defined plus inherited). MIF considers the ancestor class(es) that the class under
measurement inherits from (Harrison et al., 1998). The original MIF metric is based on
all classes of the system under consideration. We modified it to apply MIF per each class
in the system individually. The new metric is called the Class Method Inheritance Factor
(CMIF). Since in Java, static methods are not inherited (overridden) but instead they can
be hidden, such methods are not subjected to polymorphism as object/instance methods
are; thus, we will consider instance method inheritance and not static method inheritance.
This is the formal Z schema definition of the CMIF metric:
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These are the steps we followed using DSSG and Z to formalize CMIF:

1. We use the type already declared LocalMethod to represent all methods (locally
defined plus inherited) for all classes in a module.

2. We used the DSSG relation set InstanceMethodInheritance and
ClassMethodInheritance from table 3.2 to get the sum of inherited methods in all
classes of the system. It should be noted that this relation set will also include
inherited methods derived from the transitive closure of the inheritance relation
between classes.

3. We calculated the ancestor classes for this class by using the logic applied to
calculate the metric NAC in 5.3.2 using the transitive closure of the DSSG
inheritance relation.
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4. We domain restricted LocalMethod by the ancestor classes of the class under
measurement. This yields the set PerAncestorMethods. The DSSG inheritance
relation set has been calculated using the ancestor class(s); it has the class under
measurement in the domain for convenience. Then, we domain restrict
InstanceMethodInhertitance and ClassMethodInhertitance by the class under
measurement to calculate PerAncestorInheritanceMethods.

5. The metric ratio value is calculated by dividing the sum of the inherited methods,
represented in the domain restrictive set PerAncestorInheritanceMethods, by the
total number of available methods (locally defined plus inherited) for all classes,
PerAncestorMethods.

Calculation of CMIF Using the Java Example

The following is the calculation of the MIF metric based on the Z formalization for
our Java example:



The CMIF metric calculation for class A1:


AllInheritanceMethods = ClassInheritanceMethods
InstanceInheritanceMethods.



AncestorClasses = ran ({A1}



PerAncestorMethods = Ø

Inheritance+) = Ø.
LocalMethod = Ø .
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PerAncestorInheritanceMethods = {A1}

AllInheritanceMethods = Ø.

o cmif A1 =(# PerAncestorInheritanceMethods / # PerAncestorMethods) =
0.



The CMIF metric calculation for class A2:


AncestorClasses = ran ( {A2}



PerAncestorMethods = {A1}

Inheritance+) = {A1}.
LocalMethod = {(A1,

A1.GetAPrivateMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPrivateMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1, A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.MA11),
(A1, A1.MA12), (A1, A1.MA13)}.


PerAncestorInheritanceMethods = {A2}

AllInheritanceMethods = Ø.

o cmif A2 =(# PerAncestorInheritanceMethods / # PerAncestorMethods) =
0.



The CMIF metric calculation for class A3:


AncestorClasses = ran ( {A3}



PerAncestorMethods = {A1, A2}

Inheritance+) = {A1, A2}.
LocalMethod = {(A1,

A1.GetAPrivateMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPrivateMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1, A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.MA11),
(A1, A1.MA12), (A1, A1.MA13), (A2, A2.MA21), (A2, A2.MA22), (A2,
A2.MA23), (A2, A2.MA24), (A2, A2.MA25)}.
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PerAncestorInheritanceMethods = {A3}

AllInheritanceMethods =

{(A2, A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A2, A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A2,
A1.GetAPublicMethods),(A2, A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A2, A1. MA11),
(A2, A1.MA12), (A2, A1.MA13)}.
o cmif A3 =(# 7 / # 14) = 1/2.



The CMIF metric calculation for class A4:


AncestorClasses = ran ( {A4}

Inheritance+) = Ø.



PerAncestorMethods = Ø



PerAncestorInheritanceMethods = {A4}

LocalMethod = Ø .
AllInheritanceMethods = Ø.

o cmif A4 =(# PerAncestorInheritanceMethods / # PerAncestorMethods) =
0.

We also performed the CMIF metric's calculations of the characteristic set and the set
cardinality as per the CMIF’s Z based formalized definition on module B’s classes: B1,
B2, and B3.

4.5

Formalization of Parameters Metrics

In this section, we show the formalization of a metric that measures design features
based on the parameters of a method.
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4.5.1 Metric 6: Number of Parameters (NP)

The NP metric calculates the count of parameters’ types in a method’s signature
(Henderson-Seller, 1996). Methods with a large NP value often indicate that classes are
missing from the model. Hereunder is the Z schema definition for the metric NP:

The ParameterType is the relation set in Table 3.2. The characteristic set of the
NP metric is the set of classes that are used as parameter types in a class.

Calculation of NP Using the Java Example

We calculated the characteristic set and the set cardinality for the NP metric on the
example as follows:



The NP metric calculation for class A1:

o ParameterType = {((A1,A1.SetAPublicMethods), Vector) , ((A1,
A1.SetAProtectedMethods), Vector), ((A1, A1.SetAPrivateMethods),
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Vector), ((A2, A2.MA24), String), ((A2, A2.MA24), Float), ((A2,
A2.MA24), Integer), ((A2, A2.MA25), String), ((A3, A3.MA33), String),
((A3, A3.MA35), String), ((A3, A3.MA35), Float), ((A3, A3.MA35),
Integer), ((A3, A3.MA35), Double), ((A4, A4.MA42), String),
((B1,B1.SetBPublicMethods), Vector) , ((B1, B1.SetBProtectedMethods),
Vector), ((B1, B1.SetBPrivateMethods), Vector), ((B2, B1.MB24),
String), ((B2, B2.MB24), Float), ((B2, B2.MB24), Integer), ((B3,
B3.MB34), String), ((B3, B3.MB34), Float), ((B3, B3.MB34), Integer)}

o methodsPerClass = ({A1}

LocalMethod) = {(A1,

A1.GetAPrivateMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPrivateMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1, A1.SetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.MA11),
(A1, A1.MA12), (A1, A1.MA13)}.
o methodsPerClass

ParameterType = {((A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods),

Vector) , ((A1, A1.SetAProtectedMethods), Vector), ((A1,
A1.SetAPrivateMethods), Vector) }.
o ran(methodsPerClass

ParameterType) = {Vector}.

o np A1 = {Vector}.
o | np A1 |= 1.



The NP metric calculation for class A2:
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o methodsPerClass = ({A2}

LocalMethod) = {(A2, A2.MA21), (A2,

A2.MA22), (A2, A2.MA23), (A2, A2.MA24), (A2, A2.MA25)}.
o methodsPerClass

ParameterType = {((A2, A2.MA24), String), ((A2,

A2.MA24), Float), ((A2, A2.MA24), Integer), ((A2, A2.MA25), String)}.
o ran(methodsPerClass

ParameterType) = {String, Float, Integer}.

o np A2 = {String, Float, Integer}.
o | np A2 |= 3.



The NP metric calculation for class A3:
o methodsPerClass = ({A1}

LocalMethod) = {(A3, A3.MA31), (A3,

A3.MA32), (A3, A3.MA33), (A3, A3.MA34), (A3, A3.MA35)}.
o (methodsPerClass

ParameterType) = {((A3, A3.MA33), String), ((A3,

A3.MA35), String), ((A3, A3.MA35), Float), ((A3, A3.MA35), Integer), ((A3,
A3.MA35), Double)}.
o ran (methodsPerClass

ParameterType) = {String, Float, Integer, Double}.

o np A3 = {String, Float, Integer, Double}.
o | np A3 |= 4.



The NP metric calculation for class A4:
o methodsPerClass = ({A4}
o methodsPerClass

ParameterType =

o ran (methodsPerClass
o np A4 =

LocalMethod) =
.

ParameterType) =

.
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.

.

o | np A1 |= 0.

We also calculated the NP metric’s values on module B’s classes: B1, B2, and B3
using the characteristic set and the set cardinality. .

4.6

Formalization of Attribute Metrics

Next are the formalizations of three metrics as representative of class-level
metrics that measure design characteristics based on attribution in OO systems.

4.6.1 Metric 7: Data Access Metrics (DAM)

This metric measures the ratio of the number of accessible attributes to the total
number of attributes declared in the class. Thereafter, we can show the Z formalization of
the DAM metric:

Calculation of DAM Using the Java Example
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We calculated the characteristic set and the set cardinality for the DAM metric on the
example as follows:



The DAM metric calculation for class A1:
o protectedAttrs = ran({A1}

(ProtectedClassAttribute

ProtectedInstanceAttribute) =



.

o dam A1 = 0.



The DAM metric calculation for class A2:

o protectedAttrs = ran({A2}

(ProtectedClassAttribute

ProtectedInstanceAttribute)) =



.

o dam A2 = 0.

DAM was also calculated on the two remaining classes, A3 and A4, from module
A and module B’s classes: B1, B2, and B3.

4.6.2 Metric 8: Class Attribute Hiding Factor (CAHF)

The AHF metric measures the invisibilities of attributes in the classes. The
invisibility of an attribute is the percentage of the total classes from which the attribute is
not visible. An attribute is called visible if it can be accessed by another class or object.
Attributes can be "hidden" from being accessed by other objects by being declared
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private (Abreu, 1995). The original AHF metric is based on all classes of the system
under consideration. We modified it to propose AIF at the class level; the new metric is
called the Class Attribute Hiding Factor (CAHF).

The CAHF’s value is a fraction, calculated as the sum of the invisibilities of all
attributes defined in a class divided by the total number of attributes defined in the class.
A high CAHF value is desirable in a design. Next is the Z based formalized definition of
the CMIF metric:

In preparation for the Z formalization of the CAHF metric, we followed these steps:

1. The invisible attributes in the class can be represented using the DSSG relation set
PrivateInstanceAttribute, domain restricted by the class under measurement.
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2. All attributes in the class regardless of their accessibility level, Private, Protected,
or Public, can be found by the union of these three basic DSSG relation sets:
PrivateInstanceAttribute, ProtectedInstanceAttribute, and
PublicInstanceAttribute, domain restricted by the class under measurement.

3. The metric ratio value is calculated by dividing the sum of the invisible attributes,
calculated in Step 1, by the total number of attributes defined in the class under
measurement (Step 2).

Calculation of CAHF Using the Java Example

The following is the calculation of the CAHF metric based on the Z formalization for
our Java example:



The CAHF metric calculation for class A1:


AllInstanceInvisibleVariables = PrivateInstanceAttribute



AllInstanceVariables = PrivateInstanceAttribute
PublicInstanceAttribute







ProtectedInstanceAttribute

InvisibleVariablePerClass= ran({A1} AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=
{(A1.APublicMethods), (A1.AProtectedMethods), (A1.APrivateMethods),
(A1.objA3)}.
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AllVariablesPerClass = ran({A1}

AllInstanceVariables) =

{(A1.APublicMethods), (A1.AProtectedMethods), (A1.APrivateMethods),
(A1.objA3) }.
o cahf A1 =(#InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) = 4/4= 1.
Class A1 has an CAHF value of 1, which is an indication of appropriate
attribute invisibility.



The CAHF metric calculation for class A2:


InvisibleVariablePerClass= ran({A2}

AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=

.


AllVariablesPerClass = ran({A2}

AllInstanceVariables) = .

o cahf A2 =(#InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) =0.



The CAHF metric calculation for class A3:


InvisibleVariablePerClass= ran({A3} AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=
{(A3.objA2)}.



AllVariablesPerClass = ran({A3}

AllInstanceVariables)

={(A3,A3.objA2)}.
o cahf A3 =(# InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) =1/1=1.



The CAHF metric calculation for class A4:


InvisibleVariablePerClass= ran({A4}
.
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AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=



AllVariablesPerClass = ran({A4}

AllInstanceVariables) = .

o cahf A4 =(#InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) =0.



The CAHF metric calculation for class B1:


InvisibleVariablePerClass=ran({B1} AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=
{(B1.BPublicMethods), (B1.BProtectedMethods),
(B1.BPrivateMethods)}.



AllVariablesPerClass = ran({B1}

AllInstanceVariables) ={

(B1.BPublicMethods), (B1.BProtectedMethods), (B1.BPrivateMethods)}.
o cahf B1 =(#InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) =3/3=1.



The CAHF metric calculation for class B2:


InvisibleVariablePerClass=ran({B2} AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=
.



AllVariablesPerClass = ran({B2}

AllInstanceVariables) = .

o cahf B2 =(#InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) =0.



The CAHF metric calculation for class B3:


InvisibleVariablePerClass=ran({B3} AllInstanceInvisibleVariables)=
.



AllVariablesPerClass = ran({B3}

AllInstanceVariables) = .

o cahf B3 =(#InvisibleVariablePerClass / #AllVariablesPerClass) =0.
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4.7

Formalization of Inter-class Metrics

Following are the formalizations of three design metrics that represent inter-class
measurement metrics in OO programming.

4.7.1 Metric 9: Coupling Between Object Classes (CBO)

CBO measures the number of coupling between the class under measurement and
other types (class or interface). The CBO metric is calculated for the classes and
interfaces in the design and counts the unique number of reference types that occur
through method calls, method parameters, attribute declarations, and return types.
However, it excludes types that are either a subtype or supertype of the given class as
they might be duplicate (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994).

This metric is useful is detecting classes with excessive coupling as they often
prevent reuse. CBO helps us to improve the modularity of a software as the inter
coupling between different classes should be kept to a minimum. In addition, a class
with high coupling is prone to changes in the coupled classes, which could make it
difficult to maintain the class. The Z based formalization of the CBO metric is as
follows:
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Using the Z schema definition for CBO, we can follow these steps to calculate the
metric value:

1. The reference types, both basic and user-defined, are extracted for attribute
declarations in the class. We used the DSSG relation AttributeDeclarations to
represent the class and instance attribute declarations in the design, for Private,
Public and Protected types.
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2. We found the return types for methods in the class using the DSSG relation set
ReturnTypeFromMethod.

3. The types from each method declaration are calculated using the DSSG relation
set ParameterTypes.

4. Next we determined the types of classes this class is interacting with through
method to method message invocation. This can be extracted using the DSSG
relation set MethodToMethodMessage. This requires domain restricting the set
ClassAPIMethod (methods in the design) by the class under measurement, then
extract the external classes from the set MethodToMethodMessage as shown in
the Z schema definition for CBO.

5. Finally, in order to exclude types that are either a subtype or supertype of the
given class, we used subtraction in Z of the children and ancestor classes.

Calculation of CBO Using the Java Example

The following is the calculation of the CBO metric based on the Z formalization for
our Java example:



The CBO metric calculation for class A1:
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o ClassAPIMethod ={(A1, A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1,
A1,SetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1,SetAProtectedMethods) , (A1, A1,MA11), (A1, A1,MA12), (A1,
A1,MA13), (A2, A2,MA21), (A2, A2,MA22), (A2, A2,MA23), (A2,
A2,MA24), (A2, A2,MA25), (A3, A3.MA31), (A3, A3.MA32), (A3,
A3.MA33), (A3, A3.MA34), (A3, A3.MA35),
(B1,B1.GetBPublicMethods), (B1, B1.SetBPublicMethods),
(B1,B1.GetBProtectedMethods), (B1, B1.SetBProtectedMethods), (B1,
B1.MB11), (B1, B1.MB12), (B1, B1.MB13), (B2, B2.MB21), (B2,
B2.MB22), (B2, B2.MB23), (B2, B2.MB24), (B3, B3.MB31), (B3,
B3.MB32), (B3, B3.MB33), (B3, B3.MB34)}.
o ClassMethodsAPI = ({A1}

ClassAPIMethod) ={(A1,

A1.GetAPublicMethods), (A1, A1.SetAPublicMethods), (A1,
A1.GetAProtectedMethods), (A1, A1,SetAProtectedMethods), (A1,
A1.MA11), (A1, A1.MA12), (A1, A1.MA13)}
o ClassMethodsAPI

MethodToMethodMessage = {((A1, A1.MA11), (B1,

B1.MB11)), ((A1, A1.MA13), (B2, B2.MB21)), ((A1,
A1.SetAPublicMethods),(A3, A3.MA33)) }.
o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(ClassMethodsAPI
MethodToMethodMessage)) = dom({(B1, B1.MB11), (B2, B2.MB21),
(A3, A3.MA33) }) = {B1, B2, A3}.
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o ObjectReferences = ran({A1}

AttributeDeclaration) =

{A1.APublicMethods, A1.AProtectedMethods, A1.APrivateMethods,
A1.objA3}.
o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) = ran ({(A1.APublicMethods, Vector),
(A1.AProtectedMethods, Vector), (A1.APrivateMethods, Vector),
(A1.objA3, A3)}) = {Vector, A3}.
o

ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
ParametersTypes) = {Vector}.

o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) = {Vector}.
o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations



 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {Vector, B1, B2, A3}.
o Inheritance = {(A2,A1), (A3,A2),(B2,B1), (B3,B2)}.
o Inheritance+ = {(A2,A1), (A3,A2), (A3, A1), (B2,B1), (B3,B2), (B3,
B1)}.
o SuperTypeClasses= ran({A1}

Inheritance+) =

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+

{A1}) = {A2, A3}.

o AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses

SubTypeClasses =

{Vector, A3, B1, B2}

.

ExternalClasses

{Vector, A3, B1, B2}

{A2, A3} = {Vector, A3, B1, B2}

B1, B2, B3} = {Vector, A3, B1, B2}.
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 {Vector,

o A1's characteristic set is : cbo A1 = {Vector, A3, B1, B2 }.
o The set cardinality: | cbo A1 |= 4.



The CBO metric calculation for class A2:
o ClassMethodsAPI = ({A2}

ClassAPIMethod) ={(A2, A2,MA21), (A2,

A2,MA22), (A2, A2,MA23), (A2, A2,MA24), (A2, A2,MA25)}
o ClassMethodsAPI

MethodToMethodMessage = {((A2,A2.MA23),

(B2,B2.MB21))}.
o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(ClassMethodsAPI
MethodToMethodMessage)) = dom({(B2,B2.MB21)}) = {B2}.
o ObjectReferences = ran({A2}

AttributeDeclaration) =

.

o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) =

.

o ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI

ParametersTypes)

= {String, Float, Integer}.
o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) =

.

o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations



 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {B2, String, Float, Integer}.
o SuperTypeClasses= ran({A2}

Inheritance+) = {A1}.

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+
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{A2}) = {A3}.

o AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses

SubTypeClasses = {A1}

ExternalClasses

{B2, String, Float,

Integer}

 {B2, String, Float, Integer}

Integer}

 {B2, String, Float, Integer} = {B2, Vector, String, Float,

{A3} = {B2, String, Float,

Integer}.
o A1's characteristic set is : cbo A2 = {B2, String, Float, Integer}.
o The set cardinality: | cbo A2 |= 4.



The CBO metric calculation for class A3:
o ClassMethodsAPI = ({A3}

ClassAPIMethod) ={(A3, A3.MA31), (A3,

A3.MA32), (A3, A3.MA33), (A3, A3.MA34), (A3, A3.MA35)}.
o ClassMethodsAPI

MethodToMethodMessage = {((A1, A1.MA11),(B1,

B1.MB11)), ((A1, A1.MA13), (B2, B2.MB21)), ((A1,
A1.SetAPublicMethods),(A3, A3.MA33)) }.
o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(ClassMethodsAPI
MethodToMethodMessage)) = dom({(B3,B3.MB31)}) = {B3}.
o ObjectReferences = ran({A1}

AttributeDeclaration) = {A3.objA2}.

o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) = ran ({(A3.objA2, A2)) = {A2}.
o ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
= {String, Float, Integer, Double}.
o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) =

.
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ParametersTypes)

o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations



 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {B3, A2, String, Float, Integer, Double}.
o SuperTypeClasses= ran({A3}

Inheritance+) = {A2}.

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+

{A3}) =

.

o AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses
Integer, Double}

SubTypeClasses = {A2}

ExternalClasses
{B3, A2, String, Float,

 {B3, A2, String, Float, Integer, Double}

B3, String, Float, Integer, Double }

}={

 {B3, A2, String, Float, Integer,

Double} = {B3, A2, String, Float, Integer, Double}.
o A1's characteristic set is : cbo A1 = {B3, A2, String, Float, Integer,
Double}.
o The set cardinality: | cbo A3 |= 6.



The CBO metric calculation for class A4:
o ClassMethodsAPI = ({A4}

ClassAPIMethod) = .

o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(ClassMethodsAPI
MethodToMethodMessage)) =
o ObjectReferences = ran({A4}

.
AttributeDeclaration) =

o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) =

.
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.

o

ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
ParametersTypes) =

.

o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) =

.

o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations



 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =

.

o SuperTypeClasses= ran({A4}

Inheritance+) =

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+
o AllClassesBeingReferenced =

{A4}) =

.
.

.

o A1's characteristic set is : cbo A4 =

.

o The set cardinality: | cbo A4 |= 0.



The CBO metric calculation for class B1:
o ClassMethodsAPI = ({B1}

ClassAPIMethod) ={(B1,

B1.GetBPublicMethods), (B1, B1.SetBPublicMethods), (B1,
B1.GetBProtectedMethods), (B1, B1.SetBProtectedMethods), (B1,
B1.MB11), (B1, B1.MB12), (B1, B1.MB13)}
o ClassMethodsAPI

MethodToMethodMessage =

{((B1,B1.MB11),(A1,A1.MA12)), ((B1,B1.MB13),(A3,A3.MA31))}.
o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(ClassMethodsAPI
MethodToMethodMessage)) = dom({(A1,A1.MA12)), (A3,A3.MA31)}) =
{A1, A3}.
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o ObjectReferences = ran({B1}

AttributeDeclaration) =

{B1.BPublicMethods, B1.BProtectedMethods, B1.BPrivateMethods}.
o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) = ran ({(B1.BPublicMethods, Vector),
(B1.BProtectedMethods, Vector), (B1.BPrivateMethods, Vector)}) =
{Vector}.
o

ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
ParametersTypes) = {Vector}.

o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) = {Vector}.



o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations

 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {A1, A3, Vector}.
o SuperTypeClasses= ran({B1}

Inheritance+) =

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+

{B1}) = {B2, B3}.

o AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses
A3, Vector}

SubTypeClasses =

.

ExternalClasses

{A1, A3, Vector}

{B2, B3} = {A1, A3, Vector}.

o A1's characteristic set is : cbo B1 = {A1, A3, Vector}.
o The set cardinality: | cbo B1 |= 3.



The CBO metric calculation for class B2:
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 {A1,

o ClassMethodsAPI = ({B2}

ClassAPIMethod) ={(B2, B2.MB21), (B2,

B2.MB22), (B2, B2.MB23), (B2, B2.MB24)}.
o ClassMethodsAPI

MethodToMethodMessage = {((B2, B2.MB22),

(A3, A3.MA33))}.
o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(ClassMethodsAPI
MethodToMethodMessage)) = dom({(A3, A3.MA33)}) = {A3}.
o ObjectReferences = ran({B2}

AttributeDeclaration) =

o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations =
o

.

.

ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
ParametersTypes) = {String, Float, Integer}.

o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) =

.

o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations



 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {A3, String, Float, Integer}.
o Inheritance+ = {(A2,A1), (A3,A2), (A3, A1), (B2,B1), (B3,B2), (B3,
B1)}.
o SuperTypeClasses= ran({B2}

Inheritance+) = {B1}.

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+

{B2}) = {B3}.

o AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses

SubTypeClasses = {B1}
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ExternalClasses
{A3, String, Float,

Integer}

 {A3, String, Float, Integer}

Integer}

 {A3, String, Float, Integer} = {A3, String, Float, Integer}.

{B3} = {A3, String, Float,

o A1's characteristic set is : cbo B2 = {A3, String, Float, Integer}.
o The set cardinality: | cbo B2 |= 4.



The CBO metric calculation for class B3:
o ClassMethodsAPI = ({B3}

ClassAPIMethod) ={ (B3, B3.MB31), (B3,

B3.MB32), (B3, B3.MB33), (B3, B3.MB34)}
o MethodToMethodMessage

ClassMethodsAPI =

{((B3,B3.MB33),(A2,A2.MA21))}.
o ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(MethodToMethodMessage
ClassMethodsAPI)) = dom({(A2,A2.MA21)}) = {A2}.
o ObjectReferences = ran({B3}

AttributeDeclaration) =

.

o ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) =
o

.

ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
ParametersTypes) = {String, Float, Integer}.

o ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) =

.

o ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations



 ClassesOfParametersTypes 

ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {A2, String, Float, Integer}.
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o Inheritance+ = {(A2,A1), (A3,A2), (A3, A1), (B2,B1), (B3,B2), (B3,
B1)}.
o SuperTypeClasses= ran({B3}

Inheritance+) = {B2, B1}.

o SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+

{B3}) =

o AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses
Integer}

.
ExternalClasses

SubTypeClasses = {B2, B1}

 {A2, String, Float, Integer}

{A2, String, Float,

= {A2, String, Float,

Integer}.
o A1's characteristic set is : cbo B3 = {A2, String, Float, Integer}.
o The set cardinality: | cbo B3 |= 4.

4.7.2 Metric 10: Coupling Through Abstract Data Type (CTA)

The CTA metric calculates the total number of classes that are used as abstract
data types in the data attribute declaration of a class to gauge class coupling through the
use of abstract data types (Li, 1998). For this metric, we measure the reference types,
both primitve and user-defined, for attribute declarations in the class for Public, Private
and Protected types. We use the LocalAttribute already declared. Hereunder, the Z
formal schema definition of the CTA metric:
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Calculation of CTA Using the Java Example

The following is the calculation of the CTA metric based on the Z formalization
and using the Java example:



The CTA metric calculation for class A1:
o ObjectReferences = ran({A1}

AttributeDeclaration) =

{(A1.APublicMethods), (A1.AProtectedMethods),
(A1.APrivateMethods), (A1.objA3)}.
o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

{Vector, A3}
o A1's characteristic set is : cta A1 = {Vector, A3}.
o The set cardinality: | cta A1 | = 2.



The CTA metric calculation for class A2:
o ObjectReferences = ran({A2}

AttributeDeclaration) =

o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences
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.

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

.

o A1's characteristic set is : cta A2 =

.

o The set cardinality: | cta A2 | = 0.



The CTA metric calculation for class A3:
o ObjectReferences = ran({A3}

AttributeDeclaration) = {(A3.objA2)}.

o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

{A2}.
o A1's characteristic set is : cta A3 = {A2}.
o The set cardinality: | cta A3 | = 1.



The CTA metric calculation for class A4:
o ObjectReferences = ran({A4}

AttributeDeclaration) =

o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences
o A1's characteristic set is : cta A4 =

.

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

.

o The set cardinality: | cta A4 | = 0.



The CTA metric calculation for class B1:
o ObjectReferences = ran({B1}

AttributeDeclaration) =

{(B1.BPublicMethods), (B1.BProtectedMethods),
(B1.BPrivateMethods)}.
o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

{Vector}
o A1's characteristic set is : cta B1 = {Vector }.
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.

o The set cardinality: | cta B1 | = 1.



The CTA metric calculation for class B2:
o ObjectReferences = ran({B2}

AttributeDeclaration) =

o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences
o A1's characteristic set is : cta B2 =

.

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

.

.

o The set cardinality: | cta B2| = 0.



The CTA metric calculation for class B3:
o ObjectReferences = ran({B3}

AttributeDeclaration) =

o ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences
o A1's characteristic set is : cta B3 =

.

ObjectReferenceTypes) =

.

.

o The set cardinality: | cta B3| = 0.

4.7.3 Metric 11: Coupling Through Message Passing (CTM)

The CTM metric measures the number of different messages sent out from a class
to other classes excluding the messages sent to the objects created as local objects in
the local methods of the class (Li, 1998). Hereunder, the Z formal schema definition
of the CTM metric:
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The cardinality of ctm set is the value of the CTM metric. The characteristic set ctm
has the message edges that originate from the class and go to the object references (or
other classes in case of static method invocations) of other classes in the design.

Calculation of CTM Using the Java Example

The following is the calculation of the CTM metric using the Z formalization on the
Java example:



The CTM metric calculation for class A1:
o ClassAPIMethod = {(A1,GetAPublicMethods), (A1,SetAPublicMethods),
(A1,GetAProtectedMethods), (A1,SetAProtectedMethods), (A1,MA11),
(A1,MA12), (A1,MA13), (A2,MA21), (A2,MA22), (A2,MA23),
(A2,MA24), (A2,MA25), (A3,MA31), (A3,MA32), (A3,MA33),
(A3,MA34), (A3,MA35), (B1,GetBPublicMethods),
(B1,SetBPublicMethods), (B1,GetBProtectedMethods),
(B1,SetBProtectedMethods), (B1,MB11), (B1,MB12), (B1,MB13),
(B2,MB21), (B2,MB22), (B2,MB23), (B2,MB24), (B3,MB31),
(B3,MB32), (B3,MB33), (B3,MB34)}.
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o methodsInClass = ({A1}

ClassAPIMethod) =

{(A1,GetAPublicMethods), (A1,SetAPublicMethods),
(A1,GetAProtectedMethods), (A1,SetAProtectedMethods), (A1,MA11),
(A1,MA12), (A1,MA13)}
o MethodToMethodMessage = {((A1,MA11),(B1,MB11)),
((A1,MA13),(B2,MB21)), ((A1,SetAPublicMethods),(A3,MA33)),
((A2,MA23),(B2,MB21)), ((A3,MA32),(B3,MB31)),
((B1,MB11),(A1,MA12)), ((B1,MB13),(A3,MA31)),
((B2,MB22),(A3,MA33)), ((B3,MB33),(A2,MA21))}

o (methodsInClass

MethodToMethodMessage

methodsInClass)

={((A1,MA11),(B1,MB11)), ((A1,MA13),(B2,MB21)),
((A1,SetAPublicMethods),(A3,MA33))}
o A1's characteristic set is : ctm A1 = {((A1,MA11),(B1,MB11)),
((A1,MA13),(B2,MB21)), ((A1,SetAPublicMethods),(A3,MA33))}.
o The set cardinality: | ctm A1 |= 3.



The CTM metric calculation for class A2:
o methodsInClass = ({A2} ClassAPIMethod) = { (A2,MA21),
(A2,MA22), (A2,MA23), (A2,MA24), (A2,MA25)}.
o methodsInClass
MethodToMethodMessage
={((A2,MA23),(B2,MB21))}.

methodsInClass

o A2's characteristic set is : ctm A2 = {((A2,MA23),(B2,MB21))}.
o The set cardinality: | ctm A2 |= 1.
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The CTM metric calculation for class A3:
o methodsInClass = ({A3} ClassAPIMethod) = {(A3,MA31),
(A3,MA32), (A3,MA33), (A3,MA34), (A3,MA35)}.
o methodsInClass MethodToMethodMessage
={((A3,MA32),(B3,MB31))}.

methodsInClass

o A1's characteristic set is : ctm A3 = { ((A3,MA32),(B3,MB31))}.
o The set cardinality: | ctm A3 |= 1.



The CTM metric calculation for class A4:
o methodsInClass = (({A4}
o methodsInClass

ClassAPIMethod)) =

MethodToMethodMessage

o A1's characteristic set is : ctm A4 =

.
methodsInClass =

.

.

o The set cardinality: | ctm A4 |= 0.



The CTM metric calculation for class B1:
o methodsInClass = (({B1} ClassAPIMethod)) =
{(B1,GetBPublicMethods), (B1,SetBPublicMethods),
(B1,GetBProtectedMethods), (B1,SetBProtectedMethods), (B1,MB11),
(B1,MB12), (B1,MB13)}.
o methodsInClass MethodToMethodMessage
={((B1,MB13),(A3,MA31))}.

methodsInClass

o A1's characteristic set is : ctm B1 = {((B1,MB13),(A3,MA31))}.
o The set cardinality: | ctm B1 |= 1.



The CTM metric calculation for class B2:
o methodsInClass = (({B2} ClassAPIMethod)) = {(B2,MB21),
(B2,MB22), (B2,MB23), (B2,MB24)}.
o MethodToMethodMessage = {((B2,MB22),(A3,MA33))}.
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o methodsInClass MethodToMethodMessage
={((B2,MB22),(A3,MA33))}.

methodsInClass

o A1's characteristic set is : ctm B2 = {((B2,MB22),(A3,MA33))}.
o The set cardinality: | ctm B2 |= 1.



The CTM metric calculation for class B3:
o methodsInClass = (({B3} ClassAPIMethod)) = {(B3,MB31),
(B3,MB32), (B3,MB33), (B3,MB34)}.
o methodsInClass MethodToMethodMessage
={((B3,MB33),(A2,MA21))}.

methodsInClass

o A1's characteristic set is: ctm B3 = {((B3,MB33),(A2,MA21))}.
o The set cardinality: | ctm B3 |= 1.
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CHAPTER 5

METRICS PROPERTIES

When the design features that metrics measure are clearly and precisely defined, we
can explore other aspects of metrics more objectively. For example, we may want to
know if two metrics are measuring the same or different features in the design. If two
metrics measure similar design features, how different are they? The reason that we are
interested in these questions is that when a group of metrics are put together in a
statistical prediction model, we want to avoid co-linearity among them. We attempt to
address these issues in the formal framework.

5.1

Metric Properties

Metrics are often used as independent variables in statistical prediction models. A
desirable feature to build a good prediction model is to have low correlation among the
independent variables. We define two properties based on the formal framework that
help us select a group of independent variables that have low correlation without using
any empirical data. In this section, the two properties are introduced.
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5.1.1 Metrics Orthogonality

The term metrics orthogonality, is an indication of whether the design features
that the two metrics measure overlap or not. With the help of the formal framework, we
can define this term precisely.

Property 1: Metrics Orthogonality (MO)
Two metrics m1 and m2 (represented by their characteristic sets) are orthogonal to each
other if and only if the numbers of their relation sets do not overlap,
orthogonal (m1, m2)  (dssgElementsIDs m1)

 (dssgElementsIDs m2) =  ,

where dssgElementsIDs is a function that applies to the characteristic set calculation in
the metric’s formalized definition and returns a set of numbers that represent the DSSG
edges/vertices the metric is linked to.

If dssgElementsIDs is applied to an atomic metric, it returns a set of cardinality of
1; otherwise, it returns a set of cardinality of two or more. Metric orthogonality gives us
the opportunity to quickly determine if two metrics measure completely different design
features or something similar; this is without running empirical data through statistics. If
two metrics are orthogonal, chances are that they will not cause co-linearity when used
together in a statistical model. This claim will be verified in the empirical study
presented later. The hypothesis is if two metrics are orthogonal, there should be low
correlation and low co-linearity between them, compared to the case when the two
metrics are non-orthogonal.
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5.1.2 Degree of Non-orthogonality

If two metrics are not orthogonal, how do we tell how similar or different they are
in their measurement targets (design features)? The term, degree of non-orthogonality, is
introduced to answer this question.

Property 2: Degree of Non-orthogonality(DN)
Giving that m1 and m2 are two metrics (represented by their characteristic sets) and at
least one of them is not empty, the degree of non-orthogonality of m1 and m2 is dn and it
is calculated as follows:.

dn ( m1, m 2 )  dn ( m 2, m1) 

dssgElemen tsIDs m1  dssgElemen tsIDs m 2
dssgElemen tsIDs m1  dssgElemen tsIDs m 2

, where dn is a

function that applies to a pair of metrics and returns a percentage of the overlapping
between the pair.

The function dn indicates the amount of overlapping between two metrics. The
value of dn is a real number in between zero, which means the two metrics are
orthogonal, and min( dssgElementsIDs m1 , dssgElementsIDs m2 ) , which indicates that one
max( dssgElementsIDs m1 , dssgElementsIDs m2 )

metric encloses the other. For example, if dssgElementsIDs m1= {n 1, n 2 , n 3 } and
dssgElementsIDs m2 = {n 1, n 4 }, then dn(m1,m2) =

1
=25%: the two metrics overlap by
4

25% (or differ by 75%) in the primitive design attributes that they measure.
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It is noted that DN can only be calculated for metrics that have characteristic sets.
For those metrics that do not have characteristic sets, DN does not apply. The hypothesis
is that the higher the DN value for the two metrics, the most likely they are related or that
there is relatively a high probability of correlation or co-linearity between them.
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CHAPTER 6

EMPIRICAL VALIDATION OF METRICS PROPERTIES

This chapter discusses the hypotheses, data collection, and statistical methods
used in the empirical validation of the two metric properties.

6.1

Empirical Validation

The empirical validations are for the two metric properties, MO and DN,
presented in Chapter 5. Eight open source systems are used:

1. Eclipse is a multi-language Integrated development environment (IDE)
comprising a base workspace and an extensible plug-in system to develop
applications in Java (Eclipse, 2013).

2. GeoTools is an open source Java code library, which provides standards
compliant methods for the manipulation of geospatial data, for example to
implement Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Geotools, 2013).
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3. ItsNat is an AJAX component based Java Web Application open source
framework. It offers a natural approach to the modern web development to build
AJAX based applications (ItsNat, 2013).

4. JORAM is an implementation of Java Message Service (JMS) specification –
release 1.1. It provides access to distributed MOM (Message Oriented
Middleware) (JORAM, 2013)

5. Hypersonic SQL is a relational database engine written in Java, with a JDBC
driver, supporting a rich subset of ANSI-92 SQL (Hypersonic SQL, 2013).

6. XDoclet is an open source code generation engine. It enables Attribute-Oriented
Programming for java (XDoclet, 2013).

7. Heritrix is a web crawler designed for web archiving. It is open source and written
in Java (Heritrix, 2013).

8. WebSPHINX (Website-Specific Processors for HTML Information eXtraction) is
a Java class library and interactive development environment for web crawlers
(WebSPHINX, 2013).

The DSS Toolkit was used to collect the metric data from the eight open source
systems. The toolkit is discussed in details in Chapter 7. Table 6.1 shows the sizes (in
terms of number of classes) of the selected systems.
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Table 6.1 Java Open Source Systems used in the Empirical Validation
Java Open Source System
Eclipse
GeoTools
ItsNat
JORAM
Hypersonic SQL
xDocLet
Heritrix
WebSPHINX

Number of Classes
11157
9093
1628
903
532
507
466
134

The descriptive statistics in Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 present
the distributions of the OO metrics in these systems.

Table 6.2: Eclipse Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
1.27
1.33
8.55
2.33
0.0002
0.15
0.10
0.06
4.68
1.61
8.97

Std. Dev.
0.09
0.02
0.26
0.04
0.000004
0.004
0.002
0.002
0.064
0.023
0.27
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Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
548
18
836
137
0.0087
1
1
1
138
34
599

Table 6.3: GeoTools Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
0.67
1.31
8.46
2.31
0.003
0.19
0.18
0.16
5.29
1.08
9.22

Std. Dev.
0.08
0.02
0.48
0.09
0.00052
0.005
0.003
0.003
0.105
0.019
0.28

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
529
33
1219
195
0.006
1
1
1
200
20
534

Table 6.4: ItsNat Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
1.49
1.64
6.95
2.33
0.002
0.24
0.37
0.006
5.18
0.9
8.59

Std. Dev.
0.196
0.047
0.31
0.064
0.00007
0.10
0.012
0.002
0.13
0.038
0.38

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
158
9
246
24
0.203
1
1
1
51
18
244

Table 6.5: JORAM Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
0.54
1.02
3.82
1.48
0.002
0.19
0.71
0.3
3.9
1.29
5.94

Std. Dev.
0.13
0.04
0.25
0.09
0.0001
0.014
0.007
0.015
0.15
0.05
0.46
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Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
73
7
63
44
0.038
1
1
1
33
12
133

Table 6.6: Hypersonic SQL Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
0.43
0.63
12.47
3.01
0.01
0.11
0.33
0.15
6.91
2.07
15.23

Std. Dev.
2.13
0.87
21.47
3.72
0.00
0.30
0.44
0.33
7.43
2.97
31.86

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
26
5
209
23
0.06
1
1
1
51
24
427

Table 6.7: XDocLet Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
1.01
1.28
6.19
1.53
0.004
0.1
0.073
0.26
3.13
0.89
6.67

Std. Dev.
0.3
0.067
0.43
0.087
0.0003
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.17
0.056
0.71

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
71
5
62
14
0.059
1
1
1
24
7
148

Table 6.8: Heritrix Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

Mean
0.52
1.09
4.45
1.49
0.004
0.34
0.199
0.116
3.59
1.099
5.60

Std. Dev.
0.16
0.05
0.39
0.098
0.0003
0.021
0.017
0.014
0.207
0.086
0.61
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Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
59
6
81
18
0.074
1
1
1
41
19
164

Table 6.9: WebSPHINX Descriptive Statistics
Metrics
NDC
NAC
WMC
NP
MIC
CMIF
DAM
CAHF
CBO
CTA
CTM

6.2

Mean
0.31
0.71
6.37
2.11
0.02
0.09
0.39
0.08
5.39
1.74
8.23

Std. Dev.
9.91
2.66
0.03
0.28
0.48
0.26
5.32
2.81
12.98
9.91
2.66

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
6
3
59
13
0.12
1
1
0
1
27
23

The Hypotheses

The following are the hypotheses for the empirical study:

o Hypothesis 1:
o Null Hypothesis: For metric pairs that are orthogonal, the pairs should
show relatively (compare to the non-orthogonal pairs) high correlation.
o Alternative Hypothesis: For metric pairs that are orthogonal, the pairs
should show relatively (compare to the non-orthogonal pairs) low
correlation.

The rationale is that orthogonal pairs should generally show lower
correlations than the non-orthogonal pairs.
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o Hypothesis 2:
o Null Hypothesis: For metric pairs that are orthogonal, the pairs show
relatively (compare to the non-orthogonal pairs) high Variation
Inflation Factor (VIF), also known as co-linearity.
o Alternative Hypothesis: For metric pairs that are orthogonal, the pairs
show relatively low VIF (compare to the non-orthogonal pairs).

The rationale is that orthogonal pairs should generally show lower co-linearity
than non-orthogonal pairs.

o Hypothesis 3:
o Null Hypothesis: For metric pairs that are non-orthogonal, their
correlation values should not be positively correlated with their DN
values.
o Alternative Hypothesis: For metric pairs that are non-orthogonal, the
pairs should show positive correlation between the correlation and DN
values.

The rationale is that DN is an indicator about how much the metrics
overlap in their measurement targets. The DN values can be a useful guide to
select an effective set of metrics to build a prediction model; that is, we should
always select a set of orthogonal metrics for empirical studies if possible. In the
case that non-orthogonal metrics must be used, pick the ones that have low DN
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values, as they are likely to cause less correlation problem than otherwise. A
statistical prediction model built with a group of metrics that have high correlation
will perform poorly compared with a group of metrics that have low correlation.

6.3

Validation of the Metrics Properties

The following are the steps in the empirical validation of the two properties:

1. There are total 55 possible pairs from the group of 11 sample metrics. The
orthogonal pairs are separated from the non-orthogonal pairs. Out of the 55 pairs,
32 are orthogonal, which are listed in Table 6.11. The rest (23) are nonorthogonal pairs, which are listed in Table 6.12.

2. The metric values of each pair are collected from the eight open source systems.
The correlation values are calculated for each pair. Let’s call the correlation
values of the orthogonal pairs Column X 1 and the correlation values of nonorthogonal pairs Column X 2. A one-sided t-test between the group’s mean for X 1
and X 2 validates Hypothesis 1.

3. The VIF values for each pair of the metrics are calculated using the eight open
source systems. Let Y 1 be the column of the VIF values for the orthogonal pairs,
and Y 2 be the column for the non-orthogonal pairs. A one-sided t-test between
Y 1 and Y 2 tests Hypothesis 2.
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4. Table 6.12 lists the DN values for the 23 non-orthogonal pairs. We exclude metric
pairs with DN value of one, which are considered as special cases. In other
words, the two metric properties do not apply to those special pairs. After the
exclusion, there are 21 non-orthogonal pairs left and their DN values (between
0.01 and 0.99) are in Column Z 1. The correlations of the 21 pairs of metrics are
in Z 2. The Spearman’s non-parametric correlation test between Z 1 and Z 2 for
pairs that are significant in correlation values (i.e. >= 0.5) (Succi et al., 2005)
answers Hypothesis 3.

6.4

Metric Pairs Using Metrics Orthogonality

Using combinatorics, where order does not matter, there are a total of 55 pairs in
the study. Table 6.11 calculates each pair based on the MO property with two possible
results Yes (orthogonal) or No (non-orthogonal). We selected two pairs as examples to
show how the MO value is calculated for each pair; the first pair is an example of an
orthogonal pair, the second is a non-orthogonal pair.

Sample metrics pair with MO true value

We take the metric pair WMC and CAHF as an example. Following the MO
property, we check if the pair is orthogonal as follows:
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orthogonal (WMC, CAHF)  (dssgElementsIDs WMC)
CAHF)=

 ( dssgElementsIDs

.

From Table 6.10, DSSG relation numbers for metric WMC = {60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65}, and DSSG relation numbers for metric CAHF = {70, 71, 72}. Thus,
(dssgElementsIDs WMC)

 (dssgElementsIDs CAHF) =  . Since there is no

overlapping between the two metrics, WMC and CAHF, then we can declare the pair
(WMC, CAHF) as orthogonal with a true MO value.

Sample metrics pair with MO False value

DSSG relation numbers for metric CBO = {61, 62, 64, 65, 76, 114, 142, 91, 92,
54}, whereas for metric NAC = {54}. Thus, (dssgElementsIDs NAC)
(dssgElementsIDs CBO) = {54} 



 . Therefore, the pair (NAC, CBO) is non-

orthogonal. Table 6.11 lists the MO metric value for all pairs.

Table 6.10 lists for each of the 11 Z formalized metrics, the design state space
relation set(s) used in the formal Z schema definition of the metric. These are used to
calculate each pair’s value based on the MO property.
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Table 6.10: DSSG relation sets contained in each of the Metrics Z formalization
Class-Level Metric

DSSG relation Sets used in Z schema
Definition

DSSG relation Sets
Numbers

Number of Children
(NDC)
Number of Ancestor
Classes (NAC)
Weighted Methods Per
Class (WMC)

{Inheritance}

{54}

{Inheritance}

{54}

{PrivateInstanceMethod,
ProtectedInstanceMethod,
PublicInstanceMethod, PrivateClassMethod,
ProtectedClassMethod, PublicClassMethod}
{PublicInstanceMethod, PublicClassMethod,
ProtectedInstanceMethod,
ProtectedClassMethod,
MethodToMethodMessage}
{PrivateInstanceMethod, PublicInstanceMethod,
ProtectedInstanceMethod, PrivateClassMethod,
PublicClassMethod, ProtectedClassMethod,
Inheritance, ClassMethodsInheritance,
InstanceMethodsInheritance}
{PrivateInstanceMethod, PublicInstanceMethod,
ProtectedInstanceMethod, PrivateClassMethod,
PublicClassMethod, ProtectedClassMethod,
ParameterType}
{AttributeDeclaration }

{60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65}

{ PrivateInstanceAttribute,
PublicInstanceAttribute,
ProtectedInstanceAttribute}
{PublicInstanceMethod, PublicClassMethod,
ProtectedInstanceMethod,
ProtectedClassMethod, AttributeDeclaration,
MethodToMethodMessage,
ObjectReferenceType, ParameterType,
ReturnTypeFromMethod, Inheritance}
{AttributeDeclaration, ObjectReferenceType}

{70, 71, 72}

{PublicInstanceMethod, PublicClassMethod,
ProtectedInstanceMethod,
ProtectedClassMethod,
MethodToMethodMessage}

{61, 62, 64, 65, 114}

Method Invocation
Coupling (MIC)

Class Method
Inheritance Factor
(CMIF)

Number of Parameters
(NP)

Data Access Metrics
(DAM)
Class Attribute Hiding
Factor (CAHF)
Coupling between object
classes (CBO)

Coupling Through
Abstract Data Type
(CTA)
Coupling Through
Message Passing (CTM)
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{61, 62, 64, 65, 114}

{60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 54,
102, 103}

{60, 61, 62,63, 64, 65, 92}

{76}

{61, 62, 64, 65, 76, 114,
142, 91, 92, 54}

{76, 142}

Table 6.11: MO Metric Property Values for the Class-Level Metric Pairs

Metric Pair

(NDC, NAC)
(NDC, WMC)
(NDC MIC)
(NDC, CMIF)
(NDC, NP)
(NDC, DAM)
(NDC, CAHF)
(NDC, CBO)
(NDC, CTA)
(NDC, CTM)
(NAC, WMC)
(NAC, MIC)
(NAC, CMIF)
(NAC, NP)
(NAC, DAM)
(NAC, CAHF)
(NAC, CBO)
(NAC, CTA)
(NAC, CTM)
(WMC, MIC)
(WMC, CMIF)
(WMC, NP)
(WMC, DAM)
(WMC, CAHF)
(WMC, CBO)
(WMC, CTA)
(WMC, CTM)
(MIC, CMIF)

Orthogonal Non(MO =
orthogonal
True)
(MO =
False)

Metric Pair

√

(MIC, NP)
(MIC, DAM)
(MIC, CAHF)
(MIC, CBO)
(MIC, CTA)
(MIC, CTM)
(CMIF, NP)
(CMIF, DAM)
(CMIF, CAHF)
(CMIF, CBO)
(CMIF, CTA)
(CMIF, CTM)
(NP, DAM)
(NP, CAHF)
(NP, CBO)
(NP, CTA)
(NP, CTM)
(DAM, CAHF)
(DAM, CBO)
(DAM, CTA)
(DAM, CTM)
(CAHF, CBO)
(CAHF,CTA)
(CAHF, CTM)
(CBO, CTA)
(CBO, CTM)
(CTA, CTM)

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Orthogonal Non(MO =
orthogonal
True)
(MO =
False)
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

For the 23 metric pairs that are non-orthogonal, Table 6.12 lists their DN values.
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Table 6.12: DN Overlapping Degree Values of Non-orthogonal Pairs
Metric Pair

DN overlapping Degree

DN Value

(NDC, NAC)

dn(NDC, NAC) =

1.00

(NDC, CMIF)

dn(NDC, CMIF) =

(NDC, CBO)

1
1
1
9

0.11

dn(NDC, CBO) =

0.10

(NAC, CMIF)

dn(NAC, CMIF)

1
10
= 1
9

0.11

(NAC, CBO)

dn(NAC, CBO) =

1
10

0.10

(WMC, MIC)

dn(WMC, MIC) =

4
7

0.57

(WMC, CMIF)

dn(WMC, CMIF) =

(WMC, NP)

dn(WMC, NP) =

(WMC, CBO)

dn(WMC, CBO) =

4
12

0.33

(WMC, CTM)

dn(WMC, CTM) = 4

0.57

(MIC, CMIF)

dn(MIC, CMIF) =

(MIC, NP)

dn(MIC, NP) =

(MIC, CBO)

dn(MIC, CBO) =

5
10

0.50

(MIC, CTM)

dn(MIC, CTM) = 3

1.00

0.66

6
9

0.85

6
7

7

0.40

4
10

0.50

4
8

3

(CMIF, NP)

dn(CMIF, NP) =

0.60

(CMIF, CBO)

dn(CMIF, CBO) = 5

6
10

0.35

14

(CMIF, CTM)
(NP, CBO)

0.40

dn(CMIF, CTM) = 4
10
dn(NP, CBO)= 5

0.42

12
4
8

(NP, CTM)

dn(NP, CTM)=

0.50

(DAM, CBO)

dn(DAM, CBO) =

(DAM, CTA)

dn(CBO, CTM) =

(CBO, CTA)

dn(CBO, CTA) = 2

(CBO, CTM)

dn(CBO, CTM) =

0.10

1
10
1
2

0.50
0.20

10

0.50

5
10
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Before we run the statistics, we take out those pairs that have DN=1 for scrutiny.
When a pair’s DN value is one, there are two possibilities: they are the same metric with
different names or they are different but measure the same design features. For example,
the NAC and NDC (Li, 1998) have different measurement target (one for ancestor
classes, the other for descendent classes) but use the same design feature: Classes. In our
study, these pairs are excluded to avoid skewing of the data. Thus, there are 21 pairs left
in the study.

6.5

Statistical Methods

The data used in the statistical tests are collected by the DSS toolkit (discussed in
Chapter 7) from eight open source systems. The data are independent and of continuous
population; there is no guarantee of normality. Therefore, the non-parametric Spearman
correlation (Kvam and Vidakovic, 2007) is used in the tests.

6.6

Hypotheses Tests

We test each of the three hypotheses to validate the two proposed metric
properties, MO and DN.
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6.6.1 Validation of the MO Property

Table 6.13 shows the correlation values of the orthogonal pairs and Table 6.14
lists the correlation values of the non-orthogonal pairs using the data from the first open
source system: Eclipse.

We considered the correlations that were equal to or larger than 0.5 as moderate
and those below 0.5 as low (Succi et al., 2005). For the Eclipse system, there are 23 pairs
from total of 32 pairs with low correlation value (< 0.5), as shown in Table 6.13. This
represents 72% of the total pairs. For the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.14), there are 11
pairs from total of 21 pairs with moderate to high correlation values (Succi et al., 2005).
This represents 52% of the total pairs. Although higher correlation values are expected
on the non-orthogonal pairs, however few came with low values (i.e. < 0.5). In
particular, this was observed on pairs that contain a metric with mostly zero values. This
phenomenon needs further investigation to confirm.
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Table 6.13: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – Eclipse project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.239449

(WMC, CTA)

0.675903

(NDC MIC)

0.101080

(MIC, DAM)

0.263787

(NDC, NP)

0.221911

(MIC, CAHF)

0.451020

(NDC, DAM)

0.196851

(MIC, CTA)

0.582049

(NDC, CAHF)

0.100615

(CMIF, DAM)

0.157590

(NDC, CTA)

0.162893

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.594302

(NDC, CTM)

0.133079

(CMIF, CTA)

0.142638

(NAC, WMC)

0.258015

(NP, DAM)

0.303416

(NAC, MIC)

0.205492

(NP, CAHF)

0.436804

(NAC, NP)

0.220646

(NP, CTA)

0.593357

(NAC, DAM)

0.073370

(DAM, CAHF)

-0.041566

(NAC, CAHF)

0.187746

(DAM, CTM)

0.286695

(NAC, CTA)

0.189608

(CAHF, CTM)

0.460804

(NAC, CTM)

0.229173

(CAHF, CBO)

0.575912

(WMC, DAM)

0.352345

(CAHF,CTA)

0.712190

(WMC, CAHF)

0.517100

(MIC, CAHF)

0.602776

Table 6.14: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – Eclipse project
Non-Orthogonal
Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric
Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

0.091101

(MIC, CBO)

0.858855

(NDC, CBO)

0.179270

(CMIF, NP)

0.195115

(NAC, CMIF)

0.533519

(CMIF, CBO)

0.180192

(NAC, CBO)

0.228928

(CMIF, CTM)

0.185046

(WMC, MIC)

0.792671

(NP, CBO)

0.818862

(WMC, CMIF)

0.195389

(NP, CTM)

0.803174

(WMC, NP)

0.897480

(DAM, CBO)

0.794300

(WMC, CBO)

0.856939

(DAM, CTA)

0.866966

(WMC, CTM)

0.842128

(CBO, CTA)

0.340223

(MIC, CMIF)

0.161216

(CBO, CTM)

0.402156

(MIC, NP)

0.767073

For the GeoTools systems, there are 26 pairs from total of 32 pairs with low
correlation value (< 0.5), as shown in Table 6.15. This represents 81% of the total pairs.
For the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.16), there are 13 pairs from total of 21 pairs with
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moderate to high correlation values (Succi et al., 2005). This represents 62% of the total
pairs.

Table 6.15: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – GeoTools project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.179726

(WMC, CTA)

0.656320

(NDC MIC)

0.097487

(MIC, DAM)

0.396157

(NDC, NP)

0.172151

(MIC, CAHF)

0.321925

(NDC, DAM)

0.196175

(MIC, CTA)

0.554699

(NDC, CAHF)

0.099736

(CMIF, DAM)

0.067389

(NDC, CTA)

0.181382

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.529811

(NDC, CTM)

0.099118

(CMIF, CTA)

-0.007576

(NAC, WMC)

0.235535

(NP, DAM)

0.420096

(NAC, MIC)

0.107175

(NP, CAHF)

0.294303

(NAC, NP)

0.108944

(NP, CTA)

0.570905

(NAC, DAM)

0.101858

(DAM, CAHF)

-0.060876

(NAC, CAHF)

-0.038414

(DAM, CTM)

0.404121

(NAC, CTA)

0.084003

(CAHF, CTM)

0.335518

(NAC, CTM)

0.140593

(CAHF, CBO)

0.388125

(WMC, DAM)

0.456333

(CAHF,CTA)

0.575957

(WMC, CAHF)

0.404905

(MIC, CAHF)

0.321925

Table 6.16: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – GeoTools project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

0.045612

(MIC, CBO)

0.854483

(NDC, CBO)

0.158107

(CMIF, NP)

0.108377

(NAC, CMIF)

0.478588

(CMIF, CBO)

0.112024

(NAC, CBO)

0.131551

(CMIF, CTM)

0.044775

(WMC, MIC)

0.724308

(NP, CBO)

0.759882

(WMC, CMIF)

0.111789

(NP, CTM)

0.590159

(WMC, NP)

0.766687

(DAM, CBO)

0.452513

(WMC, CBO)

0.845827

(DAM, CTA)

0.556528

(WMC, CTM)

0.771861

(CBO, CTA)

0.692255

(MIC, CMIF)

0.047120

(CBO, CTM)

0.859076

(MIC, NP)

0.586120
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For the third system, ItsNat, 24 pairs from total of 32 pairs were found with low
correlation value (< 0.5), as shown in Table 6.17. This represents 75% of the total pairs.
For the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.18), 62% of the pairs were found with moderate to
high correlation with 13 pairs out of 21 in total with moderate to high correlation values.
Table 6.17: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – ItsNat project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.203437

(WMC, CTA)

0.599402

(NDC MIC)

0.133998

(MIC, DAM)

0.540084

(NDC, NP)

0.182641

(MIC, CAHF)

-0.061330

(NDC, DAM)

0.053786

(MIC, CTA)

0.517592

(NDC, CAHF)

0.012124

(CMIF, DAM)

0.268021

(NDC, CTA)

0.013756

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.717331

(NDC, CTM)

0.112626

(CMIF, CTA)

0.116101

(NAC, WMC)

0.209577

(NP, DAM)

0.323180

(NAC, MIC)

0.002491

(NP, CAHF)

-0.049806

(NAC, NP)

0.136523

(NP, CTA)

0.429216

(NAC, DAM)

-0.056596

(DAM, CAHF)

-0.040913

(NAC, CAHF)

-0.037710

(DAM, CTM)

0.518793

(NAC, CTA)

0.032101

(CAHF, CTM)

-0.071793

(NAC, CTM)

0.112568

(CAHF, CBO)

-0.027713

(WMC, DAM)

0.594425

(CAHF,CTA)

0.0794473

(WMC, CAHF)

-.001603

(MIC, CAHF)

0.522758

Table 6.18: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – ItsNat project
Non-Orthogonal Metric
Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

-0.005595

(MIC, CBO)

0.835849

(NDC, CBO)

0.180022

(CMIF, NP)

0.021298

(NAC, CMIF)

0.526861

(CMIF, CBO)

0.154734

(NAC, CBO)

0.147619

(CMIF, CTM)

0.206463

(WMC, MIC)

0.704458

(NP, CBO)

0.771404

(WMC, CMIF)

0.213211

(NP, CTM)

0.660691

(WMC, NP)

0.732612

(DAM, CBO)

0.597953

(WMC, CBO)

0.848175

(DAM, CTA)

0.867717

(WMC, CTM)

0.804448

(CBO, CTA)

0.551400

(MIC, CMIF)

0.149160

(CBO, CTM)

0.854028

(MIC, NP)

0.576509
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For the forth system, JOARM, 27 pairs from total of 32 pairs were found with low
correlation value (< 0.5), as shown in Table 6.19. This represents 84% of the total pairs.
For the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.20), 52% of the pairs were found with moderate to
high correlation.
Table 6.19: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – JORAM project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.199910

(WMC, CTA)

0.696840

(NDC MIC)

0.078786

(MIC, DAM)

0.280429

(NDC, NP)

0.141218

(MIC, CAHF)

0.349480

(NDC, DAM)

0.269586

(MIC, CTA)

0.383478

(NDC, CAHF)

0.079787

(CMIF, DAM)

0.057772

(NDC, CTA)

0.174290

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.783664

(NDC, CTM)

0.097444

(CMIF, CTA)

0.338200

(NAC, WMC)

0.166127

(NP, DAM)

0.307680

(NAC, MIC)

-0.132492

(NP, CAHF)

0.425684

(NAC, NP)

0.035788

(NP, CTA)

0.492104

(NAC, DAM)

-0.040261

(DAM, CAHF)

0.000515

(NAC, CAHF)

0.224072

(DAM, CTM)

0.284756

(NAC, CTA)

0.277723

(CAHF, CTM)

0.389366

(NAC, CTM)

-0.092278

(CAHF, CBO)

0.468588

(WMC, DAM)

0.337943

(CAHF,CTA)

0.661676

(WMC, CAHF)

0.643460

(MIC, CAHF)

0.412910
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Table 6.20: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs –JORAM project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)
(NDC, CBO)

-0.005177
0.12441

(MIC, CBO)
(CMIF, NP)

0.872262
0.137002

(NAC, CMIF)

0.432863

(CMIF, CBO)

0.163727

(NAC, CBO)

0.024701

(CMIF, CTM)

0.079498

(WMC, MIC)

0.699372

(NP, CBO)

0.822354

(WMC, CMIF)

0.206830

(NP, CTM)

0.848536

(WMC, NP)

0.840409

(DAM, CBO)

0.629601

(WMC, CBO)

0.836508

(DAM, CTA)

0.887140

(WMC, CTM)

0.765024

(CBO, CTA)

0.306271

(MIC, CMIF)

0.067622

(CBO, CTM)

0.357850

(MIC, NP)

0.794866

For the fifth system, Hypersonic SQL, 24 pairs from total of 32 pairs were found
with low correlation value (< 0.5), as shown in Table 6.21. This represents 75% of the
total pairs. For the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.22), 13 pairs from a total of 21 were
found (62%) with moderate to high correlation.
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Table 6.21: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – Hypersonic SQL
project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.382771

(WMC, CTA)

0.705068

(NDC MIC)

0.158439

(MIC, DAM)

0.378835

(NDC, NP)

0.342941

(MIC, CAHF)

0.269551

(NDC, DAM)

0.297990

(MIC, CTA)

0.518636

(NDC, CAHF)

0.058625

(CMIF, DAM)

0.133176

(NDC, CTA)

0.287208

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.986633

(NDC, CTM)

0.160519

(CMIF, CTA)

0.055552

(NAC, WMC)

0.204623

(NP, DAM)

0.455835

(NAC, MIC)

0.223891

(NP, CAHF)

0.353763

(NAC, NP)

0.185959

(NP, CTA)

0.596695

(NAC, DAM)

0.103749

(DAM, CAHF)

0.055258

(NAC, CAHF)

-0.053603

(DAM, CTM)

0.377311

(NAC, CTA)

0.018280

(CAHF, CTM)

0.328948

(NAC, CTM)

0.240169

(CAHF, CBO)

0.361497

(WMC, DAM)

0.552790

(CAHF,CTA)

0.521191

(WMC, CAHF)

0.404352

(MIC, CAHF)

0.543162

Table 6.22: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – Hypersonic SQL
project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

0.098417

(MIC, CBO)

0.895845

(NDC, CBO)

0.239161

(CMIF, NP)

0.171965

(NAC, CMIF)

0.541070

(CMIF, CBO)

0.227305

(NAC, CBO)

0.204150

(CMIF, CTM)

0.266880

(WMC, MIC)

0.700908

(NP, CBO)

0.805919

(WMC, CMIF)

0.233784

(NP, CTM)

0.678183

(WMC, NP)

0.881204

(DAM, CBO)

0.695182

(WMC, CBO)

0.846223

(DAM, CTA)

0.896974

(WMC, CTM)

0.762589

(CBO, CTA)

0.497135

(MIC, CMIF)

0.246156

(CBO, CTM)

0.717566

(MIC, NP)

0.663465
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For the sixth system, XDocLet, 24 pairs from total of 32 pairs were found with
low correlation value (< 0.5), as shown in Table 6.23. This represents 75% of the total
pairs. For the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.24), 11 pairs from a total of 21 were found
(52%) with moderate to high correlation.

Table 6.23: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – XDocLet project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric
Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.173192

(WMC, CTA)

0.547627

(NDC MIC)

0.062330

(MIC, DAM)

0.218342

(NDC, NP)

0.164237

(MIC, CAHF)

0.263692

(NDC, DAM)

0.250773

(MIC, CTA)

0.371018

(NDC, CAHF)

0.082477

(CMIF, DAM)

0.070138

(NDC, CTA)

0.181963

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.548072

(NDC, CTM)

0.056664

(CMIF, CTA)

0.187602

(NAC, WMC)

0.504694

(NP, DAM)

0.252047

(NAC, MIC)

0.440316

(NP, CAHF)

0.458786

(NAC, NP)

0.351221

(NP, CTA)

0.570613

(NAC, DAM)

0.260536

(DAM, CAHF)

-0.081985

(NAC, CAHF)

0.242635

(DAM, CTM)

0.225395

(NAC, CTA)

0.198935

(CAHF, CTM)

0.306587

(NAC, CTM)

0.494221

(CAHF, CBO)

0.419206

(WMC, DAM)

0.290873

(CAHF,CTA)

0.641789

(WMC, CAHF)

0.495040

(MIC, CAHF)

0.425662
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Table 6.24: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – XDocLet project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

0.136832

(MIC, CBO)

0.857644

(NDC, CBO)

0.160551

(CMIF, NP)

0.110756

(NAC, CMIF)

0.596532

(CMIF, CBO)

0.137021

(NAC, CBO)

0.411068

(CMIF, CTM)

0.151476

(WMC, MIC)

0.707033

(NP, CBO)

0.845603

(WMC, CMIF)

0.218733

(NP, CTM)

0.731626

(WMC, NP)

0.900206

(DAM, CBO)

0.604735

(WMC, CBO)

0.835332

(DAM, CTA)

0.850564

(WMC, CTM)

0.753136

(CBO, CTA)

0.211906

(MIC, CMIF)

0.079944

(CBO, CTM)

0.322446

(MIC, NP)

0.713188

We observed similar results on the seventh system, the Heritrix project. Table
6.25 shows that 81% of the orthogonal pairs have correlation values less than 0.5. As for
the non-orthogonal pairs, we found 57% of the total pairs have moderate to high
correlation values (greater than or equal to 0.5), as shown in Table 6.26.
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Table 6.25: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – Heritrix project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.197069

(WMC, CTA)

0.645058

(NDC MIC)

0.002206

(MIC, DAM)

0.288410

(NDC, NP)

0.177894

(MIC, CAHF)

0.195076

(NDC, DAM)

0.125737

(MIC, CTA)

0.360668

(NDC, CAHF)

0.064884

(CMIF, DAM)

0.044761

(NDC, CTA)

0.171248

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.631339

(NDC, CTM)

0.032429

(CMIF, CTA)

-0.072512

(NAC, WMC)

-0.088242

(NP, DAM)

0.407952

(NAC, MIC)

-0.037279

(NP, CAHF)

0.198334

(NAC, NP)

-0.145907

(NP, CTA)

0.549694

(NAC, DAM)

-0.131492

(DAM, CAHF)

0.003975

(NAC, CAHF)

-0.051827

(DAM, CTM)

0.281769

(NAC, CTA)

-0.092513

(CAHF, CTM)

0.222437

(NAC, CTM)

-0.035707

(CAHF, CBO)

0.278584

(WMC, DAM)

0.510210

(CAHF,CTA)

0.449451

(WMC, CAHF)

0.350917

(CTA, CTM)

0.371951

Table 6.26: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – Heritrix project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

-0.042257

(MIC, CBO)

0.860745

(NDC, CBO)

0.113783

(CMIF, NP)

-0.049764

(NAC, CMIF)

0.731106

(CMIF, CBO)

-0.059411

(NAC, CBO)

-0.11266

(CMIF, CTM)

-0.014791

(WMC, MIC)

0.704406

(NP, CBO)

0.781172

(WMC, CMIF)

-0.066253

(NP, CTM)

0.609758

(WMC, NP)

0.824163

(DAM, CBO)

0.445128

(WMC, CBO)

0.856178

(DAM, CTA)

0.639534

(WMC, CTM)

0.750092

(CBO, CTA)

0.620848

(MIC, CMIF)

0.003748

(CBO, CTM)

0.850254

(MIC, NP)

0.618877

The results from the eighth open source system, the WebSPHINX project, showed
that 71% of the orthogonal pairs have correlation values less than 0.5 (Table 6.27). As for
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the non-orthogonal pairs, we found 62% of the total pairs have moderate to high
correlation values (greater than or equal to 0.5), as shown in Table 6.28.

Table 6.27: The correlation values for the orthogonal pairs – WebSPHINX project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, WMC)

0.268732

(WMC, CTA)

0.746404

(NDC MIC)

0.161558

(MIC, DAM)

0.459144

(NDC, NP)

0.257654

(MIC, CAHF)

0.196632

(NDC, DAM)

0.104574

(MIC, CTA)

0.633018

(NDC, CAHF)

0.173643

(CMIF, DAM)

0.093156

(NDC, CTA)

0.347811

(CMIF, CAHF)

0.919271

(NDC, CTM)

0.204040

(CMIF, CTA)

0.082339

(NAC, WMC)

-0.121380

(NP, DAM)

0.458017

(NAC, MIC)

-0.082832

(NP, CAHF)

0.251965

(NAC, NP)

-0.100060

(NP, CTA)

0.574694

(NAC, DAM)

0.104130

(DAM, CAHF)

-0.09029

(NAC, CAHF)

-0.046627

(DAM, CTM)

0.470772

(NAC, CTA)

0.047028

(CAHF, CTM)

0.241108

(NAC, CTM)

-0.058624

(CAHF, CBO)

0.252871

(WMC, DAM)

0.563771

(CAHF,CTA)

0.341029

(WMC, CAHF)

0.292000

(CTA, CTM)

0.669331

Table 6.28: The correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs – WebSPHINX
project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

Correlation

(NDC, CMIF)

0.081210

(MIC, CBO)

0.888344

(NDC, CBO)

0.244590

(CMIF, NP)

0.063120

(NAC, CMIF)

0.431914

(CMIF, CBO)

0.033185

(NAC, CBO)

-0.12292

(CMIF, CTM)

0.044750

(WMC, MIC)

0.783952

(NP, CBO)

0.873907

(WMC, CMIF)

0.074702

(NP, CTM)

0.852805

(WMC, NP)

0.880641

(DAM, CBO)

0.739927

(WMC, CBO)

0.910344

(DAM, CTA)

0.923256

(WMC, CTM)

0.862354

(CBO, CTA)

0.498899

(MIC, CMIF)

0.019205

(CBO, CTM)

0.654528

(MIC, NP)

0.821758
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To test Hypothesis #1, we compared the mean value of the orthogonal pairs’
correlation (µ 1) with the mean value of the non-orthogonal pairs’ values (µ 2) using the
Student’s t-test to check for µ 1< µ 2 . Tables 6.29, 6.30, 6.31, 6.32, 6.33, 6.34, 6.35 and
6.36 show the result from the one-tailed t-test of two samples assuming unequal variances
performed on the eight systems. We set the alpha level at ∝ =0.05 (95%).

Table 6.29: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - Eclipse
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.040176
32
31

P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

0.006174
1.695518

Orthogonal Pairs
0.098668
21

Table 6.30: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - GeoTools
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.041152
32
31

P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

0.009372
1.695518
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Orthogonal Pairs
0.100031
21

Table 6.31: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - ItsNat
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.056643
32
31

P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

0.000255
1.689572

Orthogonal Pairs
0.096151
21

Table 6.32: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - JORAM
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.052394
32
31
0.013456

t Critical one-tail

1.693888

Orthogonal Pairs
0.115903
21

Table 6.33: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - Hypersonic
SQL project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.048903
32
31

P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

0.002526
1.688297
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Orthogonal Pairs
0.079409
21

Table 6.34: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - XDocLet
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.031266
32
31

P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

0.007946
1.699126

Orthogonal Pairs
0.094887
21

Table 6.35: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances - Heritrix
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.051691
32
31
0.006338
1.699126

Orthogonal Pairs
0.147618
21

Table 6.36: t-test two-sample correlation assuming unequal variances WebSPHINX project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal Pairs
0.070854
32
31
0.009055
1.693888

Orthogonal Pairs
0.148279
21

The P-values are 0.006174, 0.009372, 0.000255, 0.013456, 0.002526, 0.007946,
0.006338, and 0.009055. Since they are less than 0.05 for all eight systems, we reject
Hypothesis #1 and conclude that non-orthogonal pairs show higher correlation values
than the orthogonal pairs.
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Testing for Co-linearity

Co-linearity in regression analysis can be tested using the Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) (Belsley and Welsch, 1980). VIF calculates the relationship between two or
more independent variables based on the linear combination. It is recommended to have
low VIF values as it indicates the magnitude of the inflation in the standard errors due to
co-linearity (Belsley and Welsch, 1980). Therefore, we first check for acceptable level of
VIF values among all the orthogonal and non-orthogonal pairs. Rogerson has
recommended a VIF value of 5 as the maximum level of VIF (Rogerson, 2001).

Table 6.37 and 6.38 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the Eclipse open source system.
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Table 6.37: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – Eclipse project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.061125

(WMC, CTA)

3.438564

(NDC MIC)

1.010464

(MIC, DAM)

1.073625

(NDC, NP)

1.051795

(MIC, CAHF)

1.255616

(NDC, DAM)

1.039804

(MIC, CTA)

1.476858

(NDC, CAHF)

1.010363

(CMIF, DAM)

1.010031

(NDC, CTA)

1.026074

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.011519

(NDC, CTM)

1.018029

(CMIF, CTA)

1.020768

(NAC, WMC)

1.07132

(NP, DAM)

1.101396

(NAC, MIC)

1.044089

(NP, CAHF)

1.235785

(NAC, NP)

1.051176

(NP, CTA)

1.543383

(NAC, DAM)

1.005412

(DAM, CAHF)

1.001228

(NAC, CAHF)

1.036537

(DAM, CTM)

1.089556

(NAC, CTA)

1.037292

(CAHF, CTM)

1.269584

(NAC, CTM)

1.055432

(CAHF, CBO)

1.496279

(WMC, DAM)

1.138117

(CAHF,CTA)

1.978216

(WMC, CAHF)

1.364457

(CTA, CTM)

1.570696

Table 6.38: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – Eclipse project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.008369

(MIC, CBO)

3.811459

(NDC, CBO)

1.033205

(CMIF, NP)

1.039577

(NAC, CMIF)

1.397903

(CMIF, CBO)

1.033559

(NAC, CBO)

1.055307

(CMIF, CTM)

1.035456

(WMC, MIC)

2.693048

(NP, CBO)

3.035236

(WMC, CMIF)

1.039692

(NP, CTM)

2.817606

(WMC, NP)

5.14061

(DAM, CBO)

2.709394

(WMC, CBO)

3.764275

(DAM, CTA)

4.026253

(WMC, CTM)

3.438564

(CBO, CTA)

1.130904

(MIC, CMIF)

1.026684

(CBO, CTM)

1.212428

(MIC, NP)

2.429553

Table 6.39 and 6.40 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the GeoTools open source system.
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Table 6.39: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – GeoTools project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.03338

(WMC, CTA)

2.473845

(NDC MIC)

1.009595

(MIC, DAM)

1.186156

(NDC, NP)

1.030541

(MIC, CAHF)

1.115618

(NDC, DAM)

1.040025

(MIC, CTA)

1.444443

(NDC, CAHF)

1.010047

(CMIF, DAM)

1.001286

(NDC, CTA)

1.034019

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.001818

(NDC, CTM)

1.009922

(CMIF, CTA)

1.000057

(NAC, WMC)

1.058736

(NP, DAM)

1.214301

(NAC, MIC)

1.01162

(NP, CAHF)

1.094828

(NAC, NP)

1.012011

(NP, CTA)

1.483532

(NAC, DAM)

1.010484

(DAM, CAHF)

1.00372

(NAC, CAHF)

1.001478

(DAM, CTM)

1.195192

(NAC, CTA)

1.007107

(CAHF, CTM)

1.126853

(NAC, CTM)

1.020165

(CAHF, CBO)

1.17571

(WMC, DAM)

1.26301

(CAHF,CTA)

1.496395

(WMC, CAHF)

1.196099

(CTA, CTM)

1.47431

Table 6.40: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – GeoTools project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.002085

(MIC, CBO)

3.865279

(NDC, CBO)

1.025117

(CMIF, NP)

1.011885

(NAC, CMIF)

1.297095

(CMIF, CBO)

1.011976

(NAC, CBO)

1.020803

(CMIF, CTM)

1.002009

(WMC, MIC)

2.103595

(NP, CBO)

2.364298

(WMC, CMIF)

1.012655

(NP, CTM)

1.534421

(WMC, NP)

2.426064

(DAM, CBO)

1

(WMC, CBO)

3.778182

(DAM, CTA)

1.00212

(WMC, CTM)

2.473845

(CBO, CTA)

1.257495

(MIC, CMIF)

1.002225

(CBO, CTM)

1.448696

(MIC, NP)

1.523316

Table 6.41 and 6.42 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the ItsNat open source system.
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Table 6.41: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – ItsNat project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.043174

(WMC, CTA)

2.83396

(NDC MIC)

1.018284

(MIC, DAM)

1.411813

(NDC, NP)

1.034509

(MIC, CAHF)

1.003776

(NDC, DAM)

1.002901

(MIC, CTA)

1.365937

(NDC, CAHF)

1.000147

(CMIF, DAM)

1.017625

(NDC, CTA)

1.000189

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.000197

(NDC, CTM)

1.012848

(CMIF, CTA)

1.013664

(NAC, WMC)

1.04594

(NP, DAM)

1.116627

(NAC, MIC)

1.000006

(NP, CAHF)

1.002487

(NAC, NP)

1.02184

(NP, CTA)

1.22583

(NAC, DAM)

1.003213

(DAM, CAHF)

1.001677

(NAC, CAHF)

1.001424

(DAM, CTM)

1.368263

(NAC, CTA)

1.001032

(CAHF, CTM)

1.005181

(NAC, CTM)

1.01112

(CAHF, CBO)

1.000769

(WMC, DAM)

1.546413

(CAHF,CTA)

1.006352

(WMC, CAHF)

1.000003

(CTA, CTM)

1.376038

Table 6.42: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – ItsNat project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.000031

(MIC, CBO)

3.318342

(NDC, CBO)

1.033493

(CMIF, NP)

1.000854

(NAC, CMIF)

1.390408

(CMIF, CBO)

1.02657

(NAC, CBO)

1.025594

(CMIF, CTM)

1.031611

(WMC, MIC)

1.985158

(NP, CBO)

2.486203

(WMC, CMIF)

1.047624

(NP, CTM)

1.47533

(WMC, NP)

2.158524

(DAM, CBO)

1.556538

(WMC, CBO)

3.563806

(DAM, CTA)

2.472621

(WMC, CTM)

2.83396

(CBO, CTA)

1.43687

(MIC, CMIF)

1.022755

(CBO, CTM)

3.695001

(MIC, NP)

1.497819

Table 6.43 and 6.44 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the JORAM open source system.
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Table 6.43: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – JORAM project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.041628

(WMC, CTA)

2.411163

(NDC MIC)

1.006246

(MIC, DAM)

1.085353

(NDC, NP)

1.020349

(MIC, CAHF)

1.139129

(NDC, DAM)

1.078372

(MIC, CTA)

1.172409

(NDC, CAHF)

1.006407

(CMIF, DAM)

1.000179

(NDC, CTA)

1.031329

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.076152

(NDC, CTM)

1.009587

(CMIF, CTA)

1.129152

(NAC, WMC)

1.028382

(NP, DAM)

1.104566

(NAC, MIC)

1.017868

(NP, CAHF)

1.22131

(NAC, NP)

1.001282

(NP, CTA)

1.319552

(NAC, DAM)

1.001624

(DAM, CAHF)

1

(NAC, CAHF)

1.052862

(DAM, CTM)

1.088241

(NAC, CTA)

1.083577

(CAHF, CTM)

1.178698

(NAC, CTM)

1.008588

(CAHF, CBO)

1.281354

(WMC, DAM)

1.128931

(CAHF,CTA)

1.778776

(WMC, CAHF)

1.706604

(CTA, CTM)

1.205538

Table 6.44: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – JORAM project
Non-Orthogonal Metric
Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.000027

(MIC, CBO)

4.18132

(NDC, CBO)

1.015721

(CMIF, NP)

1.019129

(NAC, CMIF)

1.230574

(CMIF, CBO)

1.027545

(NAC, CBO)

1.000611

(CMIF, CTM)

1.00636

(WMC, MIC)

1.957415

(NP, CBO)

3.088965

(WMC, CMIF)

1.044691

(NP, CTM)

3.571613

(WMC, NP)

3.404693

(DAM, CBO)

1.65672

(WMC, CBO)

3.330527

(DAM, CTA)

4.695243

(WMC, CTM)

2.411163

(CBO, CTA)

1.103512

(MIC, CMIF)

1.004594

(CBO, CTM)

1.146864

(MIC, NP)

2.716008

Tables 6.45 and 6.46 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the fifth system, the Hypersonic SQL project.
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Table 6.45: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – Hypersonic SQL project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.034740

(WMC, CTA)

2.345038

(NDC MIC)

1.005565

(MIC, DAM)

1.167564

(NDC, NP)

1.035758

(MIC, CAHF)

1.078350

(NDC, DAM)

1.017295

(MIC, CTA)

1.367958

(NDC, CAHF)

1.001958

(CMIF, DAM)

1.015405

(NDC, CTA)

1.017679

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.000855

(NDC, CTM)

1.007120

(CMIF, CTA)

1.003095

(NAC, WMC)

1.043505

(NP, DAM)

1.262285

(NAC, MIC)

1.050111

(NP, CAHF)

1.143051

(NAC, NP)

1.033677

(NP, CTA)

1.552903

(NAC, DAM)

1.009930

(DAM, CAHF)

1.003062

(NAC, CAHF)

1.004023

(DAM, CTM)

1.165996

(NAC, CTA)

1.000118

(CAHF, CTM)

1.121336

(NAC, CTM)

1.015102

(CAHF, CBO)

1.150325

(WMC, DAM)

1.429812

(CAHF,CTA)

1.372947

(WMC, CAHF)

1.185739

(CTA, CTM)

1.418490

Table 6.46: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – Hypersonic SQL project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.001089

(MIC, CBO)

5.064312

(NDC, CBO)

1.011787

(CMIF, NP)

1.030473

(NAC, CMIF)

1.436823

(CMIF, CBO)

1.058789

(NAC, CBO)

1.049456

(CMIF, CTM)

1.018561

(WMC, MIC)

1.936783

(NP, CBO)

2.853114

(WMC, CMIF)

1.058778

(NP, CTM)

1.851620

(WMC, NP)

4.280927

(DAM, CBO)

1.935277

(WMC, CBO)

3.404439

(DAM, CTA)

1.563182

(WMC, CTM)

2.345038

(CBO, CTA)

1.328274

(MIC, CMIF)

1.064501

(CBO, CTM)

2.061437

(MIC, NP)

1.786310

Tables 6.47 and 6.48 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the sixth system, the XDocLet project.
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Table 6.47: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs –XDocLet project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.030923

(WMC, CTA)

2.310614

(NDC MIC)

1.0039

(MIC, DAM)

1.05006

(NDC, NP)

1.027722

(MIC, CAHF)

1.07473

(NDC, DAM)

1.067108

(MIC, CTA)

1.159628

(NDC, CAHF)

1.006849

(CMIF, DAM)

1.020968

(NDC, CTA)

1.034245

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.030029

(NDC, CTM)

1.003221

(CMIF, CTA)

1.036478

(NAC, WMC)

1.341772

(NP, DAM)

1.067837

(NAC, MIC)

1.240508

(NP, CAHF)

1.2666

(NAC, NP)

1.158549

(NP, CTA)

1.482798

(NAC, DAM)

1.072822

(DAM, CAHF)

1.006767

(NAC, CAHF)

1.062555

(DAM, CTM)

1.053522

(NAC, CTA)

1.041206

(CAHF, CTM)

1.103748

(NAC, CTM)

1.176663

(CAHF, CBO)

1.2132

(WMC, DAM)

1.092428

(CAHF,CTA)

1.700374

(WMC, CAHF)

1.324617

(CTA, CTM)

1.221283

Table 6.48: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – XDocLet project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal
Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.01908

(MIC, CBO)

3.78148

(NDC, CBO)

1.026459

(CMIF, NP)

1.016224

(NAC, CMIF)

1.567699

(CMIF, CBO)

1.024396

(NAC, CBO)

1.222349

(CMIF, CTM)

1.019505

(WMC, MIC)

1.999584

(NP, CBO)

3.49294

(WMC, CMIF)

1.050248

(NP, CTM)

1.485064

(WMC, NP)

5.273451

(DAM, CBO)

1.576553

(WMC, CBO)

3.308858

(DAM, CTA)

2.106129

(WMC, CTM)

2.310614

(CBO, CTA)

1.047016

(MIC, CMIF)

1.006432

(CBO, CTM)

1.116036

(MIC, NP)

2.03516
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Tables 6.49 and 6.50 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the seventh system, the Heritrix project.

Table 6.49: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – Heritrix project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.040405

(WMC, CTA)

2.286437

(NDC MIC)

1.000005

(MIC, DAM)

1.090728

(NDC, NP)

1.032681

(MIC, CAHF)

1.03956

(NDC, DAM)

1.016064

(MIC, CTA)

1.149533

(NDC, CAHF)

1.004228

(CMIF, DAM)

1.009483

(NDC, CTA)

1.030212

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.005322

(NDC, CTM)

1.001053

(CMIF, CTA)

1.005286

(NAC, WMC)

1.007848

(NP, DAM)

1.199652

(NAC, MIC)

1.001392

(NP, CAHF)

1.040947

(NAC, NP)

1.021752

(NP, CTA)

1.433

(NAC, DAM)

1.017595

(DAM, CAHF)

1.000016

(NAC, CAHF)

1.002693

(DAM, CTM)

1.086241

(NAC, CTA)

1.008633

(CAHF, CTM)

1.052054

(NAC, CTM)

1.001277

(CAHF, CBO)

1.084139

(WMC, DAM)

1.351925

(CAHF,CTA)

1.253143

(WMC, CAHF)

1.140437

(CTA, CTM)

1.160562

Table 6.50: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – Heritrix project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.001789

(MIC, CBO)

3.859247

(NDC, CBO)

1.013117

(CMIF, NP)

1.002483

(NAC, CMIF)

2.148304

(CMIF, CBO)

1.003542

(NAC, CBO)

1.012856

(CMIF, CTM)

1.000219

(WMC, MIC)

1.984871

(NP, CBO)

2.565615

(WMC, CMIF)

1.004409

(NP, CTM)

1.591865

(WMC, NP)

3.117653

(DAM, CBO)

1.003867

(WMC, CBO)

3.745902

(DAM, CTA)

1.001674

(WMC, CTM)

2.286437

(CBO, CTA)

1.247099

(MIC, CMIF)

1.000014

(CBO, CTM)

1.692059

(MIC, NP)

1.62077
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Tables 6.51 and 6.52 list the VIF values of the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
pairs respectively for the eighth system, the WebSPHINX project.

Table 6.51: The VIF values for the orthogonal pairs – WebSPHINX project
Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, WMC)

1.077838

(WMC, CTA)

3.900998

(NDC MIC)

1.026800

(MIC, DAM)

1.267127

(NDC, NP)

1.071106

(MIC, CAHF)

1.040219

(NDC, DAM)

1.011056

(MIC, CTA)

1.668646

(NDC, CAHF)

1.031089

(CMIF, DAM)

1.009170

(NDC, CTA)

1.137621

(CMIF, CAHF)

1.002427

(NDC, CTM)

1.043441

(CMIF, CTA)

1.006826

(NAC, WMC)

1.014953

(NP, DAM)

1.265470

(NAC, MIC)

1.006908

(NP, CAHF)

1.067790

(NAC, NP)

1.010113

(NP, CTA)

1.493146

(NAC, DAM)

1.010961

(DAM, CAHF)

1.008220

(NAC, CAHF)

1.002178

(DAM, CTM)

1.284730

(NAC, CTA)

1.002216

(CAHF, CTM)

1.061721

(NAC, CTM)

1.003448

(CAHF, CBO)

1.068311

(WMC, DAM)

1.465927

(CAHF,CTA)

1.131607

(WMC, CAHF)

1.093211

(CTA, CTM)

1.811608

Table 6.52: The VIF values for the non-orthogonal pairs – WebSPHINX project
Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

Non-Orthogonal Metric Pair

VIF

(NDC, CMIF)

1.006638

(MIC, CBO)

4.742841

(NDC, CBO)

1.063631

(CMIF, NP)

1.004000

(NAC, CMIF)

1.229331

(CMIF, CBO)

1.001102

(NAC, CBO)

1.015341

(CMIF, CTM)

1.002006

(WMC, MIC)

2.594587

(NP, CBO)

4.232150

(WMC, CMIF)

1.005611

(NP, CTM)

3.666732

(WMC, NP)

4.454927

(DAM, CBO)

2.209907

(WMC, CBO)

5.838666

(DAM, CTA)

6.775150

(WMC, CTM)

3.900998

(CBO, CTA)

1.331381

(MIC, CMIF)

1.000369

(CBO, CTM)

1.749496

(MIC, NP)

3.079648
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To test Hypothesis #2, we compared the mean value of the orthogonal pairs’ VIF
values (µ 1) with the mean value of the non-orthogonal pairs’ VIF values (µ 2 ), for each
system, using the Student’s t-test to check for µ 1< µ 2 . Tables 6.53, 6.54, 6.55, 6.56,
6.57, 6.58, 6.59 and 6.60 show the one-tailed t-test of two samples assuming unequal
variances performed on the eight systems. We set the alpha level at ∝ =.05 (95%).

Table 6.53: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - Eclipse project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal VIF
0.212591
32
22
0.001949
1.713871

Orthogonal VIF
1.691463
21

Table 6.54: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - GeoTools
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal
VIF
0.081391
32
22
0.004065
1.717144
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Orthogonal VIF
0.965697
21

Table 6.55: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - ItsNat project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal
VIF
0.118808
32
22
0.001756
1.710882

Orthogonal VIF
0.826981
21

Table 6.56: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - JORAM project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal
VIF
0.084510218
32
22
0.002387
1.720742

Orthogonal VIF
1.504743052
21

Table 6.57: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - Hypersonic
SQL project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal
VIF
0.071169
32
22
0.002611
1.720742
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Orthogonal VIF
1.816388
21

Table 6.58: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - XDocLet
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal
VIF
0.068006
32
22
0.003593
1.720742

Orthogonal VIF
1.500039
21

Table 6.59: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - Heritrix project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal VIF
0.057177
32
22
0.001192
1.717144

Orthogonal VIF
0.970578
21

Table 6.60: t-test of two-sample VIF assuming unequal variances - WebSPHINX
project

Variance
Observations
Degree of freedom
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail

Non-Orthogonal VIF
0.280838857
32
22
0.001639
1.717144335

Orthogonal VIF
3.309352305
21

The P-values for the tests are 0.001949, 0.004065, 0.001756, 0.002387, 0.002611,
0.003593, 0.001192, and 0.001639, which are less than 0.05 for the eight open source
projects. Therefore, we reject Hypothesis #2 and conclude that non-orthogonal pairs
show higher VIF values than the orthogonal pairs.
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6.6.2 Validation of the DN Metric Property

Using the DN values calculated on the non-orthogonal pairs (Table 6.10), we
calculated the Peasron’s correlation value between the DN and the metric pairs’
correlation values for the non-orthogonal pairs with moderate to high correlations from
the eight open source systems (Succi et al., 2005), as previously calculated in Tables
6.14, 6.16, 6.18, 6.20, 6.22, 6.24, 6.26 and 6.28. This produced a single correlation value
for each system, as shown in Table 6.61.

Table 6.61: The correlation between the DN values and the the non-orthogonal
pairs’ correlation values
Open Source System
Eclipse
GeoTools
ItsNat
JORAM
Hypersonic SQL

Correlation
0.69
0.50
0.52
0.65
0.66

XDocLet

0.67

Heritrix

0.56

WebSPHINX

0.57

Since they are all greater than or equal to the threshold values set at 0.5 (Succi et
al., 2005), we reject Hypothesis #3 and conclude that DN is an indicator of correlation for
non-orthogonal pairs.
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CHAPTER 7

THE DSS TOOL

In this chapter, we present the implementation of the DSS toolkit we used to
validate the proposed framework and help us with the empirical study presented in
Chapter 6. The two main components of the toolkit are the DSS Parser and DSS
Analyser.

The DSS Parser (Compiler) is built based on the JavaCC technology (JavaCC,
2010) and the SableCC compiler (Gagnon, 1998) to support the parsing and extraction of
the design state space.

The DSS Analyser serves two main purposes. First, it provides the mapping of
the parsed tree sets from the source code into DSSG relation sets as the intermediate
representation. Second, it calculates metrics’ values using the DSSG sets and performing
the Z based operations on those sets as specified in the metric’s formal definition to
provide insight to the design state space. This will apply to all of the configured metrics’
definitions. The separation of the DSSG sets from the concrete metrics’ values
calculation allows extendibility of the tool through the additions of new metrics plug-ins.
The DSS toolkit provides an UI based administrative toolset to allow the addition of new
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metric definitions and new DSSG sets. For example, if a new metric definition is
provided through the DSS plug-in interface, the tool can calculate the metric’s value
without changing anything else in the software design. To validate the correctness of the
toolkit, we verified the output, both the extraction of the DSSG relation sets and the
metrics values calculation based on the Z formalization in Chapter 4, by two manual
independent verifications. Then, a comparison between the manual calculations with the
automatic output of the DSS toolkit was completed to ensure correctness. A detailed
discussion of this verification work is provided in Appendix A. This work improved the
design of the toolkit and increased the confidence on the correctness of the output and the
empirical validation studies conducted on several open source systems as detailed in
Chapter 6.

7.1

The Design State Space Toolkit

This section presents the architecture of the toolkit and outlines the main
interoperations of the main components showing interactions between the various
modules:
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Java source code
File/package

DSS Toolkit
Read/Write
DSS plug-ins

DSS Administrator

DSS DB

Upload
extracted sets

DSS Parser

Design state space
(BBG sets)

Upload analysed models

DSS Analyser

Metrics

DSS Threshold
Monitor

Figure 7.1 : System Architecture Showing the Different Modules

Description of each component



Java source code: The source code file(s) as input to the toolkit.
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DSS Parser: This module constitutes the frontend of the toolkit that is responsible for
reading and parsing the Java source code.



DSS Analyzer: After the DSS Parser has parsed the code, the backend DSS Analyzer,
performs the syntactic and semantic analysis. Then, the DSSG generator produces
the relation sets that represent the design state space embedded in the source code.
Then, the DSS Analyzer executes the algorithms implemented by the configured
metrics’ plug-ins, which extend the DSS interface, to calculate the metrics
characteristic sets and values following the Z based formalization of each metric
definition.



DSS Administrator: A set of tools that allow the configuration of the DSS toolkit
with new plug-ins for both metrics and DSSG relation sets. Each plug-in would need
to implement the appropriate published DSS interface; thus, this toolset allows DSS
extensibility without the toolkit recompilation or recalculation of the DSSG sets.



DSS database: This module holds the database that should facilitate the storage and
retrieval of the DSS metric definition plug-ins, desired to be run on the extracted
design state space. Note: Release 1.0 of DSS does not implement the database feature
and only allows export of DSS results to files.
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Design state space (DSSG sets): The output of the DSS Analyzer. A set of design
state space vertices and relations, represented in the DSSG modelling, extracted from
the Java programs.



DSS Threshold Monitor: DSS provides a threshold monitoring capability that
notifies the user when a threshold value has been exceeded. Results are presented in a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) tree control to help the designers with the decision
process. Please note that this dissertation does not recommend a threshold value for a
metric.



Structural metrics: The results produced by the DSS Analyser after processing the
extracted relation sets and calculating the metrics values. A user can set a threshold
value for each metric.

Figure 7.2 shows the decomposition of the different DSS phases, mainly organized
into the Frontend and Backend of the DSS compiler. The frontend, the DSS Parser,
which consists of the lexical, and syntax analyzers, is mostly generic and the
JavaCC/SableCC generated framework automates most of the frontend functions. The
backend, the DSS Analyzer, includes the Semantics Analyzer and the DSSG Generator.
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Source
program
Frontend
Lexical Analyzer

Syntax Analyzer

Semantic Analyzer

BBG Generator

Backend

BBG relations Sets

Figure 7.2 : Compiler Phases

7.2

The DSS Parser

The frontend of the DSS toolkit is the DSS Parser that is responsible for parsing
the source code. Figure 7.3 shows an outline of the main steps used to build the DSS
Parser using the SableCC technology. Based on the input grammar defined in the Backus
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Normal Form (BNF) (Knuth, 1964) grammar file, SableCC generates the necessary
packages of classes for constructing the frontend parser; these packages are: the Lexer
package (Lexical analyzer), the Syntax package (Parser), and the Analysis package using
the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) walking classes.

Specification file
(Grammar)

SableCC

Lexer

Parser

Node

Analysis

Generated
packages

Figure 7.3 : Generated Packages by SableCC

Hereunder is a brief overview of each step.

The grammar specification file

The specification file used by the SableCC contains the full grammar and
definitions of the Java 1.5 language (Gosling et al., 1996), which includes all necessary
lexical definitions that should be detected by the DSS Parser. SableCC supports the
organization of the framework by specifying the destination where all generated packages
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will be located (Gagnon, 1998). The main grammar sections are Package, Helpers,
Tokens, Ignored tokens, and Productions.

Lexical package

Having created the grammar of the language that specifies all lexical definitions
and productions of the constructs supported by the language, we used SableCC to
produce the lexical analyzer and syntax analyzer that form the frontend of the compiler.

Parser package

Similarly to the lexer package, the parser makes use of the specification file, in
particular, the package, tokens, ignored tokens and productions sections to produce the
classes necessary for parsing recognized tokens and ultimately producing the typed AST
tree.

7.3

The DSS Analyzer

The backend of the DSS toolkit represents the DSS Analyzer that is responsible
for the actual DSSG relations set generation. It consists of two basic phases, the
Semantic Analyzer, responsible for checking the typed AST trees produced by the DSS
Parser, and the DSSG Generator, which processes the checked objects to generate the
DSSG relation sets. Fortunately, SableCC provides a framework that aids the design of
these two modules. It utilizes the object-oriented visitor design pattern (Gamma et al.,
1994), which supports an extensible and maintainable architecture and allows an easy and
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organized way of adding new functionality and features. This design pattern makes use
of inheritance and interfaces of OO design to achieve more robust and flexible
architecture.

The DSS Analyzer uses the AST class walkers to associate the desired code with
the visited nodes to aid constructing the semantic analyzer of the compiler. The resulted
AST from the parser part is semantically checked before it is passed to the DSSG
Generator. Semantic analysis is a wide area that is beyond the scope of this dissertation
to cover extensively. For example, the DSS Analyzer performs basic type checking on
the resulted AST of the DSS Java files to ensure correct and reliable DSSG sets
generation; some of the semantic checks that have been selected are: type checking, order
between types and instantiations, and detection of duplicate names.

7.4

The DSSG Generator

After checking the AST semantically, it is the turn of the DSSG Generator to
execute the generation methods in order to translate the Java source file into the target
DSSG relations sets.

The DSSG Generator phase begins only after all nodes in the AST tree have been
visited and the semantic checks have been performed syntactically and semantically by
the syntactic and semantic analysers.
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7.5

The DSS Application Programming Interface for Extension

The DSS toolkit exposes an interface to allow the extension of the basic framework
and addition of new metrics by implementing an abstract and well-defined interface that
the DSS core framework invokes during processing to pass the extracted DSSG sets by
the parser to the DSS analysis modules to execute the specific logic implemented per
each metric’s plug-in following the steps in the Z based definition of the metric. A
detailed description of the interface is presented next.

7.5.1 DSS Analysis Interface for Extension

DSS framework utilizes Java Reflection to increase flexibility providing a
mechanism for executing pieces of software at run-time using late binding. It allows
plugin-driven architectures. JavaBeans, for example, uses reflection to manipulate
software components via tools (Forman and Forman, 2004). Reflection expects external
code to extend an abstract interface implementing specific logic per each metric to
eventually produce the metric’s value. This is a description of the interface, which DSS
exposes to allow the extension of the framework and the addition of new metrics without
requiring a recompilation of the framework core code:

Interface: IDSSAnalysisInterface

Purpose: This is the DSS interface that needs to be implemented to calculate a specific
metric’s definition.
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Definition:

Method name
Description

RunDSSAnalysis
This interface method includes the main analysis logic that calculates
the metric value using the DSS sets as input parameters
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vDSSObject Vector< DSSGSet>

vOutput

vTree

vThreshold
Method name
Description

PrintStream

List of extracted objects using
DSSG data structures running
plug-ins that implement the
IDSSGRelationInterface
The main output for the results of
this analysis
The DSS analysis main tree panel
to allow the plug-in to customize
the result view using the DSS UI
controls

JTree

The threshold value set for this
metric

Integer

MetricName (Set/Get)
Sets the metric’s name
Name

Data Type

Description

Arguments

vMetricName

String

(Set) Name of Metric

Return

gMetricName

String

(Get) Name of Metric

Method name
Description

ImplemenationPath (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the path to the class that implements this
interface
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vImplPath

String

Return

vImplPath

String
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(Set) Path to the class
that implements this
interface
(Get) Path to the class
that implements this
interface

Method name
Description

ClassName (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the class name that implements this interface
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vClassName

String

(Set) Name of Class

Return

gClassName

String

(Get) Name of Class

Method name
Description

Threshold (Set/Get)
This method set/get this metric threshold
Name
Data Type

Description

Arguments

vThreshold

Integer

Return

gThreshold

Integer

Method name
Description

GetInvalidClassList
This method returns the list of classes that exceeds the threshold set for
this metric
Name
Data Type
Description

Return

pClassList

Method name
Description

ExceededThreshold
This method will return true/false if the analyzed class(es) exceeded the
set threshold
Name
Data Type
Description

Return

bExceeded

String

Boolean
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(Set) Threshold value
for this metric
(Get) Threshold value

Return the list of
classes that are part of
a project being
compiled by DSS and
does not conform to
the metric threshold.

True/false depending
on the threshold
calculated for this
metric – either
exceeded the value or
within limits

DSS provides a set of basic classes that serve as a data structure to hold the
intermediate DSSG objects extracted by the DSS Parser and before passing the data set to
the DSS Analyzer.

DSS provides base classes that serve as a data structure to hold the intermediate
DSSG objects extracted by the DSS Parser before executing the DSS analysis logic based
on the different metric definitions. The following design diagram (Figure 7.4) depicts the
classes and the relations between them.
DSSObject
DSSClassPair
ClassName
ClassExtendedName
PublicMethods
ProtectedMethods
PrivateMethods
InnerClasses

ClassName;
ClassExtendedName;

BBGRelation
BBGRelationName
BBGPairSets
1

DSSMetricPlugin

N

1
N

PluginClassPath
MetricName

BBGPair
BBGPairDomain
BBGPairRange

DSSMethod
MethodName
ListParameters
DSSParameter
MethodsInvoked
MessagesInvoked
InnerClasses
ExternalClasses
1
N

DSSParameter
ParameterName
ParameterType
Figure 7.4: The DSS classes
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7.5.2 DSS Interface for Relations Extension

Similarly to the DSS Interface for adding new metrics, the framework exposes the
interface IDSSGRelationInterface using Java Reflection to provide a mechanism for
adding implementation of new DSSG relation sets in addition to the DSSG plug-ins
already provided out-of-the-box. This is a description of the interface, which DSS
exposes to allow the extension of the DSSG modelling list without requiring a
recompilation of the framework core code:

Interface: IDSSGRelationInterface

Purpose: This is the DSS interface that needs to be implemented to calculate the set for a
new DSSG relation set.

Definition:

Method name
Description

CreateDSSGRelation
This interface method will run the main logic implemented in any class
that implements this interface to generate the DSSG edge set
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vDSSObject Vector<DSSObject> List of parsed DSS objects by the
DSS compiler

Return

dssgSet

DSSGSet

This object that represents the
calculated DSSG relation set
values.
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Method name
Description

DSSGRelationName (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the DSSG relation name that implements this
interface
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vRelationName

String

(Set) Name of Class

Return

gRelationName

String

(Get) Name of Class

Method name
Description

DSSG Edge (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the edge object for the DSSG relation
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vDssgEdge

DSSGEdge

(Set) Edge of DSSG

Return

gDssgEdge

DSSGEdge

(Get) Edge of DSSG

Method name
Description

DSSGEdgeSource (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the vertex source object for the DSSG relation
Name
Datea Type
Description

Arguments

vDssgSource

DSSGVertex

Return

gDssgSource

DSSGVertex

Method name
Description

DSSGEdgeDestination (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the vertex destination object for the DSSG
relation
Name
Datea Type
Description

Arguments

vDssgDestination

DSSGVertex

Return

gDssgDestination

DSSGVertex
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(Set) Vertex Source
of DSSG
(Get) Vertex Source
of DSSG

(Set) Vertex
Destination
of DSSG
(Get) Vertex
Destination
of DSSG

Method name
Description

ImplemenationPath (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the path to the class that implements this
interface
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vImplPath

String

Return

vImplPath

String

Method name
Description

ClassName (Set/Get)
This method will set/get the class name that implements this interface
Name
Data Type
Description

Arguments

vClassName

String

(Set) Name of Class

Return

gClassName

String

(Get) Name of Class

7.6

(Set) Path to the class
that implements this
interface
(Get) Path to the class
that implements this
interface

The DSS Toolkit User Interface

The main DSS console (Figure 7.5) shows the different DSS tools. The four logos on
the left represent the four components of the toolkit. From top to the bottom, these
components are:



The DSS Administrator.



The DSS Editor.



The DSS Project Compiler.



The DSS Analyzer.
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Figure 7.5: Main DSS Console

The DSS Administrator (Figure 7.6): this component allows the configuration of the
DSS toolkit by adding or removing DSSG relation sets and metric plug-ins without
recompiling the base framework.
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Figure 7.6: The DSS Administrator
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The DSS Editor (Figure 7.7): this interface allows the viewing and editing of Java
source code files. It makes use of standard code editor features, such as the highlighting
of key constructs, and provides the options to compile and run the DSS analysis on the
source code.

Figure 7.7: The DSS Editor

The DSS Compiler (Figure 7.8): this interface provides the functionality of the DSS
compiler that consists of the lexical and syntax analyzers. It is responsible for parsing the
Java source code, and the lexical and syntactical verification of the parsed code to
produce the AST tree.
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Figure 7.8: The DSS Compiler

The DSS Analyzer (Figure 7.9): This interface provides the capability for analyzing
the extracted design state space. After producing the AST tree, the DSS analyzer is
responsible for semantically checking the AST tree and generating the design state space
in the form of the DSSG relation sets. It also lists in a tree view the configured metrics
allowing the user to select a metric and calculate the value as per the Z based definition.

Figure 7.9: The DSS Analyzer
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The following are the DSS Analysis results of running these three sample metrics
definitions: NDC, WMC and NP, which have been already Z formalized using the
proposed framework based on the DSSG sets generated from the simple Java source code
in Listing 3.1. The NDC definition on the extracted DSSG sets passed as the calculated
metric value is 1, which is less than the threshold value of 6, as shown in the DSS
Analyzer result window in Figure 7.10. The same is true for the WMC definition, as the
WMC was calculated as 6 for the class under measurement, which is within the threshold
value set at 13, as depicted in Figure 7.11. However, the NP measurement has failed in
one of B’s methods due to having 10 parameters, whereas the threshold value is set to 6,
as shown in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.10: DSS analysis results running metric Number of Descendent Classes (NDC)
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Figure 7.11: DSS analysis results running metric Weighted Methods per Class (WMC)

Figure 7.12: DSS analysis results running metric Number of Parameters (NP)
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7.7

Extending the DSS toolkit for More Metrics

This section shows how the proposed formalism and the DSS toolkit can be extended
for supporting other metrics beyond the ones discussed in the dissertation. Below is an
overview of the algorithm used by the framework to calculate each metric’s value using
the formalized definition:

1. The DSS toolkit parses the source code for the system under measurement.

2. Then, both syntactic and semantic checks are performed by the toolkit to
ensure correctness of the parsed code.

3. Following the parsing phase, the DSS toolkit generates the DSSG relation
sets, which represent the embedded design state space in the source code. The
DSSG relations sets representing the relevant design features are specified in
each metric’s Z formalization.

4. Once the design state space is extracted, the DSS core toolkit executes each
metric’s logic to calculate the value using the DSS API for Z set operations as
specified in the metric’s DSS plug-in implementation (details provided next).

In order to extend the DSS framework to define a new metric, the user needs to
follow these steps:
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1. Using the formal framework, we use the DSSG modelling (Chapter 3) and
the underlying nodes and relation sets (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) to extract the
design features of the system that are relevant to the metric.

2. If a new DSSG relation is needed to produce a relation set for a design
feature that is needed in the metric formal definition, one can implement the
DSS interface IDSSGRelationInterface implementing the
CreateDSSGRelation method. This method takes as input the parsed code in
DSS structure and will generate as output the DSSG relation set.

3. Once the implementation of the new DSSG relation set plug-in is complete, it
can be added easily to the DSS toolkit using the DSS administrator (Figure
7.6). DSSG relation sets can be added and removed as desired.

4. Once the linkage between the metric and the design features have been
established, we are ready to formalize the metric using the DSSG relation sets
and Z notations (Table 4.1), as shown with the suite of metrics already
formalized in Chapter 4.

5. The metric is now unambiguously defined using DSSG & Z and can be
supported by the DSS toolkit. The user needs to implement the DSS
interface (IDSSAnalysisInterface) implementing the interface different
methods. Mainly, the RunDSSAnalysis method, which uses Java Reflection
and whose input parameters are passed by the DSS core framework to the
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metric plug-in’s code supplying the extracted design features of the system
accessible from predefined and published DSS helper classes.

6. Using only the relation sets for the relevant design features of the metric, the
RunDSSAnalysis method in the plug-in implements the necessary logic
following the steps in the Z definition with the support of the DSS Z API in
order to calculate the metric’s value and return the result to the core DSS
framework, which in turn present the data graphically to the user.

7. Once the metric plug-in’s implementation is complete, it can be added easily
to the DSS toolkit using the DSS administrator (Figure 7.6). Metrics can be
added and removed as desired.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we proposed a formal framework for defining structural metrics in
an unambiguous way based on mathematically rigours methods using the Z specification
language. This formal framework links metrics definitions to design structures in the
design state space.

The framework provided a graph-based design state space for object-oriented
programs, the Z formalization of the design state space, the methodology for formalizing
syntax-based metrics of different categories (with 11 examples shown). Two metric
properties, the Metrics Orthogonality (MO) and Degree of Non-orthogonality (DN), are
introduced and empirically validated using eight open source systems of different sizes
from the public domain. These properties can help us use syntax-based metrics more
objectively and build better statistical prediction models using metrics as independent
variables with low correlation among the metrics.

We developed a comprehensive toolkit – the Design State Space (DSS) – to
facilitate the parsing and analysis of the design state space and calculate metrics’ values
using the design state space relation sets based on the Design State Space Graph (DSSG)
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modelling of OO programs. The DSS toolkit uses Java Reflection to facilitate the
extension of the basic framework and the addition of new metrics and DSSG sets. This
tool is one step forward towards practical application of our research work in industry.

For future work, we will extend the DSSG and DSS toolkit to support the
compilation and analysis of module-level metrics and associated inter-module DSSG
relation sets, as well as including more metrics in a more comprehensive empirical study.
We will build the DSS database with XML based storage of DSSG representation for the
design state space and the formalized metrics. We will integrate a statistical package into
the DSS toolkit to perform statistical analysis in the same environment. We also plan to
expand the DSS toolkit to support more programming languages and dynamic code
analysis as a step to support concurrent and parallel metrics. Since the linkage between
the design features and metrics are clearly defined using the proposed formal framework,
we plan to research further metric properties to explore the relationship between metrics
more objectively, similarly to the MO and DN properties.

8.1

The Limitations

In this section, we discuss some of the limitations of our work:

Single-minded structural metrics: the framework supports formalization and
extraction of metrics that have very clearly measurement intention that cover one or more
design structures, but it is cumbersome for metrics that do not have a clear measurement
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target, such as the source Lines of Code (LOC), which is widely used to measure the size
of a program by counting the number of lines in the text of the program's source code.
To formalize the LOC metric, we literally have to add almost all the relation sets into its
characteristic set. However, the difficulty to formalize a syntax-based metric in the
framework has a beneficial side effect: it shows that the metric is not well designed and it
is difficult to link it to a small set of design structures.

Concurrent/parallel code analysis: the proposed framework is currently not capable
of formalizing concurrent/parallel metrics. Such metrics often require the analysis of
code that exhibit mutual and concurrent interaction using synchronized resources and the
simulation of the code execution in different dynamic configurations. One method to
extend our proposed framework in the future to support metrics that measure concurrency
is to extend our proposed Z based framework and add timing elements using the
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP), a formal language for describing patterns of
interaction in concurrent systems (Hoare, 2004). This could be complemented with
introducing new DSSG relation sets that support concurrent code analysis.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Verifying the DSS toolkit

In order to verify the correctness of the DSS toolkit based on the extracted DSSG
relation sets and the calculated metrics following the Z formalism introduced in Chapter
4 for the selected metrics of different complexities, we used a sample verification system.
In this appendix, we present a Java project of 16 classes with various syntax structures
followed by the calculation of the selected metrics’ values using the steps in the Z based
formal definitions. Then, we run the DSS toolkit on the same project to collect the data
automatically and compare both results. Hereunder is the verification system’s project
structure:



dssToolkit\VerificationSystem
o DSSCompiler
 DSSObject.java
 DSSMethod.java
 DSSParameter.java
 DSSVariable.java
o DSSG
 DSSGEdge.java
 DSSGInheritanceRelation.java
 DSSGPairElement.java
 DSSGPairValue.java
 DSSGSet.java
 DSSGSetMember.java
 DSSGSingleValue.java
 DSSGVertex.java
o DSS Interface
 IDSSAnalysisInterface.java
 IDSSGRelationInterface.java
o Z
 ZMathematicalOperators.java
o DSSMetrics
 NDCMetric.java
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A.2 Verification of the DSSG Relation Sets

We performed a manual calculation of the DSSG relation sets using the modelling
presented in Chapter 3 for the sample project by an independent user. We then used the
DSS toolkit to calculate the same DSSG sets automatically using the DSS toolkit. We
then compared both set of results to verify the correctness of the tool with regards the
generation of the DSSG sets, which are used to extract the design state space of the
systems and used as the base types for the Z formalizations of the metrics in Chapter 4.

A.2.1 Manual DSSG Relation Sets Extraction

Table A.1 shows the manual extraction of the different DSSG relation sets used in
the dissertation to support the Z formalization of the 11 class-level metrics (refer to
Chapter 4 for more details on the formal definitions of these metrics).

Table A.1: Manual extraction of the DSSG Relation Sets for the Sample Project
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Inheritance

{(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement), (BBGSingleValue,BBGPairElement), (DSSMethod,DSSObject),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject), (MyRender, DefaultTreeCellRenderer)}

Containment

{(NDCMetric,MyRenderer)}

Private instance
method
definition
Protected
instance method
definition

{(DSSObject,DSSObject.TestPrivMethod)}

{(DSSObject,DSSObject.TestProvMethod)}
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Public instance
method
definition

{(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetEdgeName), (BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetEdgeName), (BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetEdgeNumber),
(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetEdgeNumber), (BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetSource), (BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetSource),
(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetDestination), (BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetDestination), (BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetRelationType),
(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetRelationType), (BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBG
RelationName),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGRelationName),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetClassName),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.Ge
tClassName),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetImplemenationPath),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGIn
heritanceRelation.GetImplemenationPath),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBGEdge),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGEdge),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.Set
BBGEdgeSource),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGEdgeSource),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBGEdgeDestination),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGEdgeDestination),
(BBGPairElement,BBGPairElement.GetType), (BBGPairElement,BBGPairElement.SetType),
(BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.GetDomainValue), (BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.SetDomainValue),
(BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.GetRangeValue), (BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.SetRangeValue),
(BBGSet,BBGSet.GetBBGRelationName), (BBGSet,BBGSet.SetBBGRelationName), (BBGSet,BBGSet.GetSource),
(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetSource), (BBGSet,BBGSet.GetDestination), (BBGSet,BBGSet.SetDestination),
(BBGSet,BBGSet.GetBBGSet), (BBGSet,BBGSet.SetBBGSet), (BBGSet,BBGSet.GetClassList),
(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetClassList), (BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain),
(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetDomain), (BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange),
(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetRange),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetEmpty),
(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetEmpty), (BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue),
(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.SetValue),(BBGVertex,BBGVertex.GetVertexName),
(BBGVertex,BBGVertex.SetVertexName), (BBGVertex,BBGVertex.GetVertexNumber),
(BBGVertex,BBGVertex.SetVertexNumber), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetMethodName),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetMethodName), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetMethodHeaderParameters),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetMethodHeaderParameters), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetMethodsInvoked),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetMethodsInvoked), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetInnerClasses),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetInnerClasses), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetExternalClasses),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetExternalClasses), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetLocalVariables),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetLocalVariables), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetReturnType),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetReturnType), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetModifier),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetModifier), (DSSMethod,DSSMethod.isStatic),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetIsStatic), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.valueChanged), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetMetricName),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetMetricName), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetClassName),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetClassName), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetThreshold),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetThreshold), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetActualTotalThreshold),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetExpectedTotalThreshold), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetInvalidClassList),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetImplemenationPath), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetImplemenationPath),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.ExceededThreshold), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassName), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPackageName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPackageName),(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassVariables),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassVariables), (DSSObject,DSSObject.isInterface),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface), (DSSObject,DSSObject.isAbstract),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract), (DSSParameter,DSSParameter.GetParameterName),
(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.SetParameterName),(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.GetParameterType),
(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.SetParameterType),(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.isPrimitiveVar),
(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.SetPrimitiveVar),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.GetVarName),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetVarName),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.GetTypeName),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetTypeName),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.GetModifier),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetModifier),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.isLocalVar),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetLocalVar),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.isPrimitiveVar),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetPrimitiveVar),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.isStatic),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetIsStatic)}
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Private class
method
definition
Protected class
method
definition

{}

Public class
method
definition

{(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),
(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.cont
ains),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOp
erators.rangeRestrictBy),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember)}
{((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetEdgeName),String),((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetEdgeNumber),String),
((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetSource),BBGVertex),((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetDestination),BBGVertex),
((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.SetRelationType),String),((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation)
,Vector),((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),Vector),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),Vector),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBGRelationName),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetClassName),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetImplemenationPath),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBGEdge),BBGEdge),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBGEdgeSource),BBGVertex),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.SetBBGEdgeDestination),BBGVertex),
((BBGPairElement,BBGPairElement.SetType),ElementType),((BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.SetDomainValue),BBGPai
rElement),((BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.SetRangeValue),BBGPairElement),
((BBGSet,BBGSet.SetBBGRelationName),String),((BBGSet,BBGSet.SetSource),String),
((BBGSet,BBGSet.SetDestination),String),((BBGSet,BBGSet.SetBBGSet),Vector),
((BBGSet,BBGSet.SetClassList),Vector),((BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetDomain),BBGPairElement),
((BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetRange),BBGPairElement),
((BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetEmpty),boolean),((BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.SetValue),String),
((BBGVertex,BBGVertex.SetVertexName),String),((BBGVertex,BBGVertex.SetVertexNumber),String),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetMethodName),String),((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetMethodHeaderParameters),Vector),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetMethodsInvoked),Vector),((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetInnerClasses),Vector),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetExternalClasses),Vector),((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetLocalVariables),Vector),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetReturnType),String),((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetModifier),String),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.SetIsStatic),boolean),((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),Vector),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),JTree),((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),PrintStream),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),double),((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.valueChanged),TreeSelectionEvent),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetMetricName),String),((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetClassName),String),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetThreshold),double),((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.SetImplemenationPath),String),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassName),String),((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),String),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPackageName),String),((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),Vector),((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),Vector),((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),Vector),((DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface),boolean),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract),boolean),((DSSParameter,DSSParameter.SetParameterName),String),
((DSSParameter,DSSParameter.SetParameterType),String),((DSSParameter,DSSParameter.SetPrimitiveVar),boolean),
((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetVarName),String),((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetTypeName),String),
((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetModifier),String),((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetLocalVar),boolean),
((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetPrimitiveVar),boolean),((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.SetIsStatic),boolean),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),String),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),String),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),String),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),BBGPairElement),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),boolean),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),String)}

Parameter types

{}
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Public class
attribute
declaration
Private class
attribute
declaration
Protected class
attribute
declaration
Public instance
attribute
declaration

{}

Private instance
attribute
declaration

Protected
instance
attribute
declaration

Module Class
Association

{(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.playWithLineStyle), (NDCMetric,NDCMetric.lineStyle)}

{}

{(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.BBG_RELATION_NAME),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.IsReturnTypePrimitive),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.NDC_METRIC_NAME),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.BBG_INHERITANCE_SET),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.NDC_METRIC_THRESHOLD),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.vClassValues),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.invalidClassList),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.ExceededThreshold)}
{(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.EdgeName),(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.EdgeNumber),(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.Source),
(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.Destination),(BBGEdge,BBGEdge.RelationType),(BBGPairElement,BBGPairElement.Type),
(BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.DomainValue),(BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.RangeValue),
(BBGSet,BBGSet.bgRelationName),(BBGSet,BBGSet.source),(BBGSet,BBGSet.destination),
(BBGSet,BBGSet.bbgSet),(BBGSet,BBGSet.classList),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.Domain),
(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.Range),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.isEmpty),
(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.Value),(BBGVertex,BBGVertex.VertexName),
(BBGVertex,BBGVertex.VertexNumber),(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.Modifier),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface),(DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract),(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.ParameterName),
(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.ParameterType),(DSSParameter,DSSParameter.PrimitiveVar),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.VarName),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.TypeName),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.Modifier),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.LocalVar),
(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.PrimitiveVar),(DSSVariable,DSSVariable.Static)}
{(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.myVecO),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgSetVec),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.myMethod),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgEdge),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgSourceVertex),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgDestinationVertex),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.ClassName),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.PathName),
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.BBGName),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.MethodName),(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.MethodHeaderParameters),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.MethodsInvoked),(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.InnerClasses),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.ExternalClasses),(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.LocalVariables),
(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.ReturnType),(DSSMethod,DSSMethod.Static),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.myVecO),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.myMethod),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.ClassName),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.PathName),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.MetricName),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.thresholdValue),
(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.totalExepectedThresholdValue),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.totalActualThresholdValue),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.ClassExtendedName),(DSSObject,DSSObject.PackageName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented),(DSSObject,DSSObject.PublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.ProtectedMethods),(DSSObject,DSSObject.PrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.InnerClasses),(DSSObject,DSSObject.ClassVariables)}
{(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGEdge),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGInheritanceRelation),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGPairElement),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGPairValue),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGSet),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGSetMember),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGSingleValue),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGVertex),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSMethod),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.DSSMetrics,NDCMetric),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.DSSMetrics,MyRenderer),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSObject),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSParameter),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSVariable),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.Z,ZMathematicalOperators)}
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Module
Abstract
Association
Module
Interface
Association
Method To
Method
Message

{}

{(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.DSSInterface,IDSSAnalysisInterface),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.DSSInterface,IDSSBBGRelationInterface)}
{((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(System,System.println)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(Vector,Vector.get)),((BBGInheritanceRelation,
BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(Vector,Vector.add)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelati
on.IterateClassChildren)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetBBGRelationName)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetSource)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetDestination)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetBBGSet)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),(BBGSet,BBGSet.SetClassList)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassExtendedNam
e)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.SetValue)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.SetType)),(
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetDomain)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetRange)),(
(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelati
on.contains)), ((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(Vector,Vector.addElement)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetEmpty)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(System,System.println)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.IterateClassChildren),(Exception,Exception.getMessage)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),(System,System.println)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetImplemenationPath),(System,System.println)),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetImplemenationPath),(Exception,Exception.getMessage)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(BBGSet,BBGSet.GetBBGRelationName)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(System,System.println)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetMetricName)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.getModel)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(TreeModel,TreeModel.getRoot)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(DefaultMutableTreeNode,DefaultMutableTreeNode.removeAllChildren)),((
NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.getSelectionModel)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(TreeSelectionModel,TreeSelectionModel.setSelectionMode)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.addTreeSelectionListener)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.putClientProperty)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(PrintStream,PrintStream.println)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(BBGSet,BBGSet.GetBBGSet)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(BBGSet,BBGSet.GetClassList)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(DefaultMutableTreeNode,DefaultMutableTreeNode.add)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.expandRow)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(ClassLoader,ClassLoader.getSystemResource)),
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Method To
Method
Message
(Continued)

((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(StringMan,StringMan.getString)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.setCellRenderer)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(JTree,JTree.repaint)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.RunDSSAnalysis),(Exception,Exception.getMessage)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetImplemenationPath),(System,System.println)),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetImplemenationPath),(Exception,Exception.getMessage)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),(Vector,Vector.add)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),(System,System.println)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),(Vector,Vector.add)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),(System,System.println)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(Vector,Vector.clone)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain)),(ZMath
ematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),((ZMathematical
Operators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.SetValue)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.SetType)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetDomain)),((ZMat
hematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.SetRange)),((ZMathematical
Operators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains)),((ZMathe
maticalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(Vector,Vector.add)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),(System,System.println)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),(System,System.println)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain)),((
ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),((ZM
athematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue)),((ZMat
hematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),((ZMathematicalOperat
ors,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(Vector,Vector.add)),((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.
domainRestrictBy),
(System,System.println)),((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(BBGPairValue,BBGPair
Value.GetDomainValue)),((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(BBGPairValue,BBGPai
rValue.GetRangeValue)),((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(ZMathematicalOperators
,ZMathematicalOperators.contains)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),(ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators
.containsSetMember)), ((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(Vector,Vector.add)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),(System,System.println)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(Vector,Vector.size)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(Vector,Vector.get)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(String,String.equalsIgnoreCase)),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),(System,System.println)),}
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Object
Reference Type

{(BBGEdge.EdgeName,String), (BBGEdge.EdgeNumber,String),(BBGEdge.Source,BBGVertex),
(BBGEdge.Destination,BBGVertex),(BBGEdge.RelationType,String),(BBGInheritanceRelation.myVecO,Vector),
(BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgSetVec,Vector),(BBGInheritanceRelation.myMethod,DSSMethod),
(BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgEdge,BBGEdge),(BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgSourceVertex,BBGVertex),
(BBGInheritanceRelation.bbgDestinationVertex,BBGVertex),(BBGInheritanceRelation.ClassName,String),
(BBGInheritanceRelation.PathName,String),(BBGInheritanceRelation.BBGName,String),
(BBGInheritanceRelation.BBG_RELATION_NAME,String),(BBGPairElement.Type,ElementType),
(BBGPairValue.DomainValue,BBGPairElement),(BBGPairValue.RangeValue,BBGPairElement),
(BBGSet.bgRelationName,String),(BBGSet.source,String),(BBGSet.destination,String),(BBGSet.bbgSet,Vector),
(BBGSet.classList,Vector),(BBGSetMember.Domain,BBGPairElement),(BBGSetMember.Range,BBGPairElement),
(BBGSetMember.isEmpty,boolean),(BBGSingleValue.Value,String),(BBGVertex.VertexName,String),
(BBGVertex.VertexNumber,String),(DSSMethod.MethodName,String),(DSSMethod.MethodHeaderParameters,Vector),
(DSSMethod.MethodsInvoked,Vector),(DSSMethod.InnerClasses,Vector),(DSSMethod.ExternalClasses,Vector),
(DSSMethod.LocalVariables,Vector),(DSSMethod.ReturnType,String),(DSSMethod.IsReturnTypePrimitive,boolean),
(DSSMethod.Modifier,String),(DSSMethod.Static,boolean),(NDCMetric.myVecO,Vector),
(NDCMetric.myMethod,DSSMethod),(NDCMetric.ClassName,String),(NDCMetric.PathName,String),
(NDCMetric.MetricName,String),(NDCMetric.thresholdValue,double),(NDCMetric.totalExepectedThresholdValue,doubl
e),(NDCMetric.totalActualThresholdValue,double),(NDCMetric.NDC_METRIC_NAME,String),(NDCMetric.BBG_INH
ERITANCE_SET,String),(NDCMetric.NDC_METRIC_THRESHOLD,double),(NDCMetric.playWithLineStyle,boolean),
(NDCMetric.lineStyle,String),(NDCMetric.vClassValues,Vector),(NDCMetric.invalidClassList,String),(NDCMetric.Exce
ededThreshold,boolean), (DSSObject.ClassExtendedName,String),(DSSObject.PackageName,String),
(DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented,Vector),(DSSObject.PublicMethods,Vector),(DSSObject.ProtectedMethods,Vector),(
DSSObject.PrivateMethods,Vector),(DSSObject.InnerClasses,Vector),(DSSObject.ClassVariables,Vector),
(DSSObject.Interface,boolean),(DSSObject.Abstract,boolean),(DSSParameter.ParameterName,String),(DSSParameter.Par
ameterType,String),(DSSParameter.PrimitiveVar,boolean),(DSSVariable.VarName,String),
(DSSVariable.TypeName,String),(DSSVariable.Modifier,String),(DSSVariable.LocalVar,boolean),
(DSSVariable.PrimitiveVar,boolean),(DSSVariable.Static,boolean)}
{(DSSMethod,DSSObject.ClassName),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.ClassExtendedName),
(DSSMethod,DSSObject.PackageName), (DSSMethod,DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented),
(DSSMethod,DSSObject.PublicMethods), (DSSMethod,DSSObject.ProtectedMethods),
(DSSMethod,DSSObject.PrivateMethods), (DSSMethod,DSSObject.InnerClasses),
(DSSMethod,DSSObject.ClassVariables), (DSSParameter,DSSObject.ClassName),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.ClassExtendedName), (DSSParameter,DSSObject.PackageName),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented), (DSSParameter,DSSObject.PublicMethods),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.ProtectedMethods), (DSSParameter,DSSObject.PrivateMethods),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.InnerClasses), (DSSParameter,DSSObject.ClassVariables)}
{}

Instance
Attribute
Inheritance

Class Attribute
Inheritance
Instance
Method
Inheritance

{(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement.GetType),(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement.SetType),(BBGSingleValue,BBGPairEle
ment.GetType),(BBGSingleValue,BBGPairElement.SetType),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetClassName),(DSSMethod,DS
SObject.SetClassName),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetClassExtendedName),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedNa
me),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetPackageName),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetPackageName),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.Ge
tInterfacesImplemented),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetPublicMethods
),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.S
etProtectedMethods),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),
(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.GetClass
Variables),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.isInterface),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.Int
erface),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.isAbstract),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.Abstract),(DSSMethod,DSSObject.TestProvMethod
),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetClassName),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetClassName),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.Get
ClassExtendedName),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetPackageName),(DSSParameter,DSS
Object.SetPackageName),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetInterface
sImplemented),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetPublicMethods),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.GetClassVariables),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.isInterface),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.Interfa
ce), (DSSParameter,DSSObject.isAbstract),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject.Abstract),(DSSParameter,DSSObject.TestProvMethod)}
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Table A.1 (Continued)
DSSG
Relation

DSSG Relation Set pairs

Class Method
Inheritance

{}

Returning Type
From Method

{((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetEdgeName),String), ((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetEdgeNumber),String),
((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetSource),BBGVertex), ((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetDestination),BBGVertex),
((BBGEdge,BBGEdge.GetRelationType),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.CreateBBGRelation),BBGSet),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.contains),boolean),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGRelationName),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetClassName),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetImplemenationPath),String),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGEdge),BBGEdge),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGEdgeSource),BBGVertex),
((BBGInheritanceRelation,BBGInheritanceRelation.GetBBGEdgeDestination),BBGVertex),
((BBGPairElement,BBGPairElement.GetType),ElementType),
((BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.GetDomainValue),BBGPairElement),
((BBGPairValue,BBGPairValue.GetRangeValue),BBGPairElement),
((BBGSet,BBGSet.GetBBGRelationName),String),((BBGSet,BBGSet.GetSource),String),
((BBGSet,BBGSet.GetDestination),String),((BBGSet,BBGSet.GetBBGSet),Vector),
((BBGSet,BBGSet.GetClassList),Vector), ((BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetDomain),BBGPairElement),
((BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetRange),BBGPairElement),
((BBGSetMember,BBGSetMember.GetEmpty),boolean), ((BBGSingleValue,BBGSingleValue.GetValue),String),
((BBGVertex,BBGVertex.GetVertexName),String),((BBGVertex,BBGVertex.GetVertexNumber),String),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetMethodName),String), ((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetMethodHeaderParameters),Vector),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetMethodsInvoked),Vector), ((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetInnerClasses),Vector),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetExternalClasses),Vector), ((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetLocalVariables),Vector),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetReturnType),String), ((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.GetModifier),String),
((DSSMethod,DSSMethod.isStatic),boolean), ((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetMetricName),String),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetClassName),String), ((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetThreshold),double),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetActualTotalThreshold),double),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetExpectedTotalThreshold),double),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetInvalidClassList),String), ((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.GetImplemenationPath),String),
((NDCMetric,NDCMetric.ExceededThreshold),boolean),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName),String),((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassExtendedName),String),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPackageName),String), ((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPublicMethods),Vector), ((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods),Vector), ((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassVariables),Vector), ((DSSObject,DSSObject.isInterface),boolean),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.isAbstract),boolean), ((DSSParameter,DSSParameter.GetParameterName),String),
((DSSParameter,DSSParameter.GetParameterType),String), ((DSSParameter,DSSParameter.isPrimitiveVar),boolean),
((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.GetVarName),String), ((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.GetTypeName),String),
((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.GetModifier),String), ((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.isLocalVar),boolean),
((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.isPrimitiveVar),boolean), ((DSSVariable,DSSVariable.isStatic),boolean),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.range),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domain),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.transitiveSet),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.contains),boolean),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.domainRestrictBy),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.rangeRestrictBy),Vector),
((ZMathematicalOperators,ZMathematicalOperators.containsSetMember),boolean)}

A.2.2 Automatic DSSG Relation Sets Extraction using DSS toolkit

Following the manual extraction, we ran the verification system from within the
DSS toolkit to automatically extract the same 25 DSSG relation sets using the DSS
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project compiler, then running the DSS Analyzer, we compared the set pairs for each
DSSG relation set from both runs and we were able to confirm exact match for each set,
as shown in Table A.2.
Table A.2: Results of comparing the manual and automatic extraction of the DSSG
Relation Sets for the Sample Project

DSSG Relation

Same results between manual extraction and
automatic run using DSS

Inheritance

√

Containment

√

Private instance method definition

√

Protected instance method
definition

√

Public instance method definition

√

Private class method definition

√

Protected class method definition

√

Public class method definition

√

Parameter types

√

Public class attribute declaration

√

Private class attribute declaration

√

Protected class attribute
declaration

√

Public instance attribute
declaration

√

Private instance attribute
declaration

√

Protected instance attribute
declaration

√

Module Class Association

√

Module Abstract Association

√

Module Interface Association

√

Method To Method Message

√

Object Reference Type

√

Instance Attribute Inheritance

√

Class Attribute Inheritance

√

Instance Method Inheritance

√

Class Method Inheritance

√

Returning Type From Method

√
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A.3 Verification of the Metrics Z formalizations

We performed a manual calculation of each metric’s value following the Z
schema definition as presented in Chapter 4 for each selected metric on the sample
project. We then used the DSS toolkit to calculate the values for the metrics using the
plug-implementations for the selected metrics. Using both results, we compared the
results to verify the correctness of the tool with regards the calculation of the metrics
following the formalizations in the Z schema definitions.

A.3.1 Manual Metrics Values Calculation

Table A.2 shows the manual calculation of each metric’s value following the steps
in the Z formalization of the 11 class-level metrics as detailed on Chapter 4. We should
note for brevity the actual steps in Table A.2 based on the Z operations in each metric’s
formal definition are documented for only one of the 16 classes in the verification system
– DSSObject.java. The calculation of the remaining 15 classes follow the same Z
formalization steps and were calculated manually, but for brevity we show only the
metric’s value – the cardinality of the characteristic set for the metric- for the other 15
classes.
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Table A.3: Manual calculation of the Metrics Values for the Sample Project
Metric

Metric calculation following Z formalizations steps

Metric Value

NDC

The NDC metric calculation for class DSSObject:

Inheritance = {(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement),
(BBGSingleValue,BBGPairElement), (DSSMethod,DSSObject),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject)}.

Inheritance+ same as Inheritance.

(Inheritance+
{DSSObject}) = {(DSSMethod,DSSObject),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject)}.

dom (Inheritance+
{DSSObject}) = {DSSMethod, DSSParameter}.

DSSObject 's characteristic set is: ndc DSSObject = {DSSMethod,
DSSParameter}.

| ndc DSSObject|= 2.
| ndc DSSMethod|= 0.
| ndc DSSParameter|= 0.
| ndc DSSVariable|= 0.
| ndc BBGEdge|= 0.
| ndc BBGInheritanceRelation|= 0.
| ndc BBGPairElement|= 2.
| ndc BBGPairValue|= 0.
| ndc BBGSet|= 0.
| ndc BBGSetMember|= 0.
| ndc BBGSingleValue|= 0.
| ndc BBGVertex|= 0.
| ndc IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| ndc IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| ndc ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.
| ndc NDCMetric|= 0.
| nac DSSObject|= 0.
| nac DSSMethod|= 1.
| nac DSSParameter|= 1.
| nac DSSVariable|= 0.
| nac BBGEdge|= 0.
| nac BBGInheritanceRelation|= 0.
| nac BBGPairElement|= 0.
| nac BBGPairValue|= 1.
| nac BBGSet|= 0.
| nac BBGSetMember|= 0.
| nac BBGSingleValue|= 1.
| nac BBGVertex|= 0.
| nac IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| nac IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| nac ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.
| nac NDCMetric|= 0.
| wmc DSSObject|= 24.
| wmc DSSMethod|= 18.
| wmc DSSParameter|= 6.
| wmc DSSVariable|= 12.
| wmc BBGEdge|= 10.
| wmc BBGInheritanceRelation|= 15.
| wmc BBGPairElement|= 2.
| wmc BBGPairValue|= 4.
| wmc BBGSet|= 10.
| wmc BBGSetMember|= 6.
| wmc BBGSingleValue|= 2.
| wmc BBGVertex|= 4.
| wmc IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| wmc IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| wmc ZMathematicalOperators|= 9.
| wmc NDCMetric|= 14.

The same Z steps are applied to the remaining 15 classes in the systems to calculate
the metric’s characteristic sets for each class. The metric value (i.e. the set
cardinality) for each class is shown in the net column. .
NAC

The NAC metric calculation for class DSSObject:

Inheritance = {(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement),
(BBGSingleValue,BBGPairElement), (DSSMethod,DSSObject),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject)}.

Inheritance+ same as Inheritance.

({DSSObject} Inheritance+) = Ø.

ran ( {DSSObject } Inheritance+) = Ø.

DSSObject 's characteristic set is : nac DSSObject = Ø .

WMC

The WMC metric calculation for class DSSObject:

LocalMethod = PrivateInstanceMethod  PublicInstanceMethod 
ProtectedInstacneMethod  PublicClassMethod 
ProtectedClassMethod  PrivateClassMethod.
(For brevity, we will not show the complete list as LocalMethod
contains a large set of methods, we will only show the following Z
notations).

ran({DSSObject} LocalMethods)= {(DSSObject.TestPrivMethod),
(DSSObject.TestProvMethod), (DSSObject.GetClassName),
(DSSObject.SetClassName), (DSSObject.GetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),(DSSObject.GetPackageName),(
DSSObject.SetPackageName), (DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject.GetPublicMethods), (DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods), (DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods), (DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject.GetInnerClasses), (DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),
(DSSObject.GetClassVariables), (DSSObject.SetClassVariables),
(DSSObject.isInterface), (DSSObject.Interface),
(DSSObject.isAbstract), (DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract)}.

DSSObject 's characteristic set is: wmc DSSObject is result from last
step.
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Table A.3 (Continued)
Metric

Metric calculation following Z formalizations steps

Metric Value

NP

The NP metric calculation for class DSSObject:

| np DSSObject|= 3.
| np DSSMethod|= 3.
| np DSSParameter|= 2.
| np DSSVariable|= 2.
| np BBGEdge|= 2.
| np BBGInheritanceRelation|= 4.
| np BBGPairElement|= 1.
| np BBGPairValue|= 1.
| np BBGSet|= 2.
| np BBGSetMember|= 2.
| np BBGSingleValue|= 1.
| np BBGVertex|= 1.
| np IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| np IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| np ZMathematicalOperators|= 4.
| np NDCMetric|= 6.



DAM

CAHF

MethodsPerClass = ({DSSObject} LocalMethod) was calculated as
one of the steps in the WMC’s metric calculation.

MethodsPerClass ParameterType =
{((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassName),String),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),String),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPackageName),String),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),Vector),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface),boolean),
((DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract),boolean)}.

ran(MethodsPerClass ParameterType) = {String, Vector, boolean}.

DSSObject 's characteristic set is: np DSSObject = {String, Vector,
boolean}.
The DAM metric calculation for class DSSObject:

LocalAttribute = PrivateInstanceAttribute  PublicInstanceAttribute
 ProtectedInstacneAttribute  PublicClassAttribute 
ProtectedClassAttribute  PrivateClassAttribute.
(For brevity, we will not show the complete list as LocalAttribute
contains a large set of attributes, we will only show the following Z
notations).

protectedAttrs = ran({DSSObject} (ProtectedClassAttribute 
ProtectedInstanceAttribute))= {(DSSObject.ClassName),
(DSSObject.ClassExtendedName),(DSSObject.PackageName),
(DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented), (DSSObject.PublicMethods),
(DSSObject.ProtectedMethods),(DSSObject.PrivateMethods),
(DSSObject.InnerClasses),( DSSObject.ClassVariables)}.

ran({DSSObject} LocalAttribute)= {( DSSObject.Interface),
(DSSObject.Abstract), (DSSObject.ClassName),
(DSSObject.ClassExtendedName),(DSSObject.PackageName),
(DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented),(DSSObject.PublicMethods),
(DSSObject.ProtectedMethods),(DSSObject.PrivateMethods),
(DSSObject.InnerClasses),(DSSObject.ClassVariables)}.

dam DSSObject = (#protectedAttrs / #(ran({DSSObject}
LocalAttribute)). = 9/11 = 0.82.

The CAHF metric calculation for class DSSObject:

AllInstanceInvisiableVariables = PrivateInstanceAttribute

AllInstanceIVariables = PrivateInstanceAttribute 
PublicInstanceAttribute  ProtectedInstacneAttribute






InvisibleVariablePerClass = ran({DSSObject}
AllInstanceInvisiableVariables) = {(DSSObject.Interface),(
DSSObject.Abstract)}.
AllVariablesPerClass = ran({DSSObject} AllInstanceIVariables) =
{(DSSObject.Interface), (DSSObject.Abstract),
(DSSObject.ClassExtendedName), (DSSObject.PackageName),
(DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented), (DSSObject.PublicMethods),
(DSSObject.ProtectedMethods), (DSSObject.PrivateMethods),
(DSSObject.InnerClasses), (DSSObject.ClassVariables),
DSSObject.ClassName)}.
Cahf DSSObject =(# InvisibleVariablePerClass/ #AllVariablesPerClass)
= 2/11= 0.182.
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| dam DSSObject|= 0.82.
| dam DSSMethod|= 0.8.
| dam DSSParameter|= 0.
| dam DSSVariable|= 0.
| dam BBGEdge|= 0.
| dam BBGInheritanceRelation|= 0.9.
| dam BBGPairElement|= 0.
| dam BBGPairValue|= 0.
| dam BBGSet|= 0.
| dam BBGSetMember|= 0.
| dam BBGSingleValue|= 0.
| dam BBGVertex|= 0.
| dam IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| dam IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| dam ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.
| dam NDCMetric|= 0.5.

| dam DSSObject|= 0.182.
| dam DSSMethod|= 0.1.
| dam DSSParameter|= 1.0.
| dam DSSVariable|= 1.0.
| dam BBGEdge|= 1.0.
| dam BBGInheritanceRelation|= 0.0.
| dam BBGPairElement|= 1.0.
| dam BBGPairValue|= 1.0.
| dam BBGSet|= 1.0.
| dam BBGSetMember|= 1.0.
| dam BBGSingleValue|= 1.0.
| dam BBGVertex|= 1.0.
| dam IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| dam IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| dam ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.
| dam NDCMetric|= 0.

Table A.3 (Continued)
Metric

Metric calculation following Z formalizations steps

Metric Value

MIC

The MIC metric calculation for class DSSOject:
o
Using BBG set Module-Class association, ModuleClass=
{(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGEdge),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGInheritanceRel
ation),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGPairElement),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGPairValue),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGSet),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGSetMember),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGSingleValue),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.BBG,BBGVertex),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSMethod),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.DSSMetrics,NDCMetric)
,
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.DSSMetrics,MyRenderer
), (dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSObject),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSParameter),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler,DSSVariable),
(dssToolkit.VerificationSystem.DSSCompiler.Z,ZMathematicalOperato
rs)}.
o
publicMethodsPerClass = (ClassAPIMethod DSSOject) =
{(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPackageName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPackageName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassVariables),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.isInterface), (DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.isAbstract), (DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract)}
o
publicMethodsPerClass MethodToMethodMessage = Ø.
o
ExternalClasses = dom (ran (MethodToMethodMessage
publicMethodsPerClass)) = Ø.

| mic DSSObject|= 0.
| mic DSSMethod|= 0.
| mic DSSParameter|= 0.
| mic DSSVariable|= 0.
| mic BBGEdge|= 0.
| mic BBGInheritanceRelation|= 0.57.
| mic BBGPairElement|= 0.
| mic BBGPairValue|= 0.
| mic BBGSet|= 0.
| mic BBGSetMember|= 0.
| mic BBGSingleValue|= 0.
| mic BBGVertex|= 0.
| mic IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| mic IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| mic ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.43.
| mic NDCMetric|= 0.923.

o

mic DSSOject =

0
= 0 =0
(15  1) 14
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Table A.3 (Continued)
Metric

Metric calculation following Z formalizations steps

Metric Value

CTM

The CTM metric calculation for class DSSOject:
o
methodsInClass = (ClassAPIMethod DSSOject) =
{(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPackageName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPackageName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInnerClasses),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassVariables),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.isInterface), (DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.isAbstract), (DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract)}.
o
methodsInClass MethodToMethodMessage
methodsInClass = Ø.
o
ctm DSSOject = 0.

| ctm DSSObject|= 0.
| ctm DSSMethod|= 0.
| ctm DSSParameter|= 0.
| ctm DSSVariable|= 0.
| ctm BBGEdge|= 0.
| ctm BBGInheritanceRelation|= 32.
| ctm BBGPairElement|= 0.
| ctm BBGPairValue|= 0.
| ctm BBGSet|= 0.
| ctm BBGSetMember|= 0.
| ctm BBGSingleValue|= 0.
| ctm BBGVertex|= 0.
| ctm IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| ctm IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| ctm ZMathematicalOperators|= 54.
| ctm NDCMetric|= 27.

CTA

The CTA metric calculation for class DSSOject:
o
LocalAttribute was already calaulated before as part of metric DAM.
o
ObjectReferences = ran({DSSOject } LocalAttribute) = {(
DSSObject.Interface),( DSSObject.Abstract),
(DSSObject.ClassExtendedName),( DSSObject.PackageName),
(DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented), (DSSObject.PublicMethods),
(DSSObject.ProtectedMethods), (DSSObject.PrivateMethods),(
DSSObject.InnerClasses),( DSSObject.ClassVariables)}
o
ObjRefClasses = ran (ObjectReferences ObjectReferenceTypes) =
{String, Vector, boolean}
o cta DSSOject =3.

CMIF

The CMIF metric calculation for class DSSObject:
o
AllMethods = PrivateInstanceMethod  PublicInstanceMethod 
ProtectedInstacneMethod  PrivateClassMethod 
PublicClassMethod  ProtectedClassMethod.
(For brevity, we will not show the complete list as LocalMethod
contains a large set of methods, we will only show the following Z
notations).
o
AllInheritanceMethods = ClassInheritanceMethods 
InstanceInheritanceMethods.
o
AncestorClasses = ran ( { DSSObject } Inheritance+) = Ø.
o
PerAncestorMethods = Ø AllMethods = Ø .
o
PerAncestorInheritanceMethods = AllInheritanceMethods
{DSSObject}= Ø.
o
caif DSSObject =(# PerAncestorInheritanceMethods / #
PerAncestorMethods) = 0.

| cta DSSObject|= 3.
| cta DSSMethod|= 3.
| cta DSSParameter|= 2.
| cta DSSVariable|= 2.
| cta BBGEdge|= 2.
| cta BBGInheritanceRelation|= 5.
| cta BBGPairElement|= 1.
| cta BBGPairValue|= 1.
| cta BBGSet|= 2.
| cta BBGSetMember|= 2.
| cta BBGSingleValue|= 1.
| cta BBGVertex|= 1.
| cta IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| cta IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| cta ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.
| cta NDCMetric|= 5.
| cmif DSSObject|= 0.
| cmif DSSMethod|= 0.958.
| cmif DSSParameter|= 0.958.
| cmif DSSVariable|= 0.
| cmif BBGEdge|= 0.
| cmif BBGInheritanceRelation|= 0.
| cmif BBGPairElement|= 0.
| cmif BBGPairValue|= 1.
| cmif BBGSet|= 0.
| cmif BBGSetMember|= 0.
| cmif BBGSingleValue|= 1.
| cmif BBGVertex|= 0.
| cmif IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
| cmif IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
| cmif ZMathematicalOperators|= 0.
| cmif NDCMetric|= 0.
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Table A.3 (Continued)
Metric

Metric calculation following Z formalizations steps

Metric Value

CBO

The CBO metric calculation for class DSSObject:
o
ClassMethodsAPI = (ClassAPIMethod DSSObject) ={
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassName),(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetCla
ssExtendedName), (DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassExtendedName),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetPackageName),(DSSObject,DSSObject.Set
PackageName), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInterfacesImplemented),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetInterfacesImplemented),(DSSObject,DSSO
bject.GetPublicMethods), (DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPublicMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetProtectedMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetProtectedMethods),(DSSObject,DSSObject.
GetPrivateMethods), (DSSObject,DSSObject.SetPrivateMethods),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.GetInnerClasses),(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetIn
nerClasses), (DSSObject,DSSObject.GetClassVariables),
(DSSObject,DSSObject.SetClassVariables),(DSSObject,DSSObject.isI
nterface),(DSSObject,DSSObject.Interface),(DSSObject,DSSObject.isA
bstract),(DSSObject,DSSObject.Abstract)}
o
MethodToMethodMessage ClassMethodsAPI = .
o
ClassesOfMethodsInvoked = dom(ran(MethodToMethodMessage
ClassMethodsAPI)) =
o
ObjectReferences = ran({DSSObject } LocalAttribute) =
{DSSObject.Interface, DSSObject.Abstract,
DSSObject.ClassExtendedName, DSSObject.PackageName,
DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented, DSSObject.PublicMethods,
DSSObject.ProtectedMethods, DSSObject.PrivateMethods,
DSSObject.InnerClasses, DSSObject.ClassVariables}.
o
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations = ran (ObjectReferences
ObjectReferenceTypes) = ran
({(DSSObject.ClassExtendedName,String),(DSSObject.PackageName,
String),(DSSObject.InterfacesImplemented,Vector),(DSSObject.Public
Methods,Vector),(DSSObject.ProtectedMethods,Vector),(DSSObject.Pr
ivateMethods,Vector),(DSSObject.InnerClasses,Vector),(DSSObject.Cl
assVariables,Vector),(DSSObject.Interface,boolean),(DSSObject.Abstra
ct,boolean)}) = {String, Vector, boolean}.
o
ClassesOfParametersTypes = ran (ClassMethodsAPI
ParametersTypes) = {String, Vector, boolean}.
o
ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes =ran(ClassMethodsAPI
ReturnTypeFromMethod) = {String, Vector, boolean}.
o
ExternalClasses = ClassesOfMethodsInvoked 
ClassesOfAttributeDeclarations  ClassesOfParametersTypes 
ClassesOfReturnMethodTypes = {String, Vector, boolean}.
o
Inheritance = {(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement),
(BBGSingleValue,BBGPairElement), (DSSMethod,DSSObject),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject), (MyRender, DefaultTreeCellRenderer)}.
o
Inheritance+ = {(BBGPairValue,BBGPairElement),
(BBGSingleValue,BBGPairElement), (DSSMethod,DSSObject),
(DSSParameter,DSSObject), (MyRender, DefaultTreeCellRenderer)}.
o
SuperTypeClasses= ran({DSSObject } Inheritance+) = .
o
SubTypeClasses = dom(Inheritance+ {A1}) = {DSSMethod,
DSSParameter }.
o
AllClassesBeingReferenced = SuperTypeClasses
ExternalClasses

| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo
| cbo

o
o

ExternalClasses
SubTypeClasses =
{String, Vector,
boolean}  {String, Vector, boolean}
{DSSMethod,
DSSParameter} = {String, Vector, boolean}  {String, Vector,
boolean}= {String, Vector, boolean}.
DSSObject 's characteristic set is : cbo DSSObject = {String, Vector,
boolean}.
The set cardinality: | cbo DSSObject |= 3.
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DSSObject|= 3.
DSSMethod|= 3.
DSSParameter|= 2.
DSSVariable|= 2.
BBGEdge|= 2.
BBGInheritanceRelation|= 12.
BBGPairElement|= 1.
BBGPairValue|= 0.
BBGSet|= 2.
BBGSetMember|= 2.
BBGSingleValue|= 1.
BBGVertex|= 1.
IDSSAnalysisInterface|= 0.
IDSSBBGRelationInterface|= 0.
ZMathematicalOperators|= 9.
NDCMetric|= 17.

A.3.2 Automatic Metric Values Calculation using Formalized Z Schema Definition
of Metrics

Following the manual calculation A.3.1, we ran the DSS toolkit on the
verification system to automatically calculate the 11 metric values using the DSS
Analyzer on the 16 classes in the system, we compared the 176 values (11 metric * 16
classes = 176 metric values) from both runs and we were able to confirm exact match for
each set, as shown in Table A.3.

Table A.4: Results of comparing the manual and automatic metric values
calculation using Z formalizations on the Sample Project

Metric Name

Same results between manual extraction and
automatic run using DSS

NDC

√

NAC

√

WMC

√

NP

√

DAM

√

CAHF

√

MIC

√

CTM

√

CTA

√

CMIF

√

CBO

√
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